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Hoboken piers ffi
The problem of Hoboken's piers is
something like the chicken or the egg,
which came first? Does HoboKen try to
do something about finding a maritime
use for its three piers, or does it try to
find another use for them?
Evfcry once in a while, a ship puts in
at Hoboken. There is word that some of
them are en route and will arrive in a
few v^eeks. As long as there is some
shipping business, it is difficult to write
off the piers and start to plan for housing, or warehousing or industrial use for
them.
Piers A and C are in good shape, but
those who work the piers say Pier B is
obsolete and its loft area is falling apart.
It may be useful for docking, but that is
about "all.
The piers are the property of the
Port Authority which voluntarily makes
a small annual payment to Hoboken in
lieu of taxes. With Pier B in questionable
shape, perhaps the city and the P.A.
could get together on developing it for
some useful revenue-producing project.

Bier defends
methods of
obtaining bids
The specifications used by Hobokeiv ot
obtain bids on various supplies neededfaythe
city were today defended by Business
Administrator Herman Bier following some
criticism at a recent council meeting.
"I concede that ttie specifications may
not be as clear as some people would like,
but they protect the city's interest and that
is the most important thing," he said.
"However, firms that have been in tftwr
particular line of business for awhile usually
don't have any problems. If they have a
question about grade or quality of an item
they usually submit proposals for all grades
of the item."
The. specifications were questioned by
Maurice DeGennaro, a Jocal businessman, at
a recent council meeting. He said the city
wasn't "specific'* e n o u g h
on its
specifications and that prevented or hindered
contractors from preparing proper bids.
He cited the proposed purchase of tires
in which the city advertised for prices on 12ply tires. DeGennaro said some tires actually
were M-ply but were rated 12-ply while
others were actually 12 - p I y . The
specifications did not say whether the ply
should Be rated or actual.
Bder said experienced terms solved that
problem by submitting proposals lor both
types of tires.
DeGennaro also said the c i t y
discouraged contractors from bidding by
seeking prices on items but making no
commitment actually to buy any during the
year.
According to Bier, this is a standard
practice.
"If we ask for bids on 100 items it is
because the city anticipates buying
somewhere between none and 100 during the
course of the year," sid Bier.
"But should something happen to change
the city's needs and that item is no longer
required should the city buy them anyway?
That is the position it would find itself in if it
advertised to purchase a specific number of
items and awarded a contract.
"I admit that this doesn't make things
easy for prospective bidders, but it does
protect the city's interests."
However, Bier said he would be willing
to meet with DeGennaro or any other
businessman and discuss the city's method of
drawing up specifications and ways of
altering them so that they could be more
specific but the city's interests would stiU be
protected.
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Hoboken firefighters too
understaffed to save man
adequate strength, only one truck company
BY PETER HALLAM
and two engine companies made the initial
The 74-year-old man who died from
response with a complement of nine men
injuries received in a fire last Saturday at
me Madison Hotel in Hoboken "could have and three officers."
Babaro said that the first "mission" of
been saved if the city had the proper number
the firemen arriving on the initial response is
of firemen on the job," Michael Bavaro,
to search the building, if possible, for any
president (A the Hoboken Firefighters
persons trapped inside, andtoventilate the
Association, asserted today.
premises.
Mayor Steve Cappiello denied the
"At full strength with five companies
charges and said that if Bavaro would put
responding,
six men would be delegated to
them in writing he would see that they went
brought
to Hudson County Prosecutor James
JWUCB had
i w not
..~v been
.
- „ to his attention
O'Halloran for investigation. He added that previously and asked why he hadn't filed a
not "-:*»««
written r«nr>nt.
report. According
According to Bavaro, he is
reports submitted on the fire Jdo
~ —*
at St.
Mary Hospital last Sunday. He was being not the firemen.
"What about the beds they were sleeping
treated for smoke inhalation.
"Had the fire department been at full in when *he fire call came in?" continued the
strength, two truck companies and tiiree mayor. "If they were riding in cars on fine
engine companies would have responded to , patrol there would have been a faster
that fire with on complement of 15 firemen response. Maybe if they stayed awake at
night instead of sleeping there wQuld have
and five officers," Bavaro said.
"Because the mayor, as public safety been a faster response. Perhaps the firemen
director, has iiot kept the department up to should be on eight-hour shifts." They now
work 10 and 14 hours shifts each day.
"If they are really so concerned why are
they so against riding patrol like .the police
do?" CappiieMo asked. "Whenever the city
has sought to improve the effectiveness of
public safety the union has been a
deterrent."
''Whatever actions the city has taken
have been for the people," he asserted. "I'm
for the people."
It was learned that imimedaately alter
talking with The Jersey Journal, Bavaro was
contacted by Deputy Chief James Houn and
Standard Brands Inc. anordered to appear before the mayor by 4
nounced yesterday that its
p.m. Bavaro, however, declined. He said that
Hoboken plant, were 200
he was still under a doctor's care for simoke
persons are employed, will be
inhalation. Bavaro was one of eight firemen
dosed next month.
hospitalized fighting the Madison Hotel fire.
He was released from St. Mary Hospital
The company's Royal line of
desserts are produced In
Thursday.
According to Bavaro, it is his belief that
Hoboken. According to Jerome
the city is concerned only with saving "as
Burke of Standard Brand's
much money as possible by cutting the
New York City office, the comstrength of the fire department" and #iat
pany hasb een overproducing.
there
is no real concern for the men.
"The dessert business has not
"During the fireflighting operation we
been that good lately," he said.
were even prohibited from having a cup of
He wld whatever portion of the
coffee," he said; "A superior ordered Uw
Hoboken production is to be
Gong Club nottoserve any of the firemen.
retained win be absorbed at
"The men in the hospital are by contract
othe Standard Brands
to have telephones for local calls. They were
facilities.
refused by the orders of the mayor.
The 200 employes work in
"It's a minor matter but an important
production, shipping, clerical
one for morale. Do you know whattois like
and- :pervlsory capacities.
to be in a hospital for several days without
being abletotalk with your kids and wife?"
Burke said that the company
Bavaro said that the union will file a
has been In Hoboken for about
grievance on the matter.
90 yean.
"If we had the proper manpower there
would have been someone with me and
between the two of us we could have gotten
to the man," he continued,
"There just weren't enough men to
coduct a proper search of the building and
I'll bring in expert witnesses to testify to
that."
Cappieio said that Bavaro's comments
A special meeting of the
that
detail," he continued. "But duetoour
Hoboken Board of Education has
reduced strength only two men were
been called for Thursday at 10
assigned these duties at the Madison Hotel
a.m. for the purpose of irenewing
fire, and I was one of them."
$3,350 million in school notes,
Bavaro said that he had reached the door
Thomas A. Galfo, b o a r d
secretary, said today.
to Smith's room and tried to break it down.
One note is for $2.5 million for
But he was too exhausted to get through and
the Wallace School amd the other
hadtoturn back.
isfor$850,000 on the mini-school
now under construction at 524
Park Ave.
No other business will be
transacted at the meeting.

RoydPfant
In Hoboken.
To Be Closed

Hoboken board
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calls meeting

Hoboken council
asks Cofenran,
Bado to reporf
Michael Coteman, the recently appointed
director of Hoboken's
Economic
Development (Program, is being asked to
supply the Hoboken City Council with a
monthly report on his activities and the
progress he has made since becoming head
of Ihe program.
Ciity Clerk Anthony J. Amoruso has been
instructed by Council President Martin J .
Brennan to notify Coleman that the council
wants a written report.
Coleman was hired by contract at the
beginning of the year to head the economic
development program. He is to put im about
15 hours a week at an annual salary of
$15,000.
According to Brennan, Coleroan has been
on the jobforalmost two monthsfontthe
council has no idea of what lie has be«n
doing or what has been accomplished.
Councilman Anthony H. Romano had
asked the council to have Coleman im&ke
regular monthly reports when it approved
the contract hiring itihe fonmer Community
Development Agency (CDA) director.
However, Romano didn't get much support
for his idea at that time. The economic
development agency is a division of the CDA.
It too is being asked to submit a report.
Ait the request of Councilman Francis X.
Leahy, CEkA Director Fred Bado will be
asked to report to the council on what the
CDA has been able to do to help save some of
the city's health program.
Leahy said that the council had asked
the CDA to look into providing same fund! to
save the program, threatened with phase-out
because of state cuts in health aid funds. He
said the Tequest was made some six weeks
ago but the council hasn't received any
reply.

Bicentennial panel meets
The Hoboken Bicentennial Committee will meet tonight
at 8 in the public library, Fifth Street and Park Avenue,
Vincent Wassman, chairman said today. The public is
invited to attend. The committee will hold an executive

meeting at 7:30 p.m.
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Partial pay for bluecoafs
injured on job proposed
Hoboken
nmuoi »
a.v
It was explained that if a man is paid
Hoboken ponce
police anu
and firemen
who are
injured on the job are facing the possibility $3,000 in salary while out with his injury but
of being taken off foil! salary and placed on is awarded $3,500 by the compensation court,
lesser weekly compensation payments, it he keeps the $500 but is supposed to pay back
the $3,000.
was learned today.
In several cases uniformed employes
According to a high city source, a
meeting between Mayor Steve Cappielto, have been given such awards but refused to
Law Director Lawrence F'orio, city council pay back to the city what it had paid them in
members and representatives of the two fire salaries, and, in effect, were paid twice.
unions and the Policemen's Benevolent
The source said that the city is not
Association has been called for tomorrow in required to carry the men on the "payroll
the mayor's office to discuss the payments.
while out with injuries received on the job. It
It is reported that the city wants to go could pay them the going compensation rate
"strictly by the book" on injuries that might of salary, roughly $110 a week, but that is
result in compensation cases because some less than half of the regular average weekly
uniformed employes have not lived up to the salary.
present agreement.
Mayor Cappiello confirmed the report
The tenms of the agreement which all of that the meeting had been called and it
the unions have agreed to, even if their men would deal with the workmen's compensation
haven't, is that should an injured man file situation. However, he said that it was called
for compensation and get an award in excess at hte request of Director Florio, who was
of what he has been paid in salary, he keeps familiar with all of the details. Florio was
the excess but returns amount of the salary not immediately available for comtment.
to the city.

where they were supposed to have been
* A formal request to the Hotata City into
«oj!h detail,1' hesaisaid.
d "For
example, where
(hey were supposed to have beei
into enough detail," he
"Far example, presented. The error appeared to have been

C ^ d J that k aitow d<ize«to«ddre« the the
the dty
dtyaato
TheThe
errorcompany
appearedrepresentatives
tohave ban
the council's.
aatofor
forbids
bids on
on li-ply
13-ply tines
tires but
but the
the presented.
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school vote tomorrow
Residents in five North Hudson Lugo Jr., and Clayton Anderson — in what
communities and Hoboken go to the polls has turned out to be one of the quietest
tomorrow to elect school board trustees and election campaigns in the city's recent
vote on the school budget. In Hoboken voters history.
Mayor Steve Cappiello has endorsed
vi<l also decide whether to return to an
three candidates — Raslowsky, Lugo and
• , nnted board.
In each community the budget figures — Leo McLaughlin — but the three have never
for current expense and capital outlay — publicly stated that they are naming as an
represent only part of the total amount to be official ticket.
Only one official ticket is in the offing. It
raised through t a x a t i o n .
Bonded
indebtedness, in some cases totaling millions consists of Leonard Luizzi, John ^laresca,
of dollars, is not included because it is a and Mrs. Carmella Iocca.
The mayor said he also approved of the
fixed expense.
In Hoboken seventeen candidates a r e proposed budget based on an as yet unmade
vying for the three board seats, including promise from the board of education that
three incumbents —John Raslowsky, Aurelio should there be a reduction in state school

fHoboken caucuses
for
observation
only
f-t-

aid the board would cut its spending to make
up the amount, rather than expect the sity to
make up the difference through increased
taxes, it is reported.
The other candidates in the school board
election include Charles Roberts, Angel
Roman, Richard England, Louis Tiscornia,
Eugene Drayton, Leo Genese, John Molta,
•Walter Dunne Sr.( Kenneth Josefson, and
Charles Carroll.
In West New York where residents a
month ago voted a return to the appointed
'board system in 1S77, ballots will be cast for
election of three one-year trustees. Residents
are also voting on a $3,922,507 current
expense budget Hte total budget is
$U,2SS,4€2, of which $5,078,399 must be raised
by taxation* The figure is a drop of $900,000
from k s t year.
Eight candidates are running in West
NawYoric.
In Secuapcus. four candidates are
naming for three positions for three-year
terms. Residents wiM vote on tMtOjai in
current expenses and $68,000 for capital
outlay. The total amount to be raised by
taxation, however, is $4,446,983, » large part
to be spent on construction bondsfarthe new
Secaucus High School.
In North Bergen, 18 candidates are vying
for three posts, each for three years.
Residents wiM be voting on $10^15,142 for
current expenses and $136,970 for capital
outlay. Hie figures represent a $2.1 mtUion
increase in the amount to be raised by
taxation, The total budget is $EJ7 million.
In Union City, five candidates are
running for three stotstorthree-year terms.
Residents will vote on a $5,886,505 current
expense budget. The total budget is
$15,093,250, up $1 mMon from lost year.
However, the amount to be raised through
t a n s is $430,000 less.
In Weehawken, voters will elect three
candidates tmm among eif*t to three-year
terms. Residents will be voting on a
$3,391,71612 current expense budget and $74,921
in caprtd owtfay. The $4.<1 million budget
shows an increase of $420,000 in the amount
tolbe raised by taxation.
Guttenberg, the only North Hudson
comtmmwty with an appointed school boaTd,
has already adopted a $L,0»,3O4 budget, of
•which 5748,42.1 imust be raised through
taxation. The new budget represents a
$122,1630 increase over last year's figure.

Hoboken1
election
(The Jersey Journal today starts a
three-part series introducing the 17
candidates for three seats on the nineman Hoboken Board of Education in the
election March 9.)
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Theincompany
representative
had council's.
been ftittinf
the audience
since the
DUS. don't
is tk»
the the
aotuaJ ply count OT the aasigped rating that start of the meeting but appeared to have
«. The request was submitted at
been waiting for the council to specifically
is giver- to some 10-piy ti«s.
yesterday's counci' meeting by Maurice
"Another example is that the city asks state it was time for bids to be submitted on
t>erGewiaro. But City Council President
for prices on 100 items but adds that it may tires, brushes and plumbing supplies.
!Martin'.J. Brennan said he didn't feel it
take only one or none during a year.
Instead, the council called for the
'would^ccomplish anything and declined to
"How can any businessman submit submission cf bids on "various supplies and
'have it considered 'by the full council.
competitive bids and hold his bid price for a materials."
DeGennaro said that since the city
year on 100 items when he has absolutely no
Four bids were received by the council
,'diirectors were at the caucus meetings but
idea of how many items, if any, are going to
notetifte regular council meetings it would
on
a
new truck for the city's dog warden:
be ordered during dw course of the yew?"
'save tirne ,by aWowing citizens to ask their
Council President Brennan and senpval Center Ford of North Bergen, $4,1687; Franci*
< questions when Aey were most likelytoget
of the other councilman agreed. The m l t r Chevrolet of Irvington, $5,096; AC Chevrolet
, an answer — at <he caucuses.
was referred to the council's committee «<n of Jersey City, $4,318, and the Pasquin Ford
_' , However, it was fireman's opinion that
business administration, h e a d e d by
bid of $4,682.
i.the pu*|)iOise of the open caucus meetings was
Councilman Nunzio Malfetti.
f not for citizen participation but to adlow the
The council also received four bids for
Bids p'ayed an important and confusing
f. piibTic^the opportunity to see how the council
supplying
the city with a new station wagon
role in yesterday's council business. Four
^operates.
for
the
public
health rurses: Center Ford,
bids for various items have been sent to die
:
'The directors, and in fact, aM city tew department for an opinion en whether $5,581; AC Chevrolet, $5,2S6; Francis
,' agencies and personnel are available to the the oity can consider them because they Chevrolet, 45,663, an* Pasq-udn Ford, $5,(900.
k,public to answer any questions they may were submitted late or not in accordance
Two bids were submitted for a van for
••have about the operation of the city," he with the council's rules.
the Lead Based Paint Detection Program:
* added. ' 'If these employes and supervisors
Included were bids on sell ing the city two Center Ford, $5,964, and Francis Chevrolet,
», are asked for information and don't provide trucks (ram Pasqtrim Fond >in iRutherford, $5,220, plus several options which would
Jat, the citizen should then advise the council street sweeper brushes from the Newark increase die price.
* and it will see that the information is made Brush Co., tires from Harry Klinger Co. of
The ccuncil approved a variance for the
tavaitable."
Jensey City, and plumbing supplies from owner of ffi-76 Willow Ave. to allow
*
DeOnnaro a t e questioned the city's Adams Sales amd Service in Hoboken.
construction cf an autobedy and repair shop
f.method of preparing specifications and
The Pasquin bid was mailed to the city at that site. The area is zonedforresidential
• whether or not they included enough details clerk instead of being hand delivered during use but the city's board cf adjustment
. for businessmen to submit bids. On this the council meeting.
recommended that die puwge be allowed to
,,matter he was mare successful.
The other three bids were presented to open.
f! "The specificatiens in general! do not go the coandf after it had closed the session
A subdivision of 701-70(7 Monroe St. into
four lots was approved by bhe council as
«cH.
The council approved the Community
Development Agency application for funding
*
9
,i:i:lit
li'L.:
U.nrllosi
for the 1976-77 program, year, a resolution
Mayor Steve Cappiello of Hoboken said might get hit if the gun wasn't being handled
that
was submitted at the lastonoment.
today he has changed his mind about using a by an expert."
As
a result, Council President Brennan
Vitale and Leahy, who brought the city's
tranquilizer dart gun to round up « pack of
ordered the city clerktoagain advise all city
wild dogs that has taken up residence at the attention to the problem in the first place,
directors that if their resolutions are not
conferred with the mayor' Friday on the
Port Authority's Pier C.
turned over to the council by the low
problem. The director advised the mayor
The mayor said after talking with Public
department at least 4S hours priortothe
that he had already asked Police Chief
Works Director Raphael P. Vitale and
regular caucus meetings they wiM be tabled
George Crimmins if the department could
Councilman-aHarge Francis X. Leahy he
until the following council meeting — two
borrow a policemarksman for the detail.
felt that the dart gun was the best method of
weeks later.
The director added that a rush order for
successfully capturing the dogs, provided it
By resolution, the council ratified labor
the dart gun has been placed with a local gun
was being handled by someone highly
contracts with the city's fire fighters, fire
shop aoross from City Hall. He said delivery
qualified in the use of firearms.
officers and policemenforliSflB. Negotiations
would take "a few days."
on 1976 contract: have been .underway for
"It is a humane way of doing it," said
After the dogs have been captured they
several weeks.
the mayor. "Once hit the dog just goes to will be turned over to the Hudson County
An ordinance ithat will give property
sleep as the tranquilizer takes hold. But I Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
owners a five-year moratorium on
was also concerned that some bystander Animals.
assessment of property improvements was
approved by the coawoi. The ordinance gives
the property owners abatements of up to
$5,000 on eaoh rehabilitated apartment unit.
The council was questioned on a number
jv jr.
of resolutions and pieces of business by
The Hoboken Bicentennial Chorus will hold its first
Thomas Vezzetti and Charles DeFazio Jr.
meeting tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the city's Multi-Service
during
the meeting.
Center, Second and Grand streets, it was announced today
by Prof. Emmanuel Leemans, director, Any persons
interested in participating in the choral group are invited to
attend. Prof. Leemans is director of the choir and orchestra
at Our Lady of Grace Church.

O/(s tranquilher- for dogs

Hoboken chorus rnee+s

410 new books for Hoboken Library IP
by Charles M. Evens; "The Boys From
Conspiracy," by John Cosisllo ond Terry
Brazil," by Ira Levin; "Guerrillas," by
Hughes; "Goebbels: The Man WhoV. S. Naipaul; "Dubai," by Robin Moore;
Created Hitler, by Viktor Relmann; "Th«
"This Is The House," by Detmrah Hill;
Democratic Enlightenment," by Donald
"The October Circle," Robert Llrtell;
H. Meyer; "Th« Flower and the Mettle:
"Hotfa: The Real Story," James R. Hoffa
Diaries and Letters 1936-1939,
by
as told to Oscar Fraley.
Anne Morrow Lindbergh; "The 3:10 To
"The Man Who Flew Churchill," by
Anywhere," by Leo Rosten; "Saving The Bruce West; "Silent Music: The Science
Queen," by William F. -Buckley, Jr.;
Of
Meditation," William
Johmton;
"The
Auctioneer,"
Joen
Samson;
"Foreign Affairs and Other Stories," by
"Obituaries: Stories,"
by Bernard
Sean O'Faolaln; "Man In Black," by
Kaplan;
"The Director:
An Oral
Johnny Cash; "Inside Monte Carlo," by
Biography of J. Edaor Hoover," by Ovid
Stanley Jackson; "The Little Victims:
Demarls; "Diabetes: New Look At An How America Treats Its Children," by
Old
Problem."
by Bertrand E.
Howard James; "Ending Insult To
Lowtnstein, M.D. end Paul D. Preger,
Inlury. No-Fault Insurance For Prodcutt
Jr.
And Services," by Jeffrey O'Connell;
"New Plants From Old: Prunirn and
"Decadence:
Radical
Nostalgia.
"Today «nd Tcmorrow In America," by Propagating 1or the Indoor Gordsner,"

A total of 410 new books have
been purchased by the Hoboken
Public L i b r a r y ,
Lucille
Cunningham, director, s a i d
today. Many of the books have
been received and are available
to lifarairy members.
Some of the new books
include:

Narcissism, ond Decllm
In
the
Seventies," Jim Houaon.
"Kyra's Story: Reminiscences of a
Girlhood In Revolutionary Russia," by
Kyra
Karadla;
"The Organization
Guerrilla: Playing the Game to Win,"
Allen Weiss; "Boning the Dreamer:
Poems, by Terry Stokes;
"Pretty
Creatures: Three Short- Novels and Two
Stories," by WHHairi Gerhardle; "Energy
and World Politics: Published Under the
Auspices of the American Society of
International Law," by Mason Wlllrlch
with Joel Darmstadier; "The Way We
Die: An Investigation of Death and Dying
In America Today," David Dempsey;
"1774—And All IMtr
by Leonard
Wlbberley and "Ttie Time of Hkitlon,"
by Jonaiticn Sefccll.

Three are incumbents, but they do not
all have the backing of Mayor Steve
Cappiello and his political followers, as
was the case with incumbent candidates
bhe last two years.
The incumbents are John Raslowsky
and Aurelio (Leo) Lugo, who have the
Martin Mayer; "Trio C o n c o r d *
mayor's support, and Clayton Anderson,
who does not.
As the third of his choices, the mayor
has endorsed Leo McLaughlin, who
finished fifth in last year's school board
election as an independent.
Raslowsky is currently the school
board's vice president and is seeking
his first elected term. He was first
appointed to the board in 1972 to fill the
unexpired term of Melvin Christie, who
had resigned.
Members of the Hoboken City Council Hoboken's share of the county taxes is not
When that term expired in 1973 he was
are expecting a relatively "easy time" yet determined.
Hoboken's $3.8 million Community
reappointedtoa full three-year term.
tomorrow evening at Hoboken High School
The meeting will not be entirely without
Development
Agency
wai
reprimanded
Born in Bayonne, Raslowsky was
when
they
hold
their
annual
hearing
on
the
public
comment. Officials of both the
by city councilmen last night for not doeducated in the Hoboken school system
city's proposed budgetfor1976.
Hoboken Fire Officers Association and Fire
ing
enough
to
save
public
health
dlnict
and has lived in the city most of his life.
reasons is
plan to ask the council
One of the mam reaauna
u, that
— the
_ „ Fighters Association
"•""•'«" r—
whose funds had been frozen by the state.
A successful funeral director, he is also
••
* »l"^
ayor and council have managed to hold the far a public commitment
that tho
the ritv
city will
will
some firemen
firemen this
this year
year
Councllman-at-Large Francis Leahy
president of the St. Ann's School Parent
*!--:. . ^ i T ^ mavor hire some
line,
at
least
on
their
end.
The
mayor
A
spokesman
for
the
two
unions
said
the
complained that the agency "has not
Teachers Association.
actually has managed an overall cut of some budget contains funds for hiring new
Raslowsky is married to the former
worked hard entjgY' to cut through
5200,000 in operating expenses which, on its firemen, as did last year's. However, no new
Marge Calton. They have four sons.
bureaucratic red tape to secure new
own,
would account for a reduction in the tax firemen were hired last year.
McLaughlin, a superintendent for the
funding.
the
rate of a little over $2.
"We want a commitment i»pm
Pittston Stevedoring Co. of New York
Rejecting CDA Director Fred Bado's
However, that is expected to be offset by ma.yor and council that they actually will use
City, says he plans to be an active
contention that the agency must wait for
Increases
in the board of education's budget the money to hire replacements instead of
school board member who will do more
HUD approval before it can release the
which
residents
are voting on today. saving it so that it can be used as a surplus
than just attend meetings.
127,000 to reopen the city*s health clinics,
in the preparation of next year's budget,"
He plans to include physical inLeahy said that Bado and CDA planners
the
spokesman said.
pections of the schools to make sure
didn't do enough, didn't really "bat their
"The city had approximately $100,000 left
they are kept uptostandards, and upheads" against the bureaucratic wall to
over
in fire department salaries at the end of
grading the books and teaching
save tiie clinic's approximately 1,000
1975 because it did not hire any replacement
Hoboken's Public Works Director,
methods to keep Hoboken children up
patients a year.
firemen."
Raphael Vitale, is getting underway with
with other schools in the state,
According to the sipokesman, the city had
Acting
on
Council
President
Martin
plass
to
make
this
year's
Fourth
of
July
McLaughlin is a Hokoken native,
budgetedfor155 firemen and officers during
Brennan's suggestion. Leahy asked the
celebration the most elaborate "our city
married to the former Margaret
1975. By the end of the year the department
Law Department to insert the 127,000 in
can afford."
H5^ 40»
Roessler. They have two children, Mrs.
was down to approximately 138 men. He said
this
year's
municipal
budget
which
Vitale
has
requested
92,000
from
the
Maureen Wendelken, a physical education
the department was now working with 131
comes up for final approval within the
city council to pay for fireworks and
teacher in the Hoboken Schools, and Dennis,
men with roughly eight on terminal leave.
entertainment on Independence Day.
next few weeks.
an executive with the General Foods Corp.
"We cannot force the city to hire more
And he is dispatching his crews on a men," he centinuftd. "But we certainly aren't
Both have master's degrees.
The city's dental clinic, eye screening
McLaughlin began working on the clinic, breast cancer detection clinic, VD
bicentennial mission to paint park
going to allow the mayor and council to pad
Hoboken piers in 1934 during the Depression.
benches red, white and blue.
clinic, and tuberculosis clinic were
the fire department budget at our expense,"
He worked himself up to the position of pier
He expects the task to be complete by
closed in January after Gov. Brendan T.
he asserted.
superintendent from longshoreman and
the middle of next month.
3//t/?&
Byrne withdrew state government
The meeting starts at 8 p.m. in the high
checker. He now works throughout the New
funding.
i
school
auditorium.
York Port.
There is some hope that the legislature
Lugo, a Hoboken detective, rounds out the
will refund the program in July, which
mayor's choice of candidates.
A police officer since 1971, he was funding would resurrect the program for,
appointed to the school board in 1972 to fill the
at least six months.
•'
unexpired term of the late Silvio J. Failla. At
the time he was special assistant to former
Mayor Louis DePascale on police-community
relations and Spanish affairs.
Born in the Bronx, he has lived in
Hoboken since he was 3. Lugo is married to
the former Zelma Perez and has two children,
Richatd, 8, and Cynthia Rose, 3.
He has taken courses at New York
University, Rutgers University, Trenton State
College and Bloomfield College. He is a
The trucks are 1603-74 models end cos*
(Both of Hoboken's new hook and ladder
member of the Policemen's Benevolent
fire trucks will h a w to be taken out of the city close to $100,000 each. A spokesman
Association and the state Honor Legion.
service and seat to Long island for for die tire department said it was believed
Lugo has centered most of his interest on
transmission repairs, Mayor Steve Cappielo, >that the transmissions needed only a minor
bilingual educational programs.
the
city's public safety director, said today.
adjustment but there wasn't anyone in tfie
Last year Lueo helped avoid an
However, the mayor said the city's fire immediate area equippedtodo the work.
.
embarassing situation for the Democratic
organization. He was to have run for a seat on
protection, would not suffer as a result.
"We plan to take them to a fitim k-.
the board then, and, in fact, was on the ballot.
"We have a third flock arid ladder truck Queens that was recommended by tb^
However, this was after he had resigned from
that is operational end on standby just for
company," he said "It does ali of d * '
his still-unexpired term and had accepted
situations such as this," be explained.
appointment to the unexpired term of Mrs.
"Granted one truck cannot replace two, but I repairs on the New York City i r e trucks."
Cadida Padin, who resigned.
Cappieiio said he didn't know how long it
do not plan to send both of the new trucks for
The organization had been confronted
would take, to moke the repairs ox
repair at the same time.
"The transmission, problem in one is adjustments, or how much the work would
with the prospect of having four candidates
worse
than the other so that truck will be the cost the city. He added that since they were
but only three vacant seats until Lugo agreed
first to be serviced. When the repairs have emergency vehie'es and could not be kept
to the switch, which put off his candidacy
been completed and it has been returned to out of service too long, he didn't believe th»
until this year.
service, the other truck wiU be sent."
work would have to be put out for public bid

Council Raps
Hoboken council expects
Hoboken CDA
easy sailing tor budget
On Clinic Funds

Two Hoboken fire trucks
3/tJ7t
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must be sent tor repairs

Hoboken Workers Stand

Fire brass agrees Hoboken undermanned
i h a

LJ—u^t.--
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I he Hoboken Fire Officers Association
today backed up (Michael Bavaro, president
of the city's Fire Fighters Association, and
his contention that the city's fire department
does not have adequate manpower.
Capt. William Bergin, president of the
association, said today his unit agreed with
Bavaro and added that the mayor and other
city officials have been repeatedly advised of
the situation over the last year.
Although he could not be reached for

J//J/7J

comment on Bergin s action, mayor s.eve
Cappiello already has denied Bavaro's
charges and suggested he take them to the
Hudson County Prosecutor for a n
investigation.
Bergin said he would go with the mayor
to the prosecutor and substantiate part of the
charges with records his association has
been keeping.
Even the chief (Patrick J. Carmody)
recognized the manpower problem "and

given first preference for the president's
chair and if he turns it down for business
reasons, the vote will go to a first termer,
Mrs. Mary Stack Gasper.
Mrs. Gasper, the mother of six
children, has put a lot of time into the
board and is expected to say 'yes' to the
presidency if Ruslowsky declines it.
Although most board members say
they have a lot of respect for Hottendorf
because of the 25 years he has served as a
board member and the three years he's
been president, the consensus is that Hottendorf is "too set in his ways" to continue as president.

tried to take some action to correct die
,\ u aunuu ,»« ukt*uu that either/ 4 'he
situation," Bergin said. "The chief asked said.
*. ;
that all special assignments to non-fire
According to Bergin, almost all fiei
fighting duties be cancelled and the men officers had been submitting reports stating'
returned to regular duty. No action was that they were short-handed in fire fighting
taken by the mayor.
operations until a few months ago.
Bergin said that as recently as the St.
"We stopped when it became apparent
Mary Hospital fire the mayor and several that the mayor wasn't going to do anything
councilmen were again advised that the about the reports, at least not in the area of
manpower problem had become "extremely hiring replacements," he said. "So no one
grave."
has bothered including these facts in the
more recent reports."
Bavaro last week charged that a 74-yearold man who died following a fire in the
Madison Hotel at 14th and Washington
streets could have been saved if there had
been enough firemen on hand at the initial
response to the alarm. The victim, Keith
"He does what he feels like doing
Smith, a resident of the hotel, died the
without, sometimes giving thought to the
following day in St. Mary Hospital where he
consequences," one board member said
was being treated for smoke inhalation.

School Expense Levies
Beaten in 6 Communities
Voters rejected proposed school board
current expense budgets in six of seven
Hudson County communities yesterday.
Capital outlay budgets In Weehawken,
Secaucus, and North Bergen were also
turned down in the balloting.
In Union City, where the proposed
capital expense budget represented a
$459,000 reduction in the local property
I tax burden, voters approved the $5.8 million measure by a vote of 1,919 to 1,834.

North Bergen voters registered the
strongest opposition to school board
budget proposals, rejecting the 110,3 million current expense figure by a 2,472 to
544 vote. A 1136,970 capital outlay
proposal was defeated by a similar 2,566
to 494 tally.
In Weehawken, the budgets were rejected by a near three to one margin,
with voters casting 610 ballots against the
$3.3 million current expense budget and
only 217 for it. The capital outlay budget
in that community was rejected by a vote
of 612 to 197 on the $74,900 measure.

The city's board of education was also
given approval yesterday to launch a maThe voting was closer in Secaucus, with
jor construction program when voters the $3.1 million current expense budget
passed a 97.5 million bond issue by 2,182 being turned down with a 821 533 vote
to 1,397.
total. Their capital outlay proposal of
$68,000 was rejected, 807 to 495.
In addition to rejecting their school
board's proposed $4 million current exIn Bayonne, the budget lost by a near
pense budget by a vote of 1,710 to 1,006
two-to-one
margin. Voters cast 2,439 balHoboken voters cast 1,861 votes against
lots
against
the $11.4 million measure and
returning control of board membership
1,415
in
favor
of it.
to the mayor's appointive power. Only
1,219 voted for that proposal.
,
West New York voters turned down a

and as a result "the rest of us can
sometimes be embarrassed."
Many board members found fault with
Hott'endorf's handling of the recent
teachers strike, saying he occasionally
presided at public meetings "too arbitrarily and with too much of a dictatorial tendency."

.

"The real question is do we have enough
men," he said. "And the arsweT is an
obvious no. The situation is dangerous for
our residents and for the firemen
themselves. And it's time someone in the fire
d e p a r t m e n t spoke up. Our own
administrators have remained silent —
publicly."

Hottendprf has a habit of banging down
his gravel to end meetings when he's had
his fill of an angry debate. It serves to
end bickering but it leaves a residual of
public frustration and resentment.
Recently he ignored the administration's endorsement of Aurelio Lugo, an
incumbent, to campaign for Fireman
Charles Roberts, a challenger.
Roberts lost by a mere 44 votes last
Tuesday. Lugo and the other majority
board members who supported him
didn't take kindly to Hottendorf's defection.
Hottendorf also deserted Incumbent
Clay Anderson to campaign for Leo
McLaughlin, an administrative favorite.
McLaughlin w>n, but Anderson's friends
on the board didn't think well of Hottendorf for doerting one of their own.
The wLning candidates will be sworn
in tomorrow at 7 p.m. at board headquarters at 10th and Clinton sts.
The reorganization meeting will take
place at 8 p.m. A informal poll of the
board reveals that at least six members
i>re ready to vote against him, only
McLaughlin, Hottendorf himself and
perhaps independent Donald Singleton
are expected to vote for him.

was "not discouraged" by the defeat of would have decreased the local property
the appointed school board proposal. tax burden by $900,000. The vote there
Board membership has been determined was 825 to 459.
by election since 1974.
In backing the Union City bond issue,

-

Malfetti would like CD A
ro employ local jobless

CappkUo seeksto rid piers of dog*

The mayor said that the city,
in a two-pronged attacktoget
rid of the dogs will employ traps
and a tranquiliaer dart gun.
"The public works department
is building cages which we plan
to bait and use as humane traps
for bhe dogs," he said. "If we
can't trap them we'll havetouse
the tranquilister gun."

Hoboken Adds Ambulance

A new ambulance just
purchased by the Hoboken
Volunteer Ambulance Corps
should be on the streets by the
first of May, a corps
spokesman said yesterday.
The ambulance will be a
raised roof van-type vehicle, he
said, specially built on a 1976
Dodge chassis by the Horton
Co. of Ohio. Ambulance
features will include independent heating and air condition-

ing in both front and rear
departments and specially
designed cabinets and compartments to accommodate
corps equipment and medical
supplies.
Funds for the ambulance,
which will cost $17,000, will
come from the city's $15,000
grant to the corps and from
private donations, the
spokesman said. JV< AP*

Time to thi

View from the top
Mayor Steve Cappiello, at left, gets a first hand look at how Hoboken's newest piece
of equipment will operate. It is a "cherry picker," which will b« used by members of
traffic and safety division in repairing signals and wires. Thomas Vecchione, head of
the division, joins the mayor on the high perch outside police headquarters.

week sick leave pay from the city and no
medical assistance. Their incomes would
drop at lait $100 each week.
There Is at least one man on the police
force and perhaps another In the fire
department, who have refused to pay the
city back the money it advanced when
they were sick.
As a result the city it threatening to
void Its gentlemen's agreement and
revoke Its compensation! policy.
The heads of the police and Ore associations, on behalf of their
memberships, are trying to avoid that
eventuality.
Mayor Cappiello, It was learned, has
given them a week to convince their
wayward members to live up to the
agreement or lose the compensation
privileges.
Yesterday, the token consensus of the
associations was that the problem will be
resolved internally before the deadline.
ATU recording secretary Patrick Tully
said this Is not true, however, and stated
that tthe membership still wants the
open-ended cost of living clause.
The Unior is also on strike against
three Hudson County bus taut that carry
more than 47,000 passengers dally. No
talks were scheduled for the dispute*
with Hudson Bus Transportation, North
Boulevard Transportation, or South
Boulevard Transportation.

The Hoboken City Council will take
another look at the municipal budget but
wqll not promise any changes followins a
public hearing that drew both praise and
criticism of the $12.7 million fiscal package.
The praise came from the HobokenNorth Hudson Chamber of Commerce, whose
executive vice-president, Richard Carroll,
congratulated the council for lowering the
budget $1 million from last year.
The criticism came in two forms — From
individuals who said it should be lowered
further and from firemen who said their
allotment should be raised.
This year the budget calls for the
taxpayers to come up with $5.9 million, some
$878,000 less than last year, to support the
package. This would lower the tax rate $1.98
per $1,000 of assessed valuation, according to
Mayor Steve Cappiello.
But the tax rate cannot be struck until
the budgets of the county and school board
are completed and this will probably take
another month. On Tuesday, Hoboken voters
rejected the school board's $13 million
budget and that must now be turned over to
the council for trimming.
The tax rate in Hoboken last year was
$108.53 per $1,000 — the highest in the county.
At last night's hearing at Hoboken High
School, Carroll said the business community
pays the "lion's share" of taxes and would
like to see the budget reduced further if
possible. But he made no specific
recommendations and told the council to
"keep up the good work".
Michael Bavaro. head of the Firemen's
Mutual Benevolent Association, complained
that the fire department has only 138 men
although Chief Patrick Carmody had
requested 173. He noted that the proposed
budget calls for 114 men and urged the
council to hire them.
"We don't have enough men, the
response is slow," said Bavaro. "We don't
have 4he arms and legs to perform the duties
we were taught to do."
William Bergin, head of the fire officers*
association, took a major portion of the
meeting to say Hoboken's fire department
was the lowest paid in the county and had
the second highest work load.
Bergin got into heated disputes with
several members of the council, including
Councilman Robert Ranieri, whom he called
a "miser" for not backing his demands for
more money.
Ranieri had disputed Bergin's claim that
hook and ladder trucks were sometimes sent
out with only two men on board without
permission of the chief.

More work is on the horizon for Hoboken
"A steady arrival of ships into Hobofeen
longshoremen and checkers but it is again of would be good news — too good to keep it a
secret," he continued. "So I doubt that will
a limited amount and duration.
be the case."
Mayor Steve Cappiello said today that he
Several rumors have been circulating
has been noticed that some ships wild be
among the city's dock workers since a notice
ognring into Hoboken to dock and unload at
was put up on Pier A that several gangs of
the Port Authority Piers A and C sometime
workers would be called kito work in a few
next irmoevth.
weeks.
However, the mayor said that his
Some men say that it is just another
sources did not know how many &hdps would coffee ship and will provide only a few days
be coining in, whebher it was the start of work. But others (report that Piers A and C
periodic arrivals or a "one-«hot deal."
will go into fairly regular use starting next
The mayor said he was sti'l checking to month or May. They add that Pier B has
see what other additional information was become obsolete and is in need of repairs,
available, but addedfoedoubted that it would but can still be used to moor incoming ships
mean contismuous work for local waterfront until htey can be moved to Pier A or C for
workers.
unloading.
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By ELIZABETH PARKS
All U not well between Hoboken officials and members of the city's fire association. But there is one issue that
everyone agrees on: workers who abuse
the City's compensation policy should be
stopped before they abort an arrangement that benefits everybody.
Yesterday, Mayor Steve Cappiello, city
directors, and representatives from the
police, fire and munidptl associations,
met for over an hew la dffieflo'i office
to solve a problem threatening the city's
informal compenflatioB program.
Although those attending the meeting
would not talk OB the record, It was
learned that one or two "spoilers" were
refusing to honor a gentlemen's agreement with the city.
The terms of the verbal agreement
stipulate that if a person is Injured in the
line of duty, particularly police and
firemen who are the most vulnerable, the
city will continue to pay that person's full
salary plus his medical expenses for the
duration of treatment and time missed.
When the injured person finally settles
a case with an insurance company, the
agreement stipulates that the city
receive* whatever was paid while the
person was sick and keeps whatever Is
left over from the settlement for himself.
If there was no such agreement, the
personnel would receive a flat $105 a

Hoboken pier workers
expecting more ships

Sixth Ward Councilman Nunzio Malfetti
"There are approximately eight bettersaid today that he will seek to have the city's paid employes of the progam who are not
Community Development Agency (CDA) fill Hoboken residents," he said, "and I think
they should be. All other city employes
all open positions with local residents and
except police wid firemen have to live here,
require those already employed by thewhy not them?"
agency to become residents.
Malfetti said he has sent a letter to City
school to
closer tallies.
Council President Martin J. Brenman asking
decade.
for a discussion on the CDA and employe
residency at the next council caucus.
' Like the general school budgets, allocaBoard president John Powers said contions for capital outlays lost soundly In
"I also think the CDA has not made a
Weehawken and North Bergen while struction of the addition to Union Hill
great enough effort to fill amy of the jobs it
High School could begin this spring.
has with local residents." he continued. "We
coming closer to approval in Secaucus.
have a great deal of unemployment in
Hoboken and we should try to help our own
first."
CDA officials have been criticized in the
past for hiring non-residents for top positions
in the agency. Their explanation has usually
been that they could not find qualified
Mayor Steve Cappiello
The mayor said today that he
A pack of about a dozen stray
persons locally.
asked the Port Authoritytoclean has spoken with P.A. officials dogs have been lirving under an
'II don't buy that," Malfetti said. "If they
up its pier area in Hoboken and, and they agreed to "get on it old trailer near the entrance of
tell me what qualifications they are looking
in the process, eliminate junk immediately." Cappiello said he Pier C on 'River Street, The
for in a prospective employe I'll find
and debris that packs of stray expected the cleanup would start trailer had been *ised as a
someone in the city who has them and needs
dogs have been using as shelter. today or tomorrow.
lunohwagon before the pier
the job,"
closed last year. Residents of the
area and longshoremen had
complainedtothe city about the
*
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To Lose Comoensation
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Expecf Hottendorf Ouster
By ELIZABETH PARKS
The Hoboken Board of Education is expected to oust 70-year-old Otto Hottendorf as president and elect funeral director Jack Raslowsky president in his place
tomorrow, informed sources said yesterday.
Hottendorf, who has alienated the
board in recent months with his blunt
conduct of board meetings and with his
support of non-organization board candidates, is not expected to garner enough
votes at tomorrow's reorganization
meeting to be reelected president.
Instead, Raslowsky will probably be

Council promises
new budgef study,
but not changes

Although he has been asked to install
feifne clocks to be punched by all municipal employes, Hoboken's Mayor Steve
Cappiello wants to discuss the idea with
his department directors before he takes
any action . . . and that is an excellent
idea.
^ ,
*> As Public Works Director Raphael
Vitale says, the time clocks may cause
more trouble than they are worth. Vitale
and other directors believe most city
workers do their job responsibly, only
a few are habitually late and leave early.
-s "We all know the laggards," Vitale
said. "It's more practical to fire them
and get good workers than to put in
clocks that create an atmosphere that
bothers everybody."
It may not be so easy to fire the laggards, but it certainly should be easy to
dbek their pay when they are late or
when they duck out early. The city now
has the benefit of extra work performed
voluntarily by those who do not watch
the clock when routine work suddenly
piles up.
The city saves on overtime because
such workers are allowed to come in a
Bttle later or take a longer lunch hour
after working past the usual quitting
The system is working, so why penalize everyone because of the comparatively few goof-offs?

Hoboken to buy
two-way radios
for firefighters
The Hoboken fire department will be
taking to the air.
Mayor Steve Cappiello said today the
city will start equipping its firefighters with
two-way radios in order to improve
communications during fire f i g h t i n g
operations.
"We have had two recent fires that have
shown that there is a definite need for
Improved communications — the St. Mary
Hospital fire and the fire at the iMadison
Hotel," said the mayor.
"Two-way radios will definitely help "the
men achieve more efficient fire operations
and allow those in command to know
immediately what is going on and where."
The mayor said the use of two-way
Tadios in fire operations is not new. It has
been tested and . found to be of great
assistance in many communities throughout
the country.
"If men inside a building need more help
they don't have to further reduce their
strength by sending someone back outside to
seek it," he continued. "That's just one
example of how it can help."
Cappiello said he has included money in
his 1976 Public Safety Department budget for
the radios. Sgt. Thomas Donnally, the police
department's planning officer, is checking
prices and units to find the one best suited
for lire fighting work.

Chamber of CommerceS/rf/i^

Moving to new quartlrs
As of April 1, the Hoboken-North Hudson Area Chamber
of Commerce will have a new headquarters, it was
announced M a y .
On that date the chamber's new office at 70 Hudson St.,
Hoboken, will officially open. The old office was at 20 Hudson
Place, about a block away from the new site.

Hoboken Plans
Warm Renewal
Capital Gift
Donna Guzzi of Hoboken, leader of Girl Scout
Troop of Our Lady of Grace Roman Catholic t
Church, Hoboken, accepts an American
flag, on behalf of the troop, from Hoboken,
Third Ward Councilman Salvatore Cemelli.
Flag, uhich recently flew over the Capitol
Building, Washington, D.C., was a gift from
Congressman Dominick V. Daniels.

The dogs
The dog lovers who have been giving
Hoboken's Mayor Steve Cappiello a
hard time over the roundup of stray
dogs should take a deep breath and another look at the problem.
Although no one has been bitten—
yet—the dogs are a threat to public
health and safety. There have been gory
reports of what can happen when a pack
of stray dogs attacks a child or an adult.
' Who would want it on his conscience
that he is even indirectly responsible for
injury of a human being by an animal?
Certainly not Mayor Cappiello. Which
is why he is trying to have the strays
picked up.
The latest attempt was to set a snare.
Someone opened the snare and let the
dogs loose. That helped a lot. If the dog
lovers really love dogs, why don't they
adopt the strays?

The wiring in Hoboken's tire alarm
system has deteriorated to the point
where Mayor Steve Cappiello calls it
"dangerous and unreliable."
At Cappiello's request, the city council
tomorrow night will adopt specifications
for the furnishing of 56,000 ft. of new wire
that will be installed by the Fire Signal
Division throughout the city's entire
alarm system.
Although the mayor said he felt, this
year's 20 per cent Increase in false
alarms may be due to the faulty wiring,
Tom Vecchione, a member of the Signal
Division, said there was no relationship
between fabe alarms and faulty wiring.
"What has happened," Vecchione said,
"is that the exposed wires have been
short circuiting alarm boxes making
them inoperative."
Vecchione said that since January 30,
boxes on a defective circuit have shorted
out twice, leaving residents with no access to the fire department through
alarms.
The condition is confusing and
dangerous. In stormy and rainy weather,
it worsens.
A spokesman for the Division said the;
when It rains or snows, the wires that a n
exposed are thrown into contact with tht
ground or buildings or metal poles causing short circuits.
There is some fear that the alarm
system may malfunction on a large scale
and fail to perform effectively in the
event of a serious fire. The department
would then have to rely on telephones to
receive word of the blaze.
Fire Signal Director Arthur WerhtM
said that he cannot remember the last
time the entire system was rewired. The
city rewires the system "piecemeal", he
said, "as problems develop".
"But in the 31 years I've been on the
force," he said, "there has been no full
scale rewiring."

Hoboken wants role in HUD rent suit
Hoboken is checking with Jersey City assistant, it was decided to ask the two large
and Newark to see if those municipalities are municipalities if they were preparing a suit
and if so, whether Hoboken could be a party
going to sue the U.S. Department of Housing
to it.
and Urban Development (HUD) in am
Cemelli, who asked for the meeting, said
attempt to force HUD-connected housing that Hoboken's main concern was the Church
projects to abide by locally imposed rent Towers housing development which, to date,
control ordinances.
has "ignored the terms and conditions of the
Following a meeting of Joseph rent leveling board.
Hottendorf, chairman of the city's rent
"The company managing the three 10leveling board, Law Director Lawrence
story
apartment buildings—the YAN
Florio, Third Ward Councilman Salvatore
Cemelli and Carl Schaef«r, a city legal Management Corp.—has given several rent

increases which exceed the amounts allowed
by the rent control ordinance, and has
ignored the order of the rent leveling board
to rescind the increases," Cemelli continued.
"However, it is our belief that YAN is
only following the directives of HUD and is
actually not at fault."
Cemelli said that if either municipality
was going to start suit, Hoboken would like
to be part of it or at least be kept up to date
on how it was progressing.
Schaefer has been assigned Lo make the
contacts with Newark and Jersey City.

Hoboken balks at welfare patient fee

$50 daily rate boost!
The Hoboken Local Assistance Board
will be taking a hard line with St. Mary
Hospital in negotiations on a $48 to $50-a-day
increase per patient the hospital has asked
for treating welfare clients.
Walter Caufield, a member of the board,
who was appointed by the other members to
negotiate with the hospital, said that this
would bring the daily patient treatment
charge to between $145 and $150.

"I don't think we should be unreasonable tests, and doctors fees. The hospital, he said,
i>n the negotiations, but if the city is to spend claims that it lost approximately $100,000 on
this kind of money I think the board should welfare clients last year.
know exactly what we will be getting for it,"
"I feel very strongly that the poirrt
should be proven in black and white," he
Caufield said.
According to Caufield. the $98-a- continued. "I want to see the figures before
day fee the city pays to the hospital for making any recommendations."
welfare clients admitted for treatment,
Caufield said that he also planned to
covers the room, meals, medication and discuss with hospital officials the passible

greater use of clinics to reduce the number
of persons admitted to the hospital for
treatment.
"If we have to go along with the dairy
charge of $150 we will have to look
for other ways of cutting corners," he said.
"Perhaps greater dependency on out-patient
clinics might be a solution in cases where
hospitalization is marginal."

Malfetti soys law director
3//37/6
'
fyfvi u/nance
refused to draw ordi
Sixtih Ward Councilman Nunaio Malfetti
today said the Hoboken Law Department has
refused to prepare a resolution which would
have started legal action against the owner
or lessee of a parking lot at Sixth and
Hudson Streets for violating the city's zoning
code.
"Law Director (Lawrence) Florio was
advised of what I wanted in the resolution
last week," said Malfetti. However, he said
he could not have it prepared' because the
matter was the responsibility of the planning
board or the board of adjustment.
"I did not and do not accept that
explanation and I asked him to put his
explanation in writing. To date, I have not
received the written explanation or the
resolution I requested."
Florio refused comment on the matter.
According to MaMetti, he will advise the
rest of the council of the matter at tonight's
caucus and see what action, if any, should
be taken.
The resolution, which MaMetti hoped to
have ready for presentation to the council at
Wednesday night's meeting, would have
directed the law department to obtain a

court order for Stevens Institute of
Technology or the Union Club Restaurant to
show cause why the commercial use of the
parking lot at Sixth and Hudson Streets
should not foe terminated.
Malifetti maintains that the use of the lot
at might by the restaurant is a commercial
use. The area is zoned for educational and
residential purposes and Malifetti maintains
that a variance of the aoniog code should
have been obtained .by either the college or
the restaurant. No variance was ever
granted.
The councilman said that he personally
isn't against the parking bt or its use by the
restaurant. However, he said, residents of
the area are, and he is representing their
point of view.
"The parking lot and its use by Stevens
students and faculty is legal," he continued.
"The board of adjustment a'lowed the lot to
be built. But it never agreed to allowing a
commercial enterprise to use it at night. This
violation of the zoning code has been brought
to the board's attention a number of times
but no action was taken. If it (the board of
adjustment) isn't going to listen to the
people, then the city council imast."

Officials move like snails
on mtrQducin.Q time clock
Hoboken municipal employes may
•omeday have to punch in and out on a time
dock but city officials aren't in any great
rush to have installed.
Mayor Steve Cappiello said today that
the real question to be resolved is whether
city directors und supervisors will use the

9g
ONE MORE TERM — Sabino Sciancalepore, right, is congratulated after being installed
for another term as president of the Madonna Del Martin Society of Hoboken over
the weekend. Extending their best wishes are, from left, Mayor Steve Cappiello,
Assemblyman Thomas A. Gallo, and Vito Angione, the general chairman of the
affair. The society is celebrating its 49ih anniversary.

8 Bids Received

Gonzales explained that the board has
received eight bids to build the center,
the highest, $162,000; the lowest, $119,500.
But the board of directors has allocated
$10,000 of its original $110,000 grant for
equipment, $10,000 for architect's fees
and only has $90,000 left to spend on construction.
Bado reported that Gonzales has been
trying to negotiate a better price with the
low bidders, but is fearful that he may
have to eliminate extra toilet facilities, a
second stairway and superior floor and
wall coverings.
Gonzale* has also told Bado that he
fears the state may not approve the construction if too many items are deleted.
Bado said the community development
agency can come up with the extra
money if it's proven "truly needed."
But he said that as of now, he needs
more than just Gonzales's one-page letter

"Happy Birthday America"
will be the Bicentennial theme
• of the 73rd annual charity ball
of St. Mary Hospital in
Hoboken which will be held on
May 1, at the Sheraton Heights
Hotel in Hasbrouck Heights.
Dr. and Mrs. George Schwab
are co-chairmen of the ball
•which has been an annual event
at the hospital since 1899. Dr.
Schwab, past president of St.
Mary Hospital Medical Staff,
has announced that a 1976
Cadillac will be awarded at the
ball.
St. Mary Hospital Women's
Auxiliary will award a trio for
2 to the Caribbean in conjunc-

Hoboken Adds
School Sports

Heads
By ELIZABETH PARKS
/'himself for "the reasons Don
Hoboken Board of Education last night Later he said he felt no bitterness about
elected its first woman president, who, losing to a woman.
soon after taking office, found herself
He predicted that Mrs. Gaspar will
confronted by angry teachers and have a difficult year because she has to
parents.
deal with the board's complicated budget
The teachers were seeking help in cop- recently defeated by the voters at the
ing with violent and unruly pupils, while polls,
the parerfts protested a board decision to
Mrs. Gaspar, a pleasant self-assured
fund a San Francisco convention for in- woman, whose sense of humor both reenterested trustees.
forces and humanizes her, has a business
Mary Stack Gaspar, the 37-year-old like, sleeves rolled up to the elbow apmother of six, now entering the second proach to most problems. She said her
year of her first three-year term, was election proves "Hoboken can change."
elected by a 4-3 majority.
She said she has 100 specific changes in
Trustee Jack Raslowsky abstained mind but prefers to wait for a calmer
from voting and trustee Aurelio (Leo) time to disclose them.
Lugo did not participate. Lugo's right to
When the board brought up a controversit on the board is being challenged by sial resolution authorizing $389 travel exCharles Roberts who came in fourth in penses for a trustee who wants to attend
last Tuesday's election. Roberts, who the National School Boards Assn. conventrailed Lugo by 44 votes, has asked for tion in San Francisco Apr. 10-13, Mrs.
a recount scheduled for tomorrow.
Gaspar said she would vote yes "only if
Trustees Donald Singleton, Anthony one non-salaried board member goes and
DeBari, and outgoing president Otto Hot- if he returns with a detailed report to
tendorf, voted to reeled Hottendorf. 'the board."
Singleton said Hottendorf, a board
Five trustees voted yes to the resolumember for 25 years, and president for tion, Trustees Leo McLaughlln and
the past three years, deserved to be Singleton voted no.
reelected because of his seniority and
The trustee who goes will also be ensense of honor.
titled to $250 for three days expenses.
Hottendorf said he was voting for
After the meeting, board members met

his car at all. He was forced to park at
curbside because his spot was also taken and
there were no others open when he arrived.
The mayor's car blocked several of the other
parked cars, including two patrol cars. A
police superior parked his private car behind
the mayor's, further blocking the parking
area.
Chief George W. Crimmins is taking a
"hands-off" attitude towards the problem
mainly because there isn't anything he can
do to change it.
"Director Vitale had the parking spaces
made and assigned them, but there isn't any
city ordinance to go with them," he said. "I
can't have tickets issued without an
ordinance to back them up."
Vitale said that he would take the matter
up with the city's law department.

The mayor added that time clocks don't
guarantee full production from any employe.
. "All they show is that the person got to
work on time, left and came back from lunch
at the right time and ended the day at the
right time," he asserted. "They don't
guarantee that the employe is going to work
at 100 per cent capacity in between. That is a
supervisory problem."
Cappiello said that he favored the use of
time clocks in keeping track of the time put
in on the job by non-uniformed city
employes. But unless all directors and
supervisory personnel agreed to a firmer
city policy on work time the clocks will not
be ordered.

tlon with the event. Proceeds
of the ball will benefit community oriented programs at
the hospital.
James Lucey, president of
the board of trustees of the
hospital, is serving as
chairman of the charity ball
journal which will feature an
historical Bicentennial theme.
The ball is sponsored and
directed by the medical staff,
hospital employes, and local
merchants and residents who
work closely throughout the
year on various committees.
Members of the committee
include: Hoboken High School
teacher Joseph Corrado;

Joseph Tighe, Sr., a member of
the board of trustees; Sfits
Madeline Kaufmann of Kaufmann Printing in Manhattan;
Mrs. Kathy Bosworth, R.N.,
and Mrs. Anne Blohm, president of the Woen's Auxiliary.
Other committee members
are: Miss Ptricla Barret, R.N.,
associate executive director of
the hospital; James J. Nobile,
M. D., member of medical stall
and board of trustees; and Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony Zanetich of
Hoboken. Mrs. Zanetich is an
officer in the New Jersey State
Federation of Women's Cluta
and her husband is an officer of
the
International
Longshoremen's Assn.

A HOBOKCN SMILE - Mayor Steve Cappiello of Hoboken gives the St. Patrick's Day"
paradf crowd a big grin as he marches
through Journal Square area.

Hoboken council
to OK study on
Erie terminal
The Haboken City Council is expected to
take steps tomorrow night to extend rent
control for another year. The council is to act
on a resolution extending the irent control
ordinance through May 7, 1877.
The council also is expected to act on a
resolution authorising the Community
Development Agency to e n g a g e *
professiona' planning firm to make studies of
passible conversion of the Brie Lackawanna
Terminal area. An application to the New
Jersey Department of Community Affairs
seeking a $40,000 grant for the local
development program also will be acted on.
The council will
receive
a
commiunacation from Maywt Steve GappieHo
notifying it that he has a p p o i n t e d
Councilman Bernard Sorivani as a member
of the Hoboken p'anning board.
Also due for action are the purchase
from Center Ford Inc., of North -Bergen of a.
$5,591 station wagon to be used by the Public
Health Nursing Service and a $4,*M truck to
be used by the dog warden.

In her other role — as mother — Mary Gaspar, president of the Hoboken Board of
Education, adjusts hat of son, George Jr., 8, as he prepares for school.
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Mrs. Gaspar
busy about
Hoboken
BY PETER HALLAM
Improved communications between
the Hobokem school board and its
administrators will be one of the main
objectives of Mrs. Mary Gaspar, the
board's new and first woman president.
Mrs. Gaspar said today that she was
"very concerned" with the fact that the
board had no oHiciaK. notification of
assaults made on, two teachers by
students and did not learn of the details
until they were brought up at Tuesday's
board meeting by Mary Teoktonius,

Board
briefly with representatives of the
Hoboken Teachers Assn., worried about
recent classroom attacks on teachers,
more
HTA President Mary Tecktonius called
two violent assaults on teachers within
the last month, "harbingers of things to
come." She asked the board to establish
"a consistent policy of discipline" and to
give teachers "guards who can intervene
in physical disputes."
The assaults, unpublicized until now
because they Involved juveniles, occurred at Brandt School last week and at
Demarest last month.
At Brandt, a male workshop teacher
described as small and slim, suffered a
concussion and multiple bruises when hit
by the 16-year-old brother of a boy he'd
caught smoking in a bathroom.
The teacher had his head slammed
repeatedly into a concrete floor. The assault in Demarest was almost identical.
Both boys have been suspended, but according to Mrs. Tecktonius they are the
only Hoboken students to be officially
suspended in the past 10 years.
Teachers are asking the board to set a
precedent with those suspensions, and
"stand firm in the face of student
violence.

Sor/iejiot playing parking game
Although Hoboken's top officials have
their own private parking spaces marked off
along the south side of the City Hall building,
not too many of them actually get to use
them because the signs are being ignored.
"It just takes one person to throw
everything out of whack," said Public Works
Director Raphael P. Vitale, who had to park
his car yesterday in a space reserved for a
police radio car because someone else had
taken his space.
His spot was occupied by a police radio
car which couldn't pull into its parking spot
because Business Administrator Herman
Bier had parked his car there. And Bier
couldn't pull into his spot because there was
someone else's car in it.
And Mayor Steve Cappiello couldn't park

information a time clock can provide to take
actions against employes who come in late or
go home early without the approval of their
supervisors.
"And a lot more discussion is going to
be needed with the directors and their
supervisors before this is resolved," he
continued. "A lot more study of the overall
problems is also required."
According to a report in another
newspaper, the mayor, at the request of
Fourth Ward Councilman Louis Francone,
had asked Business Administrator Herman
Bier to check with time clock manufacturers
and get price estimates.
However, the mayor and Bier said that
this is not being done.
"A time clock or series of them is no

Bicentennial Sets Theme

before he can ask the mayor and city
council for another $8,000 for the project
that has been bogged down for about 18
months.
Bado said he hopes to meet with Gonzalez soon to determine if compromise is
possible on the bids and if the state is
seriously insisting on standards that can't;
be met with the $90,000 the center has. >
Gonzalez could not be reached for com-!
rftent.

The Hoboken Board of Education has
expanded the school's recreational
facilities to Include tennis snd a girls'
swim team.
Board member James Farina,
dUJrman of the board's subcommittee on
athletics, yesterday announced that the
board will be adding a series of new
•rograms and extra coaches to try to'
dose the gap between "what the kids
need and what they're getting."
Farina is also meeting with representatives of the city's Community Development Agency to see if money is available
for lights for the high school field.
The field is booked solid during the day
and left idle at night when it becomes too
dark to play.
"We have a popular piece of land we're
only using at half its capacity," Farina
said. "While kids are going out of town to
play softball, that field is lying idle at
night."
Farina said there is a good possibility
CDA will be able to apply some of its
recreational appropriations to the high
school field.
Meanwhile, the board has approved the
creation of a tennis team, a junior varsity
baseball team, a girls' swim team, all for
.high school students, and are advertising
for another track coach and a football
coach.

"Using it properly means keeping
thorough records of the times in an out of all
employes, possibly docking them if they
come in late or go home early, or taking
other action if these are continuously
recurring problems, unless everyone agrees
that we are going to adopt a fair but tough
policy, there isn't much point in investing in
time clocks."

See Editorial:
TIME TO THINK
On Page 22.

Spanish Day Center
In Hoboken Needs Aid
By ELIZABETH PARKS
Hoboken's first Spanish day care
center is in trouble again.
Even though the center's sponsors have
a $110,000 state and federal grant to construct it in the basement of the First
Spanish Baptist Church at 11th and
Bloomfield sts., and another $117,000
grant to operate it, the sponsors say there
isn't enough money to accomplish the
construction.
Consequently, they're asking the city of
Hoboken to contribute at least another
$8,000 and the state Bureau of Day Care
Services to contribute another $24,000.
Jose Gonzales, pastor of the First
Spanish Baptist Church and director of
the center's board of trustees, has written Community Development Director
Fred Bado asking for assistance.
In his letter, Gonzalez told Bado that
the center may not be built or may have
to be built with important facilities
deleted if Hoboken doesn't help the
program.

more than a tool the city can use in keeping
track of its employe's time," continued the
mayor. "If we buy that tool but don't use it
properly, then it is a waste of money.

Hoboken
Hoboken youngsters between the ages
of 3 and 6 can begin to register Friday for
the city's second annual King and Queen
Contest to be staged Apr. 29. Sponsored
by the city's Cultural Arts Division, the
contest is being coordinated by Nancy
Quaglieri and Maurice FitzGlbbons.
Judges from the world of fashion and
entertainment will pick the winning contestants on the basis of poise, attractiveness and charm. Registration will be
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the community
center, Second and Grand sts., up until
Apr. 16.

president
••
of the Hoboken Teachers'
Association.
"There appears to be some kind of
break in communications," s h e
continued. "And unless it is repaired the
board cannot operate effectively."
Mrs. Gaspar said that the reports on
the incidents should have been sent to
the board by the superintendent's office.
To date, they have not been sent.
"That does not mean that the
superintendent or his staff were at
fault," she continued. "'Reports on the
incidents way not have gotten that far
and the break in communications could
be further down the line. But there is a
break and it will be corrected."
Mrs. Gaspar, 36, is a lifelong resident of Hoboken and comes from one
of the city's older and better known
families. Her brother, William Stack,
operates the Stack and Stack Realty
Agency in the city.
She has been long active in local civic
affairs and' political circles. She is currently
the president of the Freeholder Vincent J.
Ftotll Women's Organization, s member of
4he Hoboken Ubmtfa board ct trustees, and
a member of the city's Bicentennial
Committee.
Her first attempt at elected office came
last year when she nan lor and was elected to
the school board for a three-year term.
Between caring for her six children, her
husband Geoaige, and iher school and civic
activities, Mrs. Gaspar is one of the busiest
women in Hoboken.
Last week, when it was first teamed by
The Jersey Journal that there was going to
be a challenge to the re-election of Otto
Hottendorf as sohoo* board president and
that Mrs. Caspar was the choice to replace
him, she said that she dddn't want the job.
•1 m«am it when I said it," she asserted.
"But there were developments since then
that caused me to change my mind. One
reason was that 1 expected to be asked to
decline the position, and it would have been
very easy to have agreed.
"But I wasn't asked. And the more I
thought about it the more 1 began to believe
that maybe it was time for some changes on
the board."
The key to Mrs. Caspar's selection as
president was the vote of Leo Mclaughlin
who was only elected to the board last week
and sworn in to his first three-year term a
few minutes before the vote on the board's
officers.
MdLaiutghlin was one of the three
candidates for the board endorsed by Mayor
Sieve Oappiello — and the mayor's choice for
School board president was Hottendorf. It
was expected that McLaugUin would vote
for Hottendorf, giving him another term as
president by a 5-to-J margin over any
challenger.
Howew.John Raslowsky abstained and
MaLaiugjhJiin voted for Mrs. Gaspar.
Political observers say that her victory
was also a victory for Freeholder Fusilli
whose relationship with the mayor is
reported to be no longer as sound as it once
was.

Happy Birthday USA
Sister Grace Frances, executive director of St. Mary Hospital in
Hoboken, and James Lucey, president of the hospital board of
trustees, display a cake commemorating the 200th birthday of our
country at a recent planning meeting for the 73rd annual charity ball
to be held on May I at the Sheraton Height* Hotel in Hasbrouck
Heights. Looking on are Dr. and Mrs. George Schwab, co-chairmen of
the event which will feature a Bicentennial theme.

Cappiello hears ship is due in Hoboken
3//1/7&

Ooboken d o * waiters wil
halve some local work to handle
this week, according to Mayor
Stdve CappieMo.
The mayor said today lie has
been informed that a ship will be
docking this week at the Port
Auttority piers on River Street
carrying a 6iH cargo.
*'"I didn't ask any details so I

don't know whether it's another
one-shot arrangement or the
start of something permanent,"
he said. "'Besides, anything in
the way of an o f f i c i a l
announcement should come from
the companies involved or tihe
Port Authority.
"My main concern is trying to
sell tie virtues of Hoboken to the
shipping c o m p a n i e s and

Ranieri^for Continuation
Of Revenue Share Plan
By ELIZABETH PARKS
A Hoboken councilman, serving in
Washington as Hoboken's delegate to the
National League of Cities convention,
Wednesdayspoke out with 1,500 other city
officials urging Congress to re-enact the
government's general revenue sharing
program.
Councilman-at-Large Robert Ranieri
called the continuation of the $39-billion
program "vital to the welfare and
economic health of American cities."
Ranieri added his voice to those of his
fellow delegates after listening to President Ford give the conference's keynote
speech Monday.
Ford's contention that general revenue
sharing strengthens local communities
by locating more decision making
authority at the local level, was sup-

ported by democratic Senator Hubert
Humphrey In a speech he delivered Tuesday.
Humphrey's comments, Ranieri
pointed out, gives the program bipartisan
support and recognizes the program's
sipificance by "lifting it out of the
political arena."
The general revenue sharing program,
approved by Congress in 1972, will have
returned approximately (30.2 billion in
federal tax dollars to states and localities
by the end of this year.
President Ford has proposed extending
the revenue sharing program through
1982 with additional funding of |39.85 billion.
Hoboken received $979,395 in revenue
sharing for 1975 and expects to realize
11,132,405 in 1976.

Bicentennial coordinator
William J. Moylan of 815 Bloomfield St., Ho
been appointed coordinator of bicentennial events for the
city, it was announced today by Vincent Wassman,
chaw-man, of the city's Bicentennial Committee. Any
organizations interested in participating in Hoboken's
Bicentennial week of activities, May 16 through 21, are urged
to contact Moykn at 658-8913.

stevedoring firms, so I didn't
botiher asking for details."
The mayor said he did know
that the stevedoring firon that
will be handling the unloading of
the ship handles most of the bulk
cargo in the port.
According to Hbe mayor, the
switch by many
shipping
companies in recent years to
conitaanerizwl cargo rather than
bulk cargo seriously hurt
Hdboken's waterfront activity.
The iPort Authority's Piers do not
haive the facilities to load or
unload the large containers and
there is iittle room round the
pier areas far their storage.
"Hoboken did have a 'good bulk
operation," he asserted. "While
many companies have gone to
containemation, not all cargos
can be contadnerized. Hoboken

and its waerfrant workers are
ready, willing and able to handle
any bulk cargo coming into tihe
port."

Puzzle Hobokenites
Over Street Cave-In
It almost looks as if one of
those flying saucers reportedly
sighted in North Hudson
County Park recently decided
to make an emergency landing
off Hoboken's Washington st.
Right off the corner of 4th
and Washington sts., there's a
jagged hole approximately 10
feet in diameter and five feet
deep.
The hole appeared last
Thursday when residents said
the street seemed to Just "cave
in or collapse".
Public Works Director
Raphael Vitale is reasonably
sure little green men din't do
| it, but who Is responsible is a
mystery not yet resolved.
Vitale thinks Public Service,
who had been digging in the
area, might have caused the
I cave-in, but Public Service
says 'no'.

Some members of the
department think Spinielb
Brothers, the contractors
working on renovating the
city's water system, may have
caused the cave-in, but Spinlello has reportedly told Vitale
they don't see how they could
have.
The question is important
because whoever caused the
street to collapse is responsible
for paving for its repair.
Vitaie thinks it will cost a
couple of thousand dollars to
fill In the hole and repave the
street.
Since nobody seems to know
who did what, he is forwarding
the problem to the city Law
Department. He said the hole
will probably remain where it
is until he is advised how to,
preceded.

council team writ
choc! board
K the Hoboken Board of Education
agrees with the arrangements the City
Council wi1! send a three-man team
accompanied by Mayor Steve CappieMo, to
talk with a board committee about trimming
the proposed U million-phis school budget.
Last year the emtue governing body sat
down with the nine-mernW school board and
hashed out budget-figures following the
voters' rejection of the initial proposal.
Council President Martin J. Brennan
said that "no binding action will be taken by
the council committee- (whose members will
be Walter Cram«r, Robert Ranieri and
Brennan) until the
committee's
recommendations are presented to the eitfrre
council."
After that's dene, said Brennan, Cure
would be a follow-up meeting' between the
entire council and the school board as a
whole.
Cramer warned Brennan durimg last
night's council meeting to "find out whether
or not the board agrees wijh. you; chinking.
Under your iproposa', (the board's)
delegation doesn't include lawyers,' I
presume," (an obvious reference to board
counsel Robert Taylor).
"Let's find out whom we're sitting down
with first," urged Cramer, who was
seconded by Councilman Bernard' Scrivani.
Brennan said he'd fee "happy to deal
with Mr. Taylor dr Mr. (Louis) DePiasoaJe
(former Hoboken mayttr and current labor
negotiator for the swhool board)." Brennan
conceded the possibility that the council
"may have to call in our own financial
experts."
Brennarisaid he would "insist" that the
mayor be included in talks with the school
board.
Asked iff he'd also insist that Taylor —
who, according to former board president
Otto Hottendorf, prepared the budget c«y

behalf of the board — be present at the talks,
Brennan declined comment.
Councilman Louis Erancone urged his
colleagues to "go to School 1 (David Rue)
before sitting down and discussing the
budget." Later, Francone said he was
concerned about "cracks in the walls" of the
school.
Brennan said the council has "about 20
days" left in which to meet with the board
and out the budget.
The council, pointed out Ranieri, may
have to start thinking soon atoout other cuts
in the municipal budget — not this year but
probably next — because the federal revenue
sharing funds Hoboken has become
accustomed to this decade ere due to be
phasedart.
Basimg his comments on information
picked up during a recent visit to
Washington, D.C., >Ranieri said Congress is
considering implement rig either a one year
or three-year revenue sharing program and
then terminating it.
Should Hoboken lose the money, said
Ranieri, the city would be faced' with raising
the tax rate by % 11.36 to compensate for lost
funds which now pay the sal aries of 80 police
and firemen. That or let the 80 go.
Before such a crisis is allowed to
develop, urged Ranieri, the city should start
planning now to eliminate the inclusion of
revenue sharing monies as a line-item in the
municipal budget, or at least divert those
funds into "capital improvement" projects
for Hoboken.
Ranieri said he hoped same compromise
could be achieved between now and then so
that all 80 uniformed employes could remain
on city's .public safety force. He said he
hasn't discussed bis idea with the mayor yet.

$83,000 owed
Hoboken in
back foxes
Hoboken will begin collecting rents on 10
pieces of property starting April 1 because
the .owners have failed to pay more than
$83,000 in bade taxes.
Frank J. Bartletta, Hoboken Revenue
and Finance director, said signs have been
posted on the buildings of John Bado Jr. and
his mother, Mathilda Bado, notifying the
public and tenants that the city will start
collecting rents.
The properties include 89, ftl, 93-85, 97
and 99 Hudson St.; 42 and 44 Newark St.; 94
River St., and 41 and 43 First St., and
includes the Terminal Printing Co.
Bartletta said a total of $83,396 is owed
on the 10 properties.

company," he said. "It is not necessarily
intentional, but the practical way. But what's
practical for them often causes problems for
the city later on.
"More and more frequently now the city
is finding that when it has to make
underground repairs of sewer lines, water
lines and catch basin connections, it has to
contend with such problems as underground
wiring run directly on top and parallel to our
lines, connections that were crushed by the
utility companies' workmen."
Vitale said the city had to bear part of
the responsibility for not keeping abreast of
the work as it was being done.
"Underground work by Public Service
and Bell Telephone has been on the increase
in Hoboken for years but in the last two or
three years they both have been very busy,"
he said. "We haven't kept pace with them.
"Basically the city has, or had, two
workers to keep track of what they were
doing, the city engineer, which we haven't
had syice Pat Caulfield retired, and our
plumbing Inspector. Now we'have only the
plumbing inspector whagets some help from
water department foreman, James Murnane.
"With each company working at several
different locations in tne city at the same
time it becomes increasingly difficult for one
or two men to make thorough inspections of
their work on a part time basis. I say part
time because my men have other duties to
take care of besides these inspections."
"Under the new policy the company will
not be allowed to break ground for any
excavations until the plans kave been
thoroughly checked against the city's file to
make sure that no water lines, sewer lines or
catch basin connectors will be affected by
the work," he said.

Sewerage
funding
priorities
Hoboken qiven
bicentennial status goto Hoboken ana Secaucu
Debbie Clark, president of the Jerseymen, Club, is proud
that Hoboken High was selected as one of the 30 schools in
the state which are designated bicentennial schools for im.
Miss Clark's club members completed four projects which
had the N. J. Historical Society's approval before Hobofcen
High was selected a Bicentennial School. The projects
included surveys of the Erue-Lacfoawanna Station, City HalL
the Hamilton-Burr Duel Site, and a tour at three Hoboken
brownstones.
With the help of Johanna Fugazzi, «heir moderator,
Candy Garcia, Sharon Lessor*, and Catherine Johnson
organized and served as guides for second grade students in
a walking tour of Hoboken.
ON VIDEO—Dinorah and Maria Fraga are looking
forward to seeing themselves on TV in a play entitled
"LaPruefaa" presented by the Spanish Club, Congetta
lAdamo, moderator. The play is being taped by the audiovisual aids department u n d e r the direction of Larry
ScJancalepore.
TID BITS: Cathy Moore, Peter Calandria, Cindy Lisa,
Georgine Dispoto and LuAnn Vlachich are busy making our
1976 yearbook a truly bicentennial one . . . Congratulations
to Todd Lewis for achieveing a slot an the All-County Swim
Team . . . Former Hoboken High Graduate, Victoria
Certisimo, was named Miss Hudson County in the irecent
eountjMvide beauty pageant. . . Karen Dapas recently won
fte second place award in Hhe State <PTA Bicentennial Essay
Contest . . . The Humanities Club is looking forward to
attending a series of special activities at Stevens honoring
the bicentennial . . . Our strutters, coached by Aim
Bloomberg, will be entering competition on March 20th at
Ridgewood High School. . . Each week, one student from
Virginia Meloscia's Italian: III class is selected to bring in an
Italian dish for a weekly gourmet day , . . For the spring
concert the chorus will have two soloists — Melody Gambol
and Angelo Gerrone.. . . Our cheerleaders placed first in the
County competition. Flora Cogelra, the team's captain, won
first place in the Miss Yell Competition . . . The bowling
team finished their season on a winning rote.

Hoboken plans crackdown
on 'easy ut'ilify excavation
Utility companies doing work below
Hoboken's streets soon will find it is moTe
difficult to get permits to make their
excavations and that city officials will be
keeping a close watch on their work once it
starts.
Public Works Director Raphael P. Vitale
said today the new policy is being
implemented in the hope of preventing
Public Service Electric and Gas Co. and the
New Jersey Bell Telephone Co. from further
complicating the city's sewer and water line
problems.
"Over the years we have found that both
companies tend to take the easy way
out—that is they do the job that lias to be
done in the easiest way possible for the

The high school set

CONTEST WINNER: Ellen Smith was the winner of the
Betty Crocker Search for the Leadership Family Living
Contest. After Elizabeth Wallace, home economics teacher,
had carefully examined the test results of the 60 students
v/bo had entered the contest, Miss Smith was chosen the
recipient of a certificate. Her paper mil be entered in the
State contest
(Items in this column were contributed by members of
die Hoboken High School Honor Society: Doreen Bilis, Mary
Calabrese, John DeBenedetto, Marita Devery, Karen Dapas,
Linda Dapas, Vincent Manillo, John Paul Zainea, Anna
Amato, Raymond Bermudez, Ken Borg, Kathy Peskens,
Marie Salvemini, Ann Spina, Linda Suljie, Mrs. Helen
Lanwehr, moderator.)

Cowicliman-at-large Francis X. Leahy
said today that he still believes the project
will be of "only cosmetic value to the city at
some questionable future date, while the ills

Another Brazilian coffee ship has docked at the Port
Authority's piers in Hoboken, bringing some life and work to
the city's long-idle waterfront. However, it is rot the general
cargo ship that Mayor Steve Cappiello was hoping for last
week..
"This is either the third or fourth coffee ship to dock in
the city for unloading and I'm encouraged by that," said the
mayor. "There is another one coming and maybe more after
that."
Cappiello said the capacity of Hobolaen's waterfront
workers was "being tested."
"For many years now it has been cheaper for these ships
to dock and unload in Philadelphia and have their coffee
cargos trucked into New York City and the area," lie said.
"The fact that we had one coffee ship come in and then
others seems to indicate that there might be something
advantageous about coming into Hoboken,"
Although his general car,gw ship didn't materialize, tlw
mayor said he was still "encouraged."
"The stevedoring company that arranged for the coffee
ships to dock in Hoboken also handles a lot of general and
bulk cargo," he said. "1 have a feeling that if our workers
give them their money's worth unloading these coffee ships,
they just might start seeing some general cargo ships
. coming in in the near future."
The coffee ship docked at Pier A over the weekend.'
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action onschool budget

was reduced to 15 days this year by the
state.
Taylor said the state did so because so
many budgets were being defeated by the
public and then going iaita the appeal
process. He pointed out that Hoboken's
It will be the first meeting on the school budiget last year was defeated in March but
budget, which was defeated at the poUs on not finally resolved until September, six
March 9 by local voters. The council will months later.
"The state is trying to speed things up
then have only four days im which to make
its changes, either reduckitr. or increasing the and avoid these -long delays," he said.
The meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m. at
amount, before the budget must be turned
City Hal and will not be open to .the public.
back to the school board.
Some council members had beer, under
the impression that they had 30 days in
which to work on and review the budget
However, according to Robert Taylor, the
attorney for the board of education, the time

Members of the Kobofc«n City Council
and «he board of education wift meet Monday
evening in a joint eJfort to resolve the school
panel's $4,025 million current expense budget
for MM-77.

To each his

ordering North Bergen to either upgrade its 43rd Street
sewage treatment plant or run its st>».age into trunk lines
owned by Jersey City.
The state has also ordered North Bergen to remove
sludge buildups from the 43rd Street plant. '
North Bergen is under order to chlorinate wastes as a
primary step toward halting the flow of raw sewage into the
surrounding rivers. Lynch called the present plant
__ "primitive", adding it provides no treatment at present.

Discipline
Mrs. Gasper, the first woman to be
elected president of the Hoboken School
Board, says she is especially interested
in achieving more discipline among the
students.
That is laudable, but she should first
concentrate on achieving more discipline
among the board members.
The board was no sooner reorganized
than it voted to send itself to the
National School Boards Association concention in San Francisco at a cost of
$389 air travel for each member plus a
daily allowance of $79 each for three
days.
Mrs. Gaspar at first abstained, but
then voted approval with the understanding she wanted only one board
member to attend and then report to the
others. Leo McLaughlin and Donald
Singleton voted against the resolution.
- When it finally passed, there was no
provision for only one delegate, so all
board members are entitled to go. Per|aps Mrs. Gaspar would like to save the
taxpayers money by amending that
resolution to comply with her original
intention.

^f^

Hoboken has decided to assign each
of the new police radio cars to a specific
two-man team, to be operated by no
others.
The patrol cars were continually falling into disrepair, partly because they
were driven around the clock, but also
because no one took any special interest
m seeing they were maintained well.
Now that each pair of policemen will
have their "own" car, that should
change. Of course, the cars will be used
only on one shift and will be off duty
for two shifts. That should cut down
on the wear and tear and it also should
allow time for preventive maintenance.
But will these new cars really remain locked up when the men assigned
to them are off duty, or will exceptions
creep in, on one excuse or another?

and problems of today are being ignored."
A cultural center and shopping mall are
planned for the site, by Hoboken's new
Economic Development Agency (EDA),
lveaded by Michael Coleman. The EDA
comes under the jurisdiction of the Hoboken
Community Development Agency (CDA)
which Coleman formerly headed.
"I am not against economic development
but I do feel it should have some realistic
•value for the citizens of Hoboken," the
councilman said. "By that I mean economic

from the state, hopeWiy for $1 a year. The
state would benefit by hawing its property
and building rehabilitated, redeveloped and
maintained by the city. The city would
benefit .by renting out the stares and shops in
the mall.
The project is being sponsoreJ by the
Hoboken Economic Development Agency
(EDA), headed by former Commiunity
Development Agency Director Michael
Coleman.

A combination of state and federal funds
will be sought to do the work needed to turn
the terminal into the mall and cultural
"elated" by the announcament.
center. And it is here, said the mayor, that
"The terminal project could become the the state's indirect participation in the
showplace of Hobokeh," he said. "With the project can help.
state's participation we will be gaining many
"Since fete state >is a party to it we're
intangibles that will ait a lot of the red
hoping that this project will be getting
Councitman-at-large Robert A. Ramiert, priorities on both the state and federal levels
one of the chid supporters of the project, and help speed up the funding process," he
said that die city plans to lease the terminal said,

development should help solve some of the
city's existing problems.
"For example, take th* John J. Grogan
Marine View Plaza project. We have two
vacant sites upon which two 25-story
apartment houses were to be built but
probably never will be.
"My idea of a realistic economic
development project would be for the
housing authority and the EDA to work
together on the development «f those sites,
and help the city get out from under its
obligation to pay off the parking authority's
bond issue if the authority can't come up
with the money each year. That would be a"
positive attack on a pressing problem. The
railroad terminal is not a pressing problem
to the city."
Leahy said the mall-cultural center
proposal won't work in Hoboken.
"It is based on something they did in San
Francisco which was successful," Leahy
continued.
"But Hoboken cannot be compared tflf
San Francisco. Our local population isn'tlarge enough to make the shops successful
and most of our residents aren't so weH am")
they can afford to go to exclusive stores.
That means those shops will Kave to depend
on commuters.
"San Francisco is a tourist attraction
with thousands of visitors every year to help
make their project economically sound. Fewj
tourists ever come to Hoboken.
.'.
"And what about our local merchantt",
who have to struggle more and more each
year to stay in business? How is this going to
help them? It won't unless there are one or
two who can afford to take the gamble of
moving. After this thing is done they'll still
have the same old problems; fewer and
fewer customers, no parking facilities."
Leahy said he will vote against
committing any further funds to the project
and try to convince some of the other
council members to do the same.

Council President Martin
Last year in the fight to Brennan has invited Board
reduce Hoboken's Board of President Mary Stack Gaspar
Education budget, the board to bring three board trustees to
and the City Council lined up meet with the mayor and four
against each other like Wel- city councilmen tonight in City
lington against Napoleon at Hall.
Waterloo.
Brennan laid the meeting is
The council cut 1325,000 from to be "amicable, probing and a
the budget. The board com- joint effort to find « workable
plained that the cuts were "ar- solution."
bitrary and capricious'' and the
Mrs. Gaspar calls it "a
state commissioner of educameeting
in which eight friends
tion upheld the board's position
sit
down
together and try to
and ordered the money reinsolve
a
problem
that all eight
stated.
have
in
common."
This year with the board's
$13 million budget defeated at To insure that the council
the polls once again, the same doesn't become dictatorial or
problem of reducing it 190ms arrogant in Us zeal to protect
the taxpayers dollar, or the
before the same two bodies.
board
defensive or tntractable
But the attitude and apin
its
quest
to preserve quality
proach to the problem is
significantly different. Gone education, both sides are pledgare Napoleon and Wellington. ing "not to even think about
In their place are Henry Kis- what we're likely to do" until
singer and U Tant and the ral- they get a chance to sit down
and find out what on everyone's
lying cry is "detente."
mind.
"I Intend going into that
meeting with an open mind,"
Gaspar say*.
"I don't have any idea what
we may do now", Brennan
says. "We just nave to sit down
at the table with the budget

Not Good
The news continues to be bad from
the port. In its annual report, the
Waterfront Commission of New York
and New Jersey asserts that pier
employment in the Hudson County
area has dropped 1.5 per cent.
Hudson's share of the port business as
of last June 30 was 11.5 per cent, also
off.
This all affects merchants and other
businesses in Hoboken, Jersey City,

spread out before us and start
from scratch."
The council can only cut the
approximately f4-mllllon that
Hoboken contributes to the
board budget. The rest of the
money comes from state and
federal agencies and cannot be
affected by local officials.
The council also can not
force the board to anticipate
partial state funding instead of
the full funding of the thorough
and efficient education
program mandated by the
courts, that the board decided
to assume it will get.
Councilman at large Robert
Ranieri has warned against
"being too confident" that the
state will provide the money,
but Mrs. Gaspar, although she
says the board still intends to
study the problem, says "I
can't believe the state won't
raise the money. It's too
crucial to duck any longer."
When the two committees
reach some form of working
agreement, they'll call a full
and open meeting of both
bodies and will finalize the new
budget in the presence of the
public.
Tonight's meeting is not
public because it consists of
less than a full quorum of both
bodies.

Bayonne and Weehawken. Particularly hard bit Is the Mile-Square City
where the report asserted that pier
activities were "desultory." Hoboken
needs a better break than this these
days.
Progress is the cause, led by containerization and this had been expected. In general though the port is
much better off than 20 years or so
ago. Fewer men are working, admittedly, but they are making more. This
balances off the bad news, not totally
but somewhat.

faces cats before

opening
A new Hoboken day care program is
facing the prospect of a reduced program
before it even opens its doors and accepts its
first child.
According to the Rev. Jose Gonzalez,
pastor of the First Spanish Baptist Church of
Hoboken, the sponsor of the bi-lingual day
care center, an additional $8,000 is needed
from the city if the center is to be
constructed and operated as originally
planned.
"The city's 58,000 will generate an
additional $24,000 in state funds," he said.
"And this will reinstate the items we had to
take out of our proposal in order to get the
bids to meet whBt we had to spend."
The project has a budget of $227,000 in
state and federal funds. Of this amount
$117,000 is for the actual operation of the
program including salaries and supplies. Of
the remaining $110,000 some $10,000 will be
spent on equipment, another $10,000 on
architect and engineering fees, and the
remaining $9,000 for the construction work
at the church for the actual day care center
area.
Rev. Gonzalez said he has been trying to
negotiate with the firm that made the low bid
— $119,500— to bring the project in line with
what he has to spend. However, in order to
do so he will have to eliminate a secondfloor toilet, a stairway, and settle for less
than the best quality of floor coverings and
wall board.
"This will only cost us more money for
maintenance in the long run," he added.
"And there isn't much time left for a
decision to be made. After July the state
isn't going to have any building funds for this
kind of projects."
Rev. Gonzalez said he sent a one-page
letteer to Fred Bado, director of the city's
Community Development Agency (CDA) but
hasn't gotten any commitment for the
money.
"Mr. Bado did respond saying that more
details were needed but I don't know what
else there is to say," continued the minister.
"The situation explains itself."
Rev. Gonzalez tot* exception to
references made to the day care center as
being Spanish or being intended for the city's
Spanish-speaking community only.
"It is a community day care center and
need for its services will be the only criteria
for acceptance of a child^' he said.

Hoboken police, firemen
skeptical of cify s otter

Detente
On.in
Hoboken
2//

Cappiello hails purchase
rr
11
•#*y7
of terminal by state
Plans to turn the old Erie Lackawanna
train terminal in Hoboken into a shoppers'
mall and cultural center have moved another step closer to reality.
The state Department of Transportation
(DOT) announced yesterday that it has
purchased the terminal and trackage at a
cost of $322,500 and is negotiating to lease
the terminal to Hoboken on a long-term
basis. The announcement was made byMartin Robins, an executive assistant to
Peter Stanp,l. assistant DOT camnrissioner
for public transportation.
he was
Mayor Steve Cappiello

Coffee ship perks upa
Hoboken aockworkers

New deadline spurring $ia

Leahy still opposes terminal plan
A Hoboken councilman who called plans
for the redevelopment of the Erie
Lackawanna Railroad Terminal "pie in the
•ky" isn't changing his thoughts on the
project even though the state Department of
Transportation (DOT) has agreed to lease
the facility to the city for $1 a year once it
has taken title to it.

line timetable is changing again on improvements
mandated by the state and federal government for Hudson
County sewage treatment.
Hoboken and Secaucus will get money from WasMagton
— ahead of schedule — to upgrade local waste processing
plants, and ahead of the Hudson County Sewerage Authority
and West New York because the state says the latter two
didn't have their project proposals ready.
Meanwhile, North Bergen has come under renewed
attack by the state for failing to restore its '•primitive"
central disposal plant on 43rd Street to adequate service.
Ironically, the township is'tiow preparing plans to bypass
sewage trom its northern disposal plant to 43rd Street,
The State Environmental Protection Department
yesterday reassigned Secaucus S7,0W,000, and Hoboken,
$750,090, in federal sewer grant funds.
in its revised quarterly rating list, the department
shifted $165 million in federal funds from 39 projects tfhat
were not ready for construction to 61 projected ready for
work.
The total cost of upgrading the Secaucus system is 39.4
million and the total cost of the Hoboken project is estimated
at $1 million.
Richard Jenny, executive director of the Hudson regional
authority, which is supposed to develop a master plan for
treating ail of the county's waste, said the authority
commissioners won't appeal the state's decision.
Instead, he said, the authority will start over -from
scratch, "reprocessing our whole application."
The State Department of Environmental Protection is

Day
care center
, '*/'*/>* , .7-7'

Hoboken has made its "one and only"
contract offer to police and firemen but the
uniformed employes seem in no hurry to
accept it and are expressing serious doubt
that it is the best the city can dp.
While neither union nor city officials
have volunteered any details of the city's
proposal, it was learned the city is seeking a
three-year pact that precludes any pay
raises this year, but makes provisions for
small percentage increases in 1977 and 1978.
Sources close to the negotiations report
that the city's position is that this is the best
it can do. But officials of the police and fire
unions are skeptical, based on their
experiences last year.
City employes last year were awarded a
$750 across the board pay increase. But only
after some very tense monments prompted
by police and firemen job actions in response to the city's claim that it had no
money for raises at all.
the city's claim that it had no money for
raises at all.
Eventually the $750 figure was accepted
by the unions with the city maintaining that
it was "the very best" it could do although
there were still some who felt that the city
might have overextended itself.
But when its books were closed out for
1975 the city had a surplus of $550,000 with a
healthy part of it coining from the fire
department in salaries for vacancies that
were never filled. The fact that the city had
the large surplus at the end of the year and
where it came from, is known to union
leaders.
"The $750 we accepted last year was
nowhere near what we felt would have been
a reasonable settlement," remarked one

State to buy,
lease terminal
to Hoboken
The Hoboken waterfront may get a
welcome economic boost in the no* too distant future.
Councilman Robert
Ranieri, who
recently returned from a trip to Washington,
told his colleagues 01* tHe Hoboken City
Council last night that he-had learned that
Related story on Page 10.
the State of New Jersey has agreed to buy
the Erie-Lackawanna Railroad property
along the city's waterfront.
The state, Ranieri said, would buy the
terminal property from; the bankrupt
railroad's receivers and then lease the
property to Hoboken "for something nominal
like $1 a year."
In turn, said Ranieri, the city could sublease the property to a commercial
developer and thereby realize "a tremendous
profit" based on the property's increased
land value.
Details on the proposed transaction were
not immediately available, however, from
Ranieri, the state or Conrail, the federal
agency which is taking over the ErieLackawanna along with other troubled
railroads in the Northeast.

union negotiator. "But we accepted because
we believed the city was telling the truth
when it said that it couldn't do any better
and cried poverty.
"The city is again crying poverty with
the same arguments from last year. But now
we just don't know whether or not we should
believe it. We've fallen behind almost every
other police an<l fire department in the
county in salary levels, and the contract the
city is proposing would put us even further
behind."
Making the situation even more
complicated is a report that even if the
police and firemen do agree to the city's
proposal they may still find themselves
without a contract at a future date and back
in negotiations.
It is reported that the city wants a
condition attached to the agreement that
should any of its top industrial taxpayers
move out during the life of the contract, its
terms will be voided and t'.ie unions and city
will have to go back to the bargaining table
to renegotiate the contract and wages.

Pie in Sky
Plan OK'd
By Ranieri
By ELIZABETH PARKS
The conversion of Hoboken's
deteriorating Erie Lackawanoa Railway
terminal into a cultural mall and shopping center is a "pie in the sky" piece of
planning whose time is coming.
According to Councilman Robert
Ranieri and community development
lobbyist Jan Shapen, the New Jersey
State Department of Transportation
(DOT) recently completed negotiations,
to buy the terminal from the receivers of
the bankrupt railroad line.
The transaction is expected to be completed "momentarily," Ranieri said,,
and then DOT will lease the facility back
to Hoboken for a dollar a year.
Michael Coleman, the Community
Development Agency's economic consultant, will then begin looking for backers
to develop the site.
the announcement that DOT is moving
Into the picture to give Hoboken control
of the badly deteriorated and partially
used terminal, came just two days after
two city councilmen berated Coleman for
spending "thousands" of dollars on a
feasibility study to determine alternative
uses for the site.
Raps Coleman
At Monday's council caucus, councilmen Francis Leahy and Nunrio Malfetti criticized Coleman and CDA Director
Fred Bado for spending approximately
$120,000 in federal funds to do an
architectural design study of the terminal instead of using the money to support free dental clinics and other services
which Leahy said had an "immediate
value for the people."
Both touncilmen called the terminal
proposal "a pie in the sky project" with
virtually no chance of becoming a reality.
However, yesterday Bado said the final
meetings to conclude the complex legal
transactions "are now being sei up" and
Ranieri called the acquisition of the ter*
minal a "definite step in the right direction."

Hoboken Considers
School Budget Cuts

Teaching specialists19-sought in Hoboken
•

The Kobdxr. Beard c! Education is sc
applications from persons interested
in staffing an eight-week "Early Learning
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PrDgmrr" *w« mmmw and during after
•-*
•chool hours beginning in the fall,
School Superintendent Thomas F. McFeely said that among the activities being
planned are dance classes, music, arts and
crafts, ceramics and physical development
Other courses also are being considered, he
•aid.

Those with skills in any of those field*
may appliy for positions as teaching specialists at $6 per hour or assistant to the teaching specialist at $3.50 per hour, the superintendent said.
Applications for the jobs n a y be obtained at the office of career education,

third floor of the administration building,
1115 Clinton it. ine closing cuue iw iumg
will be March 30.
The board of education announced that
the program will be carried out with state
funds and federal aid made available
through the cooperation of the Hoboken
Community Development Agency.

Bring 'em back

J/JS
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When Hoboken stopped towing away
parked cars that blocked the street
swppppr. we questioned the decision.
Now, sixteen months later, city officials are going to discuss bringing the
tow trucks back.
Figures prove motorists are more
willing to take a chance on a $10 fine
than on having their parked cars towed
away. As a result, the streets do not get
swept clean because the sweeper has to
detour around illegally parked cars.
Another towing program benefit was
that derelict cars dumped on Hoboken
streets would automatically be removed
within a week. Now so many have accumulated that available curbside parking space has been seriously reduced.
The towing program worked well. No
One publicly complained about it. Many
of its victims were out-of-town commuters, not Hoboken residents. Hoboken
has some under-used municipal parking
garages eager for business.
What seems to be required is not
more discussion, but action.

board is working on the questions and
By ELIZABETH PARKS
The Hoboken City Council is "shooting hopes to have answers for the council by
at" a $15 million reduction in the Board Thursday morning The board will meet
qf Education's proposed $13 million again with the council to revamp the
budget that could result either in exten- budget at 8 p.m. Thursday in City Hall.
sive layoffs or the voiding of the board's Ranieri said the council wants to look at
the board's table of organizations
contract agreement with teachers.
because it's time "for a reappraisal."
The cuts, which will be decided tomorThe council, he said, is looking
row night, will probably come from the
"intensely" at the monies allocated for
board's $10 million allocation for salaries
salaries and trying to determine "which
for teachers and administrators.
• .Ml/it- .
services are necessary and which are
A board member who called the $1.5
not."
million figure "ludicrous," said such an
extensive cutback could make it impossible for the board to honor last year's
Hfiboken has major repaid problems in
agreement to give teachers a $400 bonus
the majority of its school bui'dings.
That's the conclusion reached by Mrs.
in lieu of a salary increase for this year,
Mary Gasper, school board president,
or an eight per cent raise next year.
following an extensive tour of the schools
The board, the source said, may have
yesterday.
to choose between honoring its agree"With the exception of the Wallace
ment or cutting back 15 per cent of its
School which is still relatively new, all of the
work force, a move that Board Attorney
schools are in need of some repairs," she
Robert Taylor said "would devastate the
said. "And in the case of the older schoo's,
system."
there are extensive repairs that are going to
At a preliminary meeting on the budget
run into a lot of money.
Hoboken officials are thinking about
Monday night, three board members and
"The Hue and Connors schools, are
restoring the city's alternate side of the
three council members sat down to disprobably the worst, with very serious
street sweeping and towing program in an
cuss tentative cuts in a meeting both
problems, and will need the most work."
effort to cope with an ever-increasing numsides
called
"amicable."
Mrs. Gaspar said that she took page
ber of abandoned automobiles, it was learnNo Final Decision Made
after page of notes on the various conditions
ed today.
she saw and is now preparing a full report
Councilman Robert Ranieri and Board
Mayor Steve Cappiello confirmed the
which will be presented to the board at its
president Mary Gaspar acknowledged
report but said further discussion among city
next
meeting.
School. The performances are being sponsored by the
that the $1.5 million figure was discussed
SHE'S THE FAIREST — Snow White sings to the seven
officials was necessary before any decision
"It is pretty evident that we must
Stevens Cooperative Nursery School. Tickets are available at
as a "starting point" but both said no
dwarfs in the play that will be presented by the Gingerbread
was made to start towing again.
J/2//76
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commit
ourselves
to
a
fairly
large
and
the Hoboken Public Library and People's Photo Studio.
final decisions were made.
Players and Jack at 2 and 4 p.m. on April 4 in Hoboken High
"I personally am against the towing of
extension rehabilitation program," she said.
The
harm
tnat
comes
from
crying
Instead, the council gave Gaspar a list
cars that blook the sweeper machines path,"
"We don't have much of a choice. It's either
wolf is evident in the impasse between
of
15 questions that the committee said it
said the mayor. "However, the number of
that or in a year or so we'll have to start
Hoboken and its bluecoats over salary
needed answered so it could make a
abandoned and derelict cars is on- the
shutting down some of the schools because
increases.
"detailed
examination
of
the
board's
increase as a result, and that's becoming a
they are no longer safe for the children or
budget and cut carefully and prudently."
Last year, when the budget was
major problem."
teachers.
The questions ranged from asking for
"The only other alternative, if it can be
being prepared, the city officials inCappiello said he wouid take the matter
statements of expenditures and encalled that, is to start buildir.g several new
up with the city council and Public Works
sisted until the last minute that there
cumbrances on all line items in the curschools. However, I don't think the board of
Director Raphael P. Vitale, and work with
was
not a nickel available for pay inrent budget up to the end of February,
education or the city wants to get involved
them to reach a decision.
creases.
But at that last minute—after
in that in these troubled financial times."
and all projected expenditures up to the
The city's towing program stopped a year
some "job actions," the nearest thing
Some of the problems Mrs. Gaspar noted
end of June, to lists of all vacant posiago in January after the city increased the
to
a strike—the city offered $750, with
included
lau'ty
heating
systems,
windows
tions
included
in
the
current
budget,
and
fine for blocking the sweeper to $10 from $2.
How bad are conditions at Hoboken's old school
brought to her attention didn't happen recently. She said1 that
rotting away, bathrooms that were
no
explanation as to how it was sudlists of the duties of all administrative
Motorists
had
been
paying
almost
$20
in
fines
buildings?
some go back 10 years and result from failure of the board
inoperative and serious leaks in roofs.
and supervisory personnel.
denly
able to come up with the money.
and
towang
charges
before.
Mrs. Mary Gaspar, the board of education's new
and city officials to provide adequate funds for a thorough
Taylor and Gaspar said yesterday the
Now the police and firemen again
Vitale, who wanted to keep the towing
president, hopes to get the answer today through a personal
and continuous maintenance program.
inspection of every school building with Louis Francone,
program, said he hasn't changed his mind
are told that Hoboken just does not
"It's like anything else, if you don't give it proper care
head of the board's maintenance department.
about it.
have any money this year. This may
and attention you will not get the expected service out of it,"
"We already know that, generally, the schools are not in
"I still think towiing is the best way of
be
a fact. Some of the bigger taxpayers
she said. "I don't hold our maintenance department at fault.
good shape," she said. "But I'm very interested in finding
making sure that our streets get a thorough
have
left and other revenues have diIt
is
limited
to
minor
repairs
and
does
them
well.
out exactly how badly they have deteriorated and what we
cleaning each weeik and preventing any
"No
one
works
harder
that
Mr.
Francone
(the
city's
minished.
are going to have to do to put them back in shape."
building up of derelict cars," he said.
Fourth Ward councilman) and his men."
But the bluecoats remember hearing
Meanwhile, the board and city council struggle with the
"Maybe it isn't the fairest way of treating
Mrs. Gaspar said that her greatest fear was that the
school budget at tonight's 8 p.m. city hall meeting in an
the
same protestations a year ago and
motorists but my main concern is with the
needed reapirs would encompass so much that they would be
attempt to satisfy both the board which says it needs $13
cleaning of the streets. And in that vein, it is
they
are inclined to believe that what
fcflyond the financial capabilities of the school system.
million included in the fiscal package, and the voters who
the best way of cleaning them."
Following a n exploratory Education today were preparing we explored a lot of areai,"
worked
for them in 1975 will work
* "We may have to go to the state for the funds," she said.
rejected it in last month's elections.
Vitale said fcsiures compiled over the last
session which both s i d e s to take part in a public meeting
reported
Council
P
r
e
s
i
d
e
n
t
again
in
1976.
"And that could be a problem. It may not have the money.
Former board president Otto Hottendorf warned his
year show that wefer motorists are moving
d e s c r i b e d as "amicable," on the school budget at City Hall Martin Brennan.
And
even
if
it
does,
I
don't
know
if
it
wiH
give
it
to
us
for
It
would
appear that last year the
fellow board members and the council that for every dollar
members of the Hoboken City at8p.m Thursday.
their cars for the sweeper, even with the
rehabilitation
work."
city
officials
were bluffing and their
Mary Gaspar, school board
cut from the city'* contribution to the schools, the state will
Council and the Board of
"It was a friendly meeting and
threat of a $10 fine.
cut out $2.
president, also described it as
bluff was called. Still, it does not make
"I'm sure that some motorists feel that
And he added that unless the two groups reach an
"friendly" end said the board
sense for the bluecoats to blindly folit's easier or more convenient to leave their
amicable agreement the board will appeal the council's cuts
will try to answer all questions
cars where they are parked and take a $10
low
last year's script to the finish.
to the state commissioner of education to the state, thus
asked by the council.
ticket than to move it and look for an open
Why
not bring in a fact finder to at
giving the state commissioner of education the power to
parking lot somewhere else," he added.
It was the first meeting of
least
shed
some light on the city's finanmake even more cuts.
"This city has a parking problem that adds
committees from the two groups
cial
position?
The Jersey Journal learned of the school inspection when
action
or
movement.'
this,"
he
continued.
"We
are
still
a
to the difficulty in finding another parking
A Hoboken councilman said today that
since the voters on M*rch 8
Ranieri said he didn't know who was
it contacted Mrs. Gaspar to inquire about reports of an
he will push for frequent meetings between government by crisis. Nothing is getting
space.
turned
down
the
Board
of
extremely dangerous condition on the floor of the David E.
city council committees, city directors, the done until we are faced with a crisis responsible for the inertia.
"However, I feel that towing is still the
Education budget. The $18
"Maybe we all are," he said. "But it
Rue School at Third and Garden streets.
mayor and Community Development Agency situation and there is no alternative but to
best way of regularly cleaning the streets
million
budget
cafc
for
$4,026,278
cannot
continue.
By
meeting
frequently
and
It is reported that the roof of the building is in need of
officials in the hope of overcoming the act, be that act right or wrong.
and getting rid of abandoned cars."
to be raised by the city. It is the
"We have plans for the restoration of discussing our problems and the available
repair, that there are numerous leaks and the walls are
"inertia" plaguing the city's operation.
The mayor said he did not know if there
4
million
figure
that
ii
under
solutions,
we
can
reach
decisions
and
starting to crack and peel on the top floor from rain that has
Coumcilman-at-large Robert A. Ranieri city hall, a water recovery program, a new
would
be any changes in the charges if
discussion.
seeped into the building.
said that the city has "millions of dollars in purchasing system, a consolidated garage implement action.
towing was resumed'. I! the fine stays at $10
"I
intend
to
push
for
frequent
council
plans" and almost nothing is actually and a suit over the sewerage treatment
The council has until Friday to
"From the reports I have received it might even be
motorists could be paying close to $30 in
contract with Weehawken and Union City committee meetings and pressure other city
moving.
approve the school budget or to
worse than that," said Mrs. Gaspar. "But I want to see for
fines and towing and storage costs in order
officials
to
do
their
part
as
well."
cut it. Brennan said if any
myself."
"I'm becoming very disheartened by just to name a few. But we don't have any
to get back their vehicles. The mayor said
changes are made, he will call a
The inspection will start at the Connors School, then go
this would be included in the discussions.
special council meeting. If the
to the Rue school, then to A.J. Demarest Junior High School.
school board feels it cannot opShe said that these are the schools that appear to be in the
erate with the cut in funds, it
worst conditions. The other school buildings will be inspected
has the option of appealing to
after these three.
A cop's best friend is his partner. But Anthony Rinakli, head of the vice squad,
the state commissioner of eduMrs. Gaspar said that the problems which have been
Hoboken policemen wiill be adding a new several months ago when he was serving as
cation.
dimension to that in a few weeks—'it'll toe his acting chief. Chief Crkmmiins was recoverwg
from a mild heart attack at the feme.
partner and their car.
However, it was never ful'y implemented
Hoboken is expecting five new police
been kept secret by mutual agreement and
•
Hoboken officials should get stiN idea
cars and when they are delivered and because the department had problems with
tonight of how their proposed police and fire
prepared for service two patrolmen will be keeping enough cars in service to meet the
contracts are going to be received by the to give its uniformed employes.
assigned to each car. The vehicle, according program's requirements.
It is known that the city is seeking a
! rank and file members of the Policemen s
to Chief George W. Grimimins, will not be
Five new mid-size cars were ordered by
multi-year contract, reportedly for a threeBenevolent Association (PBA).
used by anyone else and will be the sole the city several weeks ago and have been
year period, and that no provisions have
A special meeting of the PBA has been been made for any pay raises this year.
responsibility of the two men.
delivered to the successful bidder, a Jersey
Percentage increases are included for the
"The purpose of the new system k to City auto dealer. The chief said the new c a n
Starting this w e e k e n d , charges. He said that neither he
See Editorial:
are expected to be turned over to the cHy
second and third years of the contract.
eliminate
repairs
and
prolong
the
life
of
the
Hdboken sanitation inspectors nor Mclntyre is satisfied with the
WHAT'S THE SCORE?
sometime this week, probably Wednesday or
Councilman-at-large Robert A. Ranieri,
cars,"
said
the
chief.
"We
are
hoping
that
On Page 34.
will be working a seven-day general productivity of the
Thursday.
who. has been doing most of the negotiating
the
men
will
look
upon
the
cars
as
their
own,
inspectors.
for tti* city, would not predict whether or not
week in an attempt to get city
like their own service revolvers, and take
Det. Mario Mercado, head mechanic for
called for 7 p.m. in the municipal courtroom the PBA would accept the contract. But he
Vitale disclosed that he has
better care of them."
residents and property owners to
the public safety department, said that the
by Patrolman Ernest 0. Brissette, PBA said he was "optimistic." <*
already suspended one of his
The new system was originated by Capt. \whdoles will require some additional work
be more careful with their
president, for the purpose of briefing the
sanitation inspectors for three
"All things considered, the city's progarbage arid litter.
by bk men before they can be put into
members on what the city is offering in the posal is very realistic and should be studied
days without pay for failing to
way of a contract.
service. He said he and his men will be going
Public Works Directors Raph- wear his uniform, not having his
thoroughly before being rejected or
ael P. Vitale said today that his two-way radio with him and
Although contract talks have been going accepted," he continued. "The negotiations
os a douMs shift to get the work done and
chief sanitation i n s p e c t o r , insubordination.
on for several weeks between the city and were conducted in an intelligent and
ahou'd have the cars in service within 10
Edward Mclntyre has started
the PBA, Fire Fighters Association and the professional way and they produced a
djayis of their delivery.
assigning inspectors to weekend
Fire
Officers Association, the details have reasonable proposal - the best one the city
The chief said that once in service none
duty on a regular basis.
i
can offer."
of the new cars would be used more than
"One inspector will work four
Some union members, however, are
eight hours each day by the two-mem team
hours Saturday and four more on
suspicious of the offer based on what
assigned to it. When the tnera are on
Sunday," said Vitale. "Each
happened last year. They point out that the
breato-their days ofifi-the car will be locked
man will pull the weekend duty
city cried poverty during contract talks but
and remain at the garage until they come
The HobokerT'C'ity Council yesterday vot'edto chop $680,000
approximately once every four
concluded the year with a surplus of
bade to duty.
out
of
the Board of Education's proposed $13 million budget for
approximately $850,000.
or five weeks. This is the first
M»ncado
said
that
most
of
the
men
1974-77, saying that it would be up to the board to prevent
Ranieri said if the men will review the
time that we have put inspectors
assigned to squad car patrol duty haven't
teacher layoffs.
on a regular weekend schedule."
facts and events of the last year it should be
been taking good care of the cars although
$550,000 was cut from the board's appropriation of $7.8 milVital? said the objective in
evident that they weren't "duped."
they haven't actually abused them.
lion for teacher salaries.
using the inspectors on weekends
"It is true that the city is including
"Hwnnimg any car 24 hours a day for
Because of the cuts, the amount of education aid to be
is a "cleaner Monday."
$850,000
in surplus funds in the 1976 budget
weeks
at
a
time
takes
its
toil,
and
the
men
raised by local taxes will go down from $3.9 million to $3.3 mil"The city is usually a real
but that surplus was not a known item at the
have been somewhat indifferent about the
e Dispatch Photo
lion. This, according to the council, will help keep the Hoboken
mess on Monday mornings,"
time of the contract talks last year," he
cars," he said. "By assigning two men to a
tax rate at $108.60 per $1000 of assessed valuation. The council
HOBOKEN FIRST—Frank Welch (seated, left), vice presiasserted Vitale. "There aren't
explained. "More than $500,000 resulted from
car and allowing only those two to use it will
also axed $30,000 off the city's contribution to the school lunch
any garbage pickups Saturday
hopefully instill some pride and help them
program.
dent of Piper Jaffray & Hopwood Inc., a $31 million a year
If Hoboken is really serious about the city's settlement with Bethlehem Steel
night and my men aren't out to
its payment of back taxes owed to
keep thtir <vehide in top running order."
securities firm, yesterday signs lease that will help give birth to having sanitation inspectors work week- and
pick up whatever debris is lying
Hoboken. That was a once-in-a-lifetime
Hoboken's first securities exchange at Grogan Marine View ends, the city will be the better for it. situation. It isn't going to happen this year.
around.
"If it hadn't been for that surplus local
"Since we have gone to the:
Plaza. Looking on are Martin Traum (seated, right) of
Most ° f the littering of sidewalks
an d s t
t s oc curs OV
he
taxpayers would now be facing a minimum
alternate-day garbage collections
Sulzberger
Rolfe,
Inc.;
Bernard
Kenny,
developer
of
a
,
J
f
F
*
weekend
u
tax increase of about $8.50 for every $1,000 of
the problem is worse, especially
J
• i u -1J. .L m
JM
c.
when the garbage collector does not their assessed property value. That money is
in the section of the city west of
Willow Avenue where there is no
proposed commercial building at the Plaza; and Mayor Steve minspectors
g &t needed
^
^ get after being used to reduce the municipal operating
k e r Q u n |are
s ft most
to
budget from $6.8 million last year to $5.9
pickup until early Tuesday
Cappiello. (Story Page 2) •4/V-V7&
Jl/. /P*
the litterers.
million this year.
morning. Washington Street is
"So if the mem who feel the city is trying
also very messy."
• The inspectors may not like to work
The director said that the
Saturday or Sunday, even if they get to fool them and can give them more than it
offered will sit down and clamly review
inspectors will be making spot
such an assignment every four or five has
the facts, I think they will come to the
The Hoboken City Council will be asked there will also be increased efficiency andi
checks of the entire city, but the
weeks. But here we have the familiar conclusion that they have the best possible
by Mayor Steve Cappiello to authorize a speedier service which results in a savings
primary weekend function will
question whether public services should offer under the existing circumstances."
itirvey of the city's telephone system by New as well.
be checking the Washington
be geared to the needs of the public or
Representatives of the two fire unions
Jersey Bell Co. to see if all telephone service
"It is called a centrex system and I'd
Street area and isolated, but
can be consolidated into one central system.
like to see all city agencies working off it.
known, trouble spots.
to the convenience of the public em- have not yet set dates for presentation of the
city's offer to their men.
Cappiello said today that he had a That would include city hall, police and fire
He added that he expected the
Hoboken expects to be accepting bids for before the council authorized the advertising
ployes.
lengthy meeting with telephone company departments, the Board of Education, the
inspectors to do a "thorough and
its insurance coverage no later than its June of the specifications.
Too often, if not always, this quesrepresentatives yesterday to discuss the Housing Authority and the Community
efficient jcb" and anyone not
2 council meeting, Councilman-at-large
"It has been brought to my attention that
tion
is decided the wrong way. For exDevelopment
Agency.
potential
of
such
a
system
and
whether
it
taking the duties seriously could
Robert E. Ranieri said today.
some related city agencies are not taking
ample, the pos toff ices are almost never
could save the ci«y money.
"The survey will determine what it will
expect to face departmental
The councilman, who has teen worked to advantage of the package offer and are going
"I feel it has some definite benefits to cost the city to switch over to the new
open at night when people who work
consolidate all of the city's insurance needs out on their own for their insurance needs,"
offer Hoboken, specifically the elimination of system. But there isn't much sense to having
into one package, said today that Walter he said.
by day could use them.
five to seven jobs," continued the mayor. it done unless the council is interested in tht
Hartye, the city's insurance clerk, should
"Another matter is the possibility that
Hoboken's weekend sanitation in"Basically, that's where we would save. But eventual changeover."
have all of the specifications in hand by this some of our past insurance needs have been
spection
should not be an experiment,
week, allowing the city to advertise them going through two brokers before the policy
but a permanent practice.
next month.
has been placed, resulting it two
However, Ranieri said that there were commissions. That also costs the city extra
still a few matters that had to be ironed out money."
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May Lose
By ELIZABETH PARKS
Like an eager toddler learning how to
walk, Hoboken yesterday took its first
tottering steps toward a prosperous
future full of Wall Street dollars and jobs.
Hoboken developer Bernard Kenny
signed the first of what Kenny and city officials hope will be a "succession" of
leases with New York firms seeking to
escape the Big Apple's crippling businesses taxes.
The lease commits the brokerage firm
of Piper-Jaffrey Inc., which does a $31
million a year business, to a five year
t e n a n c y in Kenny's proposed
commercial-motel building in Grogan
Marine View Palza.
To Kenny the lease means he's on his
way toward securing the financing to construct the Plaza offices; to Piper Jaffrey,
the lease means, according to Vice President Frank Welch, a savings of nearly
$70,000 a year in corporate taxes; to
Hoboken, the lease means approximately
1,000" permihent -office" Jobs- once' this
building is up, 1 million man hours of
labor while the building's being constructed, $12 million a year to be infused
into Hoboken's economy when the
building is fully occupied, $250,000a year

in added real estate taxes; a demand)
new housing for the city's new executiv
and new training opportunities for
city's young interested in Wall St;
careers.
The mood of those who attended yesterday's signing was definitely optimistic. '
Mayor Steve Cappiello said he was!
"elated".
Former Mayor Louis DePascale said
Hoboken was the logical refuge of New.
York firms interested in economizing. If
Kenny's building was up today,
DePascale predicted, it would need ur
annex to handle the overspill of New
York businesses.
While Welch said he couldn't predict if
Piper-Jaffrey's move to Hoboken will
start a trend, since the firm is not typical
of Wall Street firms, it's New York office
is merely a branch office, not the horn*
firm, he did say that other businesses will
have to decide soon if they can afford to
continue to pay for the prestige and excitement New York offers.
Welch said many firms now pay (14 a
square foot to rent the same kind of office
space that Kenny is renting for $7.50 a
square foot.

Crimmins Juggles
gg Ranks
To Bolster Cop Shortage
By ELIZABETH PARKS
Hoboken Police Chief George Crimmins, in an attempt to cope with a manpower shortage and make the department's detective bureau more effective,
is transferring two men into the Bureau
to bring it up to full strength.
Crimmins said yesterday that he is
transferring one man, Robert DeStefano
from the vice squad and one man from
the city's code enforcement bureau
Thomas Kennedy.
Both men are to be used the Chief said
"to boost the detective squad's day
force."
With retirements over the last few
months, the chief said, the squad has
shrunk from 15 men to 12.
Crimmins said the positions occupied
by DeStefano and Kennedy will remain
open "for the time being." Although he
called both jobs "extremely important to
the welfare of the city" he said, at the
present time "we don't have the men to
replace them."
As soon as the transfers were announced, rumors began circulating in the
department that they were politically inspired.

Effectiveness Only
Crimmins, however, insisted that the
only factor motivating the transfers

was the question of police effectiveness.
"The commander of the bureau has
been asking me for months for more
help," Crimmins said. "I literally didn't
have anywhere else to turn, any other
recourse. I either had to pull men out of
other bureaus or pull them off the
street."
A Kennedy supporter, however,
charged that the move was politically inspired by Freeholder Vincent James
Fiisilli whom Kennedy had run against in
last November's freeholder election.
The supporter, a colleague of Kennedy's asked not to be identified for
political reasons. He said Fusilh resented
Kennedy's open challenge and wanted to
punish him."
Fusilli couldn't be reached for comment, but one of his associates denied the
charge. "Jimmie beat Kennedy fair and
square," he said. "He doesn't work by
stabbing people in the back."
In DeStefano's case, sources said ha
was bumped out of his daytime position
in the vice squad at the request of first
ward councilman Anthony Romano.
DeStefano was said to have behaved in
ways "offensive" to the first ward councilman, sometimes considered a potential rival to Mayor Steve Cappiello in the
upcoming mayoral races.

By ELIZABETH PARKS
Jn a surprise announcement made to
defend proposed eutbacks of the board of
education budget, Hoboken Mayor Steve
Cappiello last night warned that the
city's third tartest industry, Levelor
Venetian Blinds, Inc., is seriously considering moving to West Virginia.
Cappiello dropped his bombshell anneu*e«n«nt (bat could mean a logs of
between $100,000 and $400,000 in ratable!
to Hoboken after the city council had
finished outlining a series of cuts totaling
$680,000 in the board of education's
'WT1 budget.
The council alio proposed eliminating
the $1 milllon-a-year school lunch
program, to which Hoboken contributes
$308,000, and using the savings as a down
payment on a $4 million school repair

bond Issue.
After the hoard took a short recess,
they filed back into the city council
chambers and seated themselves in

9'?'

Nannette Deasy, 3, is just waiting for the flowers to appear after carefully planting
Ais small plant at Elysian Park, Hoboken. Children from Stevens Cooperative Nursery
School did the planting. With the city's permission they also will maintain the garden.

Cappiello to act on woe
of truckers at coffee plant
Hoboken Mayor Steve C a p p i e l l o
personally will look into reports that a
number of trucking companies are refusing
to make pickups at the Maxwell House
Coffee plant because city cops have been
issuing an excessive number of parking
tickets.
The mayor said today it has been
reported to him that some trucks have been
given two and three tickets for double
parking while waiting to get into the coffee
processing facility to make their pickups. As
a result some trucking companies are
refusing to do business with the plant.
"I can't condone double parking," said
the mayor, "but the city doesn't want to
make it more difficult for Maxwell House to,
have a smooth operation either- Maybej
there's something that the city can do to
eliminate the problem, or at least reduce it
somewhat."
Cappiello said he believed part of the
problem was due to the closing of Shore

Road, which is being rehabilitated with
federal Economic Development funds.
"I believe the trucks used to line up
along Shore Road when they were waiting to
get into the plant," he said. "With Shore
Road closed for repairs they have started
lining up along Hudson Street."
The mayor said he would take the matter
up with Chief George W. Crimmins to see if
some temporary system can be worked out
to allow for truck parking.

that the mayor warned that the city faces
another major industrial loss.
The mayor said he was briefing the
board on the Levelor situation "in the
hope that there will be some understanding of what we are trying to effect
tonight."
;
Work in Tandem
Cappiillo said, "the city is working
closely with New Jersey's Economic
Development Agency" to find ways to
keep Levelor from leaving Hoboken, but
he warned that unless EDA comet up
with a solution within the next six months
the company will leave.
The company is being Induced to move
to West Virginia, which has promised to
sell its executives land for $1 an acre with,
a deferred tax break.
The mayor said the city hopes to offset
this tempting offer by persuading EDA to
offer tax abatements on proposed new
development of the Hoboken plant.

Tell more W "

The Hoboken Policemen's Benevolent negotiations should any of the 10 top
Association (PBA) has rejected the city's taxpayers move out during the three-year
offer for a three-year contract and will span, if revenue sharing is cut or the state
counter with a proposal of its own that the income tax doesn't go through, the
city probably will reject, forcing the issue spokesman added.
"The entire package adds up to $1,150.58
into arbitration by the state Public
over the three years," he continued. "It is
Employment Relations Commission (PERC),
unacceptable."
it was learned today.
Even though PERC arbitration isn't
According to a PBA spokesman, the vote binding on the city or the PBA, the union
against accepting the city's proposal was spokesman said it could prove the PBA's
"almost unanimous" among the patrolmen point — that the city can do better than it
and superiors who attended the meeting has offered.
Wednesday night in the city council
"We are fairly certain that the city will
chambers.
reject the PBA's proposal since it is just as
The city's proposal was as follows: A unreasonable as the city's but only in our
$200 cash payment this year in lieu of four favor," he continued. "The city has
paid holidays the men already have; a three maintained that its, offer is the best it can do
per cent pay increase in the second year on a so there isn't much point in trying to look for
patrolman's base salary of $11,950, a four per common ground between what is offered and
cent increase in the third year also based on what we're asking for."
The spokesman added that the PBA has
the base salary of $11,950, and a $100
increase in the clothing allowance, bringing noted 23 violations of its current contract
with the city concerning working conditions,
it to $300 a year.
promotions,
and tests for promotions.
However, the city also retained the right
to void the contract, even if the policemen However, no grievances will be filed for the
accepted its terms, and resume new time being.

Hoboken's school board and the City
Council are embroiled in another fight over
cuts in the school budget and this promises
to be even more bitter than last year's
struggle.
The battle was declared last night when
the council outlined $5SO,O0O in cuts it is
preparing to make in the school budget at
today's special council meeting.
Shocked school officials said it would be
"absolutely impossible" to run the schools

intention of turning it over to the city
for $1 a year.
There is some disagreement, however, over the city's proposal to create
a shoppers' mall and cultural center on
the site, while, of course, keeping the
trains running.
The location is good and the prospect of a shopping mall is attractive;
particularly since it would be financed
with state and federal money. But opponents say Hoboken will not lure
plough patrons to justify it.
The city administration is already
fully committed to the mall, but have
adequate studies been made to support
the presumption that the mall would
pay for itself? Do not the proponents
owe it to the public to disclose the facts
and figures—it is assumed there were
such—-that sold them on the idea?
The mall may be great, but why not
tell more about it?

otffudson schTol
Governing bodies in Hoboken and North
Hudson municipalities have wielded the ax
on school budgets, with the heftiest cuts
being made in North Bergen and West, New
York. At least two school boards said they
would appeal.
Here's what's happening in each
community:
HOBOKEN - $680,000 has been slashed
from a budget of $13 million and the board
president said an appeal will be taken.
NORTH BERGEN - $750,000 has been
pared from the $10.3 million budget.
V/EEHAiWKEN - The board's proposed
budget of $4.15 million has been reduced by
$334,000, The board will appeal.
WEST NEW YORK - The town has
sliced $857,000 from the school's $10 million
budget.
The Hoboken Council's action in slashing

A second Hoboken councilman has come
out against the proposed rehabilitation and
redevelopment of the Erie Lackawanna train
terminal by the city's
Economic
Development Agency (EDA).
Sixth Ward Councilman Nwnzio Malfetti
today joined Counoilman-at-large Francis X.
•Leahy in expressing doubt that the project
will be of any significant benefit or value to
the citizens of Hoboken.
"I don't think anyone realizes that
Hoboken, through the CDA, is going to have
to put a lot of money into this project before
there is even the slightest return on the
investment," said Malfetti. "The minute the
city or CDA signs a lease for the terminal
with the state, it is responsible for it.
"That means we'll have to carry the
insurance for the building, take care of any
repairs that are needed, and probably get
little return for whatever is spent until the
project is in its final stages of completion —
if it gets that far.
"A shopping mall and cultural arts
center isn't a bad idea. But I don't think it is
a good idea for Hoboken at this time. We
need sa many other things it's more like a
frill — like buying champagne when you can
afford only beer.
"I would rather see the money we will
have to spend on this project spent on finding
ways to help revive our Washington Street
shopping area and revive industry."
Mailfetti said that he would join with
Leahy in voting against any measures
dealing with the project that are presented to
the city council.

2nd firm wants
to build garbage
recycling plant

Venetian blind company, may move to West city's $4 million contribution but when none
was offered he asked Councilman <Robert
Virginia.
The two sides igot together in open Ranieri to read the council s proposed cuts.
Of the total $66.0,000 in cuts, Ranieri said
session for what was hoped would be an
$550,000
should come out of teacher's salaries
amicable settlement of the budget problem.
with
the
remainder spread among minor
Under state law City Council must reduce
items including employe
pension
the $13 million fiscal package because the
contributions.
voters rejected it in the March 9 school
When asked how the board could cut
elections.
$7,000 from the pension fund Brennan
Council president Martin Brennan first
replied, "Its very simple. There will foe
sought board suggestions lor cutting the
fewer people workrng."
Ranieri said the council also wanted {he
board to abolish the school lunch program
and use the $308,000 annual cost to cover the
deposit on a $4 million bond issue to repair
ail the schools,
"Its a matter of priorities," he said.
"Can we afford to keep giving away free
food while the schocls are falling apart?"
Brennan added that more than half the
lunch food is thrown out anyway.
Board President Mary Caspar and the
other three trustees present said they
BY PETER HALLAM
"cannot accept" either the $680,000 in cute or
The Hoboken Public Works Department
the elimination ol the lunch program and
will seek another m e e t i n g
with
would appeal.
representatives of the (Public Service
Council members said they would appeal
Electric and Gas Co. to determine if the
to the courts if the commissioner ruled
utility company's workmen are responsible
against them, thus trying to avcid the
for a cave-in on Fourth Street, between
situation that arose last year when over
Washington and Hudson streets, Director
$300,000 in cuts made by the council were
Raphael P. Vitale said today.
ordered restored to the school board.
City Public Works employes tore up the
The premised raises that ended the long
street yesterday to find the extent of the
teacher strike several months ago can only
cave4n and see how much of the street had
be granted "i a large number of employes
been undermined.
are laid off, both sides said. "When w« voted
"What we found was that most of the dirt
for that contract we all knew it might mean
had disappeared in an area that had been
fewer people getting more money," said
worked on by Public Service crews," the
school board member Donald Singleton.
director said. "This doesn't mean the
Cappiello, who sat in on the meeting,
company was responsible, but it could be,
said the city's largest employer and
and further discussions are needed.
taxpayer, Bethlehem Steel Corp., had
"A large section of the street was
recently written to him expressing concern
undermined and right in the middle of it are
over the city's' economic condition and
'Public Service lines and transformers."
indicating that it might move its operations
The street has been closed to all
elsewhere.
vehicular traffic by Vitale and will remain so
"In addition, Maxwell House has serious
until the city and Public Service have
doubts about its existamce here," said the
resolved the question of who is going to
mayor, noting that the company has already
repair it.
moved 20 per cent of its operations out of
"We have a problem that is a little more
Hoboken.
serious than just {tilling in the hole and
But the most immediate problem was the
resurfacing the street,' continued the
Levelor company which has been offered a
director. "Before anything can be done along
site in West Virginia for $1 an acre and may
those lines we have to find out where the dirt
decide to move within six months unless it
went too. It didn't just disappear.
can expand its operations in Hoboken at
"If we don't have the answer to that and
lower cost, he said.
are able to correct the problem there aren't
"Together these three firms pay 35 to 40
per cent of the taxes collected in Hot»ken,"
any guarantees that it won't happen again in
said Cappiello. "Unless we keep them here
the future."
we may not be able to afford a board of
Vitale said the dirt might have washed
education at aM."
away into the sewer lines in the area. But
verifying this might be difficult since the
sewers are about 30 feet underground.
"If we have to go down that far we will
have to hire an outside contractor to do the
work," he continued. "My men don't have
the equipment to handle a job like that. That
would be a major excavation, requiring
equipment that we rarely have need for.
"The city had a similar problem a few
years ago on Washington Street, between
Third and Fourth streets. The street started
A second industrial firm may be about
to sag near the corner of Third and
to move out of New York and into
Washington. When we opened it up we found
Hoboken's budding Wall St. Center.
a large hole maybe 20 feet wide and 40-to-60
Bernard Kenny, developer of a
feet long, and almost 20 feet deep.
proposed commercial building-motel at
"We attempted to make the repairs but
Hoboken's Grogan Marine View Plaza,
the sides kept washing in, making the hole
yesterday said he is "90 per cent certain"
bigger and undermining more of the street.
that the chemical firm of Devo Reynolds,
Finally we had to bring in private
a subsidary of Celanese Inc., will sign a
contractors to do the job."
lease today for between 2,500 and 3,000
Vitale said he may liave to ask the
sq. ft. of office space at the Plaza.
council to declare an emergency for funding
Kenny said he had "binding" verbal
purposes. He said that he didn't make
commitments from the firm's represenprovisions in his 1S76 budget for this kind of
tatives.
problem and may have to seek an
Devo, he said, has agreed to take 2,500
emergency appropriation u the city has to do
ft. of temporary space in offices on the
the repair work.
ground floor of Bldg, 2, a residential
apartment house at the Plaza.
The firm will stay in the residential
complex until the fall of next year when
Kenny hopes to have the commercial

without the 50 to 56 teachers that would have
to be fired 'because of the cuts. They
promised to appeal
to the state
commissioner of education.
Council members, in turn, said they
would appeal to the courts if the
commissioner orders the money restored.
And Mayor Steve Cappiello used the City
Hall conference last night to spread more
economic bad news — the city's third largest
taxpayer, Levolor Lorentzcn Inc., the

Municipal boards wieldax
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the school budget will be appealed, according
to Board President Mrs. Mary Gaspar. Two
other board members who attended
yesterday's special council meeting where
the action was taken, said they also favored
an appeal., Otto Hottendorf and James
Farina said they would vote for it.
The reduction, with some $500,000
coming out of teachers' salaries, will allow
the city to strike a tax rate that is
approximately $1.98 lower than last year's
figure of $108.53 per $1,000 of assessed
valuation, excluding any county tax raise.
Thomas Vezzetti, a local hotel owner and
administration critic, and Mary Tecktonius,
president of the Hoboken Teachers'
Association, attempted to persuade the
council to reconsider.
Vezzetti said the city was trying to hold
the line at the expense of the school board
and teachers. A $6 million drop in ratables
"isn't the teachers' fault, it's the fault of the
administration for not being able to cops,
with the pressures of government," he said, i
Mrs. Tecktonius warned the council
that by cutting the school budget it was
risking the possibility of having the state
commissioner of education mandate that the
city reinstate the $680,000 plus additional
funds to insure a "thorough and efficient"
education.
"The fact is that we are not even close to
providing a thorough and efficient education
for our children," she said. "If the
reductions you have made are appealed to
the state, you are not only risking the
possibility that the $680,000 will be
reinstated, but the inclusion of more money
for the required and needed services under
the T and E Act."
The resolution authorizing the budget
reductions was approved by a 74o-0 vote.
Fourth Ward Councilman Louis Francone,
who is employed by the school board, voted
"present" and he was not counted in the vote
tally.
The school board now has 15 days to
decide whether it will accept the cuts made
by the council or appeal them to the state.
Mrs. Gaspar said that she was iwt
pleased with the way the city council handled
the budget matter or the board members,
"The board was asked some 15 questions
by the council and mayor and each was
answered," she said. "There were some 22
pages of answers to be exact. However, no
mention or reference was made to the
questions or answers during the meeting
Thursday night or yesterday.
"It was like the council was playing
some kind of silly game just to give the
board something to do, something to occupy
its time. I resent that very much."
Mrs. Gaspar said she would recommend
to the other board members that they appeal
the city's reductions. She added that from
conversations witb other members she felt
an appeal would be certain.
According to Councilman-at-large Robert
A. Ranieri, the city is committed to fighting
any reinstatement of funds by the state "all
the way to the U.S. Supreme Court, if
needed."

1

found
street cove-in

Another firm is interested in setting up a
garbage recycling operation in Hoboken, it
was learned today from Ben R. Goodman,
chairman of the Hoboken Planning Board.
According to Goodman, representatives
of the company are to attend Wednesday's
planning board meeting in the mayor's office
to discuss what the company proposes to do
and what objections, if any, it can expect
from local government and citizens.
Goodman was unable to name the firm,
explaining that he didn't have the
information with him. However, he said that
he believed that it was located in the
Morristown area.
"The company is interested in some land
in the northwest section of the city"
Goodman continued. "I understand it
already has an option to buy the property but
doesn't want to make the final purchase until
it knows it can go ahead with its project
with a minimum amount of trouble
A Woodbridge company has leased land
in the same general area and started
construction of a garbage recycling plant.
However, after the foundation was laid,
construction work stopped and has not yet
resumed. It is reported that the company,
Envirogetics Inc., is waiting for the state
Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) to approve the project and issue the
necessary permits before r e s u m i n g
construction of the plant.
Goodman said that the other company
may have already obtained state permission
for its proposed plant. He said that he hadn't
seen any written approval but the company
representatives told him that getting state
permission was "the first thing it did."
The meeting is open to the public and
starts at 4 p.m. Goodman said it may have to
be switched' to the city council chambers if
there is a large crowd attending.

Leahy counting
on health funds

f or 14c&oken ^
A resolution amending Hoboken's 1976
municipal budget to include $25,000 from the
Community Development Agency (CDA) for
the reopening of a health program will be
presented to the city council at its April 7
meeting by Councilman-at-large Francis X.
Leahy.
The councilman said he was having the
resolution prepared to insure that the CDA
will actually put up the funds when they
become available in July.
The city had to drop a number of its
health programs earlier this year because
the state cut back or eliminated funding for
them.

Chemical Firm inN.Y.
3/M/rt
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Eyes Move to Hoboken

Crosstown bus route being cut
In an economy move, Hoboken will Avenue, South on Willow to Seventh and east
eliminate part of its crosslown bus service on Seventh to Hudson Street.
"Instead, when the bus gets to Seventh
route beginning Monday morning, Business
and Clinton streets it will continue east to
Administrator Herman Bier said today.
Willow Avenue," Bier continued "At Willow
"The northern portion of the route is it will turn south to Fifth Street, then east on
being eliminated at the request of the city Filth to Hudson and then pick up the rest of
council because the expense cf running to the old route-south on Hudson to the PATH
12th Street isn't justified by the use the bus terminal."
•Bier said that the northern portion of the
gets from people living in that area," Bier
run was designed to service the senior
said.
citizens living in the Fox Hill Gardens
The portion of the route to be eliminated project at lBth and Willow. However, not
Is from Seventh Street north on Clinton many of them are using the bus because the
Street to 13th Street, east on 12th to Willow

9-9'

Hoboken can consider it a stroke of
good fortune that the state has somehow found $322,500 to buy the Erie

1

Hoboken school board to fi
$680,000 council cut in budg

Malfetti calls
terminal project
poor investment

Not blooming yet?

various parts of the room. It was then

PBA rejects 3-year pacj
3/it/Z.i
offered hv
y Hoboken council

building erected.
On Wednesday, Kenny signed a fiveyear lease with Piper Jaffray, a $31 million a year securities firm. Piper Jaffray
will be moving into Hoboken early in
May.
Kenny has to rent 44,000 sq. ft. approximately half the office space that:
will be available in the projected
building, before his backers, an unideatified major insurance firm, will give
him the money to float a mortgage and
begin construction.
He said there are five other firms
"strongly" interested in the commercial
building and "engaging in intensive
negotiations." He was optimistic construction on the building could begin in
July and be concluded by September of
1977.

Pi

city has a free senior citizen bus that
provides almost the same service.
"We've known for several months that
we weren't getting much play from the
seniors," the admin istjator said, "but the
council wanted to make sure that any
inconveniences caused by the rerouting <rf
the crosstown bus was kept to a minimum,
before making the change."

Hfo amend Hoboken budget
,or

a two month extension for several
scnooicni.aren, as well as eye, TB, VD, blood
breast cancer detection clinics.
J/J/
/*»

health
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SaysHoboken firm not moving yet

Peppy Hoboken seniors perform

"v
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The report of the imminent desertion of
Ir the show, she sings two of Kindly" and "I'll Settle for
B> ELIZABETH PARRS
physical exertion might be exex- some theatrical exposure, western songs and she h w sung
Lei
uwrji ti cauuus, Thank You
SepUeemman John Houston pected to bring
brine about They
Thev Ruth once wrote country professionally once or twice.
SepUgemman
won an Academy Award for talk about fun, about coming
best supporting actor of 1975 out of their shell, about overand Art Carney, also in his coming the fear of looking
seventies, won the award for foolish, about getting to knowbest actor This year on each other •better than we
Broadway, Eva LeOalliene and ever dreamed" and about the
Ruth Gordon, both in their in- satisfaction of hitting high
Some Americans have settled for a
defatigable eighties, are giving notes like a professional,
poster on the wall or the raising of a flag as
stand-up performances before
There's a party flavor to
their contribution to the nation's bicentennial
cheering crowds.
their conversation and a comobservance — but not the teachers and
If there's any truth to the munal atmosphere that TeStudents at the Wallace School, Hoboken.
report that life loses its zest minds one of the close cast
With paintbrush in hand — and on their
after 40. thev haven't heard it feeling that Busby Berkley
own time — teachers and pupils have
transformed the third floor of the school at
And neither have a group of used to project in old Warner
Uth Street and Willow Avenue into a colorful
Hoboken senior citizens who Brothers musicals starring
tableau of American history. It's a vivid,
are about to present the city's Dick Powell. Jimmy Cagney
everyday
reminder to the youngsters that it's
first senior follies.
and Ruby Keeler.
America's 20Oth birthday.
Not one of the 12-member
The seniors emphasize "good
In letters a foot and a half high, a visiHoboken cast aspires to be Art times," but Barbo talks on a
tor
is greeted by the words "Welcome to
Carney or Ruth Gordon, but It's different level,
Our America," as he steps off the third
possible Frank Sagendorf may Barbo doesn't put down the
floor elevator.
be paying tribute to Tony Ben- fun, he s delighted it's there,
To set the stage for the unique tribute,
nett, when he chooses to sing but like Bernard Shaw with his
teachers and pupils transformed a yellow
San F r a n c i s c o for h i s philosophic comedies, Barbo
corridor into a blue sky for a background.
theatrical debut, and i t s not sees that entertainment can be
Next they employed a bit of electronic
far fetched to speculate that u s e d for a higher purpose.
magic.
Mary Forbes may have chosen
in this instance, his higher
With a slide projector they flashed some
to sing Good Ship Lollipop purpose is to convince the
great moments in American history on the
because she remembers the world or at least Hoboken that
walls. They then traced the outline and later
impression Shirley Temple the popular media is superfilled it in with brilliant colors and attractive
made with her curls and dim- finally wrong when it paints
pastels.
pies.
seniors as emotional has-beens
The result is that students and teachers
now walk along a corridor with such
W h a t e v e r m a y h a v e in a youth-oriented society,
patriotic symbols as the Liberty Bell, the
motivated the choice of acts ships in drydock waiting to be
Spirit of '76, Paul Revere, a map of New
that will be presented at 2 p.m. scraped,
Jersey and the United States, an American
today and 7.30 p.m. tomorrow
After working with seniors
Indian and the Liberty Bell.
at the Hoboken Community for several years, Barbo said
Peter Vecchio, principal pf the school
Center, 2nd and Grand sts , the he has no doubts about their
had high praise for the spirit shown by
impulse that motivated the productivity. Houston, Carney,
teachers and pupils. The paints were bought
show is clearly articulated.
LeGalliene, Gordon and this
with money from the school fund and the
• I Chance to Have Fun
year's winner George Burns in
teachers spent many hours to create the
The seniors and their direc- The Sunshine Boys are obviouscolorful symbols. Vecchio, himself, pitched
toy, Vincent Barbo, refer to the
"i want the seniors to dispell
in to help with some of the work.
pKKJuction as a "chance to the theory that people over 60
"I can't say enough for this wonderful
h|ve fun, a chance to give a are incompetent, immobile or
demonstration of c o o p e r a t i o n and
good time to others and an op- unable to be creative or
teamwork," said Vecchio. "Teachers worked
portunity to be with a gang of productive," he says.
on their own time to make this a great
ou> own."
"Television, movies and
bicentennial tribute. It has made a vivid
impression on our students.".
•When they talk about the ex- S o m e n e w s p a p e r s and
He said Janet Mongiello, an art teacher,
p^rience of spending weeks magazines stigmatize seniors,
Vincent Caruso, the school's bicentennial
rehearsing for a two-hour They create a picture of a
Janet Mongiello, right, art teacher at Wallace School, Hoboken, is helped by students
chairman and Edward Radigan, another
mjisicale, the seniors don't g roU p 0 { people just sitting
Thomas Olivieri and Judy Gehler as they put finishing touch to Statue of Liberty.
faculty member, helped to get the project
dwell upon the acnes in their around waiting to meet their
It is one of many patriotic paintings adorning walls of corridor.
under way.
thighs from doing too many creator. Our show proves that
two steps. They don't talk seniors can have a good time,
about the inconvenience of ar- can enjoy themselves and car
rajrging their home and social produce something that others
lives around the demands of a can enjoy."

Scfioo/ walls tell theAmerican story

Water recovery
proposals studied

production number that has to
be repeatedly polished or the Some of the show's cast, like
exhaustion that any rigorous Ruth Canoza, 62, have had

Hoff endorf warns
against $4million
school bonds plan
Otto Hottendorf, a member and past
president of the Hoboken Board of
Education, today criticized a $4 million
school repair bond issue proposed by
Councilrnan-at-large Robert A. Ranieri as
"not very well thought out.
"To begin with," declared Hottendorf,
the school board is only $100,000 or so away
from its bonded indebtedness limit. That
means we cannot borrow any more once we
have reached the limit.
"However, there is an exception. The
school board can ask the state for permission
to surpass the limit. But if permission is
granted, it sets oft a series of situations that
would cost the board even more money.
"Should we surpass the bonding
limitations our credit rating will drop. That
means that we will be paying higher interest
rates on that note. We will also be faced with
higher interest rates on all of our other shortterm notes when they are renewed."
Ranieri suggested that the school board
do away with its school lunch program,
which would save the board $308,000. This
money would be set aside and used to pay
the interest on the %A million bond issue.
"I'm afraid the councilman didn't look
thoroughly into this s i t u a t i o n before
making his comments," c o n t i n u e d
Hottendorf. "The school system, because of
its many children from low-income and
poverty-level families, is required to have a
lunch program by federal guidelines. Ending
it would be illegal and cause even more
problems."
Mrs. Mary Caspar, board president, is
working on a report on the conditions of the
city's school following the completion of a
tour of all the buildings. The report is expected to be completed in time for the
meeting next Tuesday.
She also took exception to Ranieri's
proposal.
"The councilman always seems to have
solutions to everyone's problems but the
city's," she said.
Mrs. Gaspar said the board was neither
?*short sighted nor derelict" for failing to
consider Ranieri's proposal. "The plan got
the consideration it deserved," she added.
•' According to Mrs. Gaspar, a $4 million
|»nd issue for the repairs could cost the
school board — and the city — close to $10
jnillion before it was all paid for.
'• "However, we might be able to get
rehabilitation funds from state and federal
agencies," she continued. "As long as that is
a possibility we should pursue it before
burying the school board and city deeper in
debt."
The school board has called a special
meeting for Thursday at 8 p.m. to discuss the
$680,000 the city council removed frm its
1976-77 current expenses budget of $4,026
million. A public caucus will be held at 7:30.
An informal poll of several board
members indicated that the cuts will be
appealed to the state and the school panel
will seek reinstatement of the full amount.

4th Street shut again
Vitale says sinking worse than feared
A section of Fourth Street in Hoboken,
between Washington and Hudson streets, has
again been closed to all traffic because a
large area of dirt under the asphalt has
washed away.
Public Works Director Raphael P . Vitale
said today that further test boring at the site,
where the condition was discovered a few
weeks ago, has revealed that the problem is
even more extensive than first anticipated.
"We won't know just how bad it is until
we start breaking up the asphalt and can get
inside," he said. "It seems that there were
two areas affected by a large water leak last
summer that washed the fill away, not one.
"The first one was found a few weeks
back when the city was notified that a
section of the asphalt had started sinking.
We closed the street while we looked to see
how extensive the problem was. It appeared
1that it affected only the southern side "f the

street so it was barricaded and traffic
allowed to pass on the north side."
Vitale said that the city didn't take steps
immediately to make repairs on the cave-in
because it was trying to determine if
someone was responsible for making repairs.
He said that Public Service Electric and
Gas Co., the New Jersey Bell Telephone Co.
and Spiniello Construction Co. had been
working in the general area over the summer months. Spinidlo is the company that
the city hired to replace water lines in the
southern section of Hoboken.
"They've all d i s c l a i m e d
any
responsibility for it and it doesn't look like
we can prove otherwise," the director
continued.
Vitale said a crew from the Department
of Public Works will start tearing up the
street today to see how extensive t h t
cave-in is.
•<-

Fire bureau
to relocate
in Hoboken
Pressure from Hoboken firemen
demanding more men to give the city
"adequate protection" is about to result
in the Fire Prevention Bureau being
severed from its City Hall office and
relocated in what is now a closed
firehouse at Fifth and Grand sts.
The switch will make the Grand st. station available in daylight hours as "a
part-time fire house" to supplement the
four full houses now scattered throughout
the city.
It will add six more men — two officers
and four firefighters — to the city's
responding force, hopefully alleviating
what firemen call "a severe shortage in
working personnel."
It will also mean the end of the
bureau's close alliance with Hoboken's
code enforcement department. Code enforcement will now take on the full
burden of inspecting city buildings to
make sure that existing violations are
corrected.
Fire prevention members will devote
part of their time to being "on call" in
case of a major alarm, part time to
developing a refined prevention
program; and additional time to giving
an "in-depth refresher course" to the
rest of the department.
The transfer is expected to be formally
announced by Mayor Steve Cappiello this
week.
Cappiello, who may be considering the
political ramifications of the transfer,
would only say yesterday that he is considering "a variety of measures to improve productivity."

Recycling firm
w o u l f get O K '7
in Hoboken i f . . .
If the firm interested in setting up a
garbage recycling operation in Hoboken
obtains state approval and has a "clean
operation," it will probably meet with
approval of the city's planning board, Ben
Goodman, board chairman, said today.
"If it gets state approval and it's going
to help Hoboken with taxes and employment,
we're in favor of it," said Goodman,
following a meeting with an engineer
yesterlay.
But Goodman said owners of the firm —
whose name he did not identify — roust still
come before the board to explain the
operation of the plant. "We want to know
more about it," he said.
An engineer reprsenting the firm spoke
with planning board members yesterday.
Goodman said he was originally told the firm
had received state approval but the engineer
said yesterday it had not been obtained.
Mrs. Helen Manogue of the Hoboken
Environmental Committee, a t t e n d e d
yesterday's meeting and questioned the
engineer about the firm which is interested
in buying land in the northwest area of the
city. Goodman said he understood k is a
Hoboken firm with a plant in Garfield.
A second firm, Emvirogetics, Inc., began
construction of a similar garbage recycling
plant but work stopped, apparently to await
state approval from the Department of
Environmental Protection. "Wei do nothing
until they get state approval," said
Goodman.

Cappiello on radio
tomorrow to discuss
revitalhation efforf
Hoboken Mayor Steve Cappiello will be
featured on "In the Public Interest," a
radio program on WHM tomorrow between
9 and 11 p.m., it was announced today. The
mayor will discuss Hoboken and the effort
being made to reverse the city's dedine.

The Hoboken City Council should know in a week to 10
days what the next step will be in the city's water resource
recovery program, according to Councilman Robert Ranieri.
Ranieri said the council is looking at three proposals by
Stevens Institute of Technology, the Hoboken engineering
firm of Mayo, Lynch & Associates, and its own Public Works
Department on ways to recapture about half the water
purchased by the city from Jersey City.
The water seepage, said Ranieri, has represented a loss
of about $600,000 down the drain each year. Since the
completion of water improvements in the city's southern end
this summer, however, said Ranieri, the city has recovered
anywhere from 10 to 18 per cent of water previously lost
there.
Now it remains for the city fathers to figure out the best
way to continue that improvement project. Council President
Martin J. Brennan, Councilman Anthony Romano, chairman
of the council's water and sewerage committee, and
Councilmen Francis Leahy and Nunzio Malfetti met last
night with Mayor Steve Cappiello, Fred Bado, Community
Development Agency (CDA) head; Raphael Vitale, public
works director; and Herman Bier, city business
administrator, to discuss.the proposals behind closed doors.
After the meeting, Ranieri said that only Stevens has
submitted a detailed plan projected over three years, with
the first year's cost broken down to a city investment of
some $200,000 for equipment wid manpower and $100,000 as
Stevens' share. Overall, the cosi would run $700,000, he said.
Mayo, Lynch would receive $12,000 as payment for
drawing plans during the first year, while, if the city's
Public Works Department proposal were accepted, about
$20,000 would have to be figured as the city engineering
costs, said Ranieri.
The Stevens plan for the first-year costs, he added,
foresees the city spending about $80,000 for equipment of
which the biggest item would be a $25,000 backhoe, used for
trench-digging, and about $110,000 for 10 additional watercrew, and meter workers.
Ranieri acknowledged the possibility of the council
"amalgamating" combinations of all three proposals. "We
haven't closed any doors," he said;
One possibility, said Ranieri in response to a question, is
that the city may decide to reorganize its own engineering
department and have the city engineer draft improvement

Essential?
In insisting that it cannot give the
children the essentials of an education
if it accepts the budget cuts made by
the City Council, Hoboken's Board of
Education would appear more conyincing to the taxpayers if it had itself
eliminated all expenditures which were
not clearly essential.
The outcry raised last year after the
board appropriated $10,000 as expenses
for board members' trips to Las Vegas
and Atlantic City apparently fell on deaf
ears, for the board has voted itself another big expense account for a trip to
San Francisco where an educators' convention is being held.
It is argued that the board members
would improve their capabilities as
board members if they attend the convention. This may be true, but eliminating the convention trips will not
close any classrooms.
Rather, it will tend to keep more
classrooms open by keeping more money
available for school work. Since something has to give, why not forgo the.
education of the board members until]
a time when there is more money available?
Other communities should look with
care at the expenditure of convention
expenses. The resulting discussion
should give the taxpayers — and the
school board members—some practical
at-home education in the capabilities of
board members.

one of Hoboken's three major industries,
Levoior, Lorentzen, 10 wesi Virginia
where taxes are lower, has been slightly
exaggerated, it was learned yesterday.
Levolor may leave the city eventually
as Mayor Steve Cappiello reported last
Thursday, but it has no immediate plans
to do so now, according ot its paresident
Louis Schellor.
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What Levolor does plan to do is expand
and build a new plant in West Virginia
t

.

CV,1lw rnvr tho t»»PR Srp "Sllb-

stantially lower."
In announcing to the city council and
board of education Thursday that Levolor
was planning on moving, Cappiello failed
to distinguish between the company's
plan for a new plant and its plan for its 24year-old Hoboken plant.

Hint Hoboken PBA plans
'big' pay boost request
By ELIZABETH PARKS
The Hoboken Policemen's Benevolent
Assn. will meet with city officials tomorrow night to ask for a salary increase that
sources say practically triples the three
and four per cent conditional increases
previously offered by the city.
The source said that if the city rejects
the PBA offer and refuses to come up
with a "reasonable" counter-proposal,
the PBA will ask the state public
Employment Relations Commission to
appoint a fact finder to handle the case
and recommend a compromise settlement.
Some members of the PBA have been
hinting at a job slowdowns or a strike
ever since they received the city's first
offer described then as final.
Councilman Robert Ranieri, city council's sole labor negotiation representative, said yesterday, however, that the
city's proposal can be negotiated "within
the boundaries already set down."
Referring to the $680,000 the council
has just cut out of the board of educaworkers cannot expect anything
"monumental."

"The average policeman in Hoboken
now makes $13,000 a year in gross pay,"
he said. "That means it's costing us
between $15,000 and $16,000 for each
policeman with pensions, benefits, overtime and holiday pay. That's an awful lot
of money for a city like Hoboken."
Ranieri didn't give any indication that
the city is prepared to go much beyond
the $1,150 three-year package offered
policemen already.
The package calls for no pay increase
this year, but an additional four more
paid holidays that will give officers $200
more for a total of 13 paid holidays.
They're also to get an additional $100 in
clothing allowance, bringing their allotment up to $300 a year, then a three percent increase next year and a four percent increase the following year.
Policemen are said to be looking for
$1,000 for each of the next three years.
Although the lines seem to be drawn
pretty far apart, Ranieri said yesterday
he feels the gap can be closed "without
friction or a disruption of good feelings.
I'm optomistic and I think the PBA is
too."

Calls for school repair
bond note in Hoboken
A Hoboken councilman has decided to
fight for a $4-million bond issue that he
says the local board of education should

Hoboken board
3&/9
?
wonts rent rise
ihei by prices
M

Does the Hoboken City Council agree or
disagree that the city's rent control law
should be amended to drop the fixed eight
per cent maximum increase allowed and
revert to an increase governed by the
national Consumer Price Index (GPI)?
The Hoboken (Rent Leveling and
Stabilization Board has been trying to find
this out since December when letters were
sent to the councilmen urging them to
introduce the amending legislation.
There has been no response, says Joseph
Hottendorf, board chairman. At last night's
board meeting, the members agreed to
phone the nine lawmakers and try to get
some action that way*.
Explaining the reasoning behind the
proposal, Hottendorf said: "The economy
has shown it has stabilized and inflation has
reduced so it's getting reasonable to return
to the GPI."
The chairman said he hopes to have the
councilmen's responses in hand before the
next scheduled council meeting on Monday.
In other business, the rent board:
— Authorized calling in Carl Schaefer,
the attorney assigned to the board, to update
members on his research into the possibility
of Hoboken joining suit with other
communities against the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in
connection with a challenge of 1974 and 1975
rent increases at Church Towers.

float to salvage badly deteriorating
schools.
Councilman-at-large Robert Ranieri
yesterday called the board "short sighted
and derelict" for failing to consider the
bond issue and for rejecting an interest
reducing plan generated last week by the
city council.
"Both Mary Gaspar, the present board
president and Otto Hottendorf, the
former president, have made public
s t a t e m e n t s a c k n o w l e d g i n g the
deteriorating shape of our schools,"
Ranieri said.
"They are complaining that there isn't
enough money in the budget to pay for the
major overhaul that's needed, and at the
same time they're saying "wait and see
what the state's going to do to help us out,
if anything."
"Well the city council last week said
don't let's wait for help that's always
pending but is never here. The council
said let's stop the school lunch program
which is a proven waste.
"Take the $308,000 saved by ending the
lunch program and put it in an account to
pay the interest on a $4-million bond issue
designated for school repairs."
He urged taxpayers to attend tne next
board of education meeting Apr. 6 to lobby for the plan.

K
i. said
<. a irf the
i he mayor
ma vnr ma
carIt is
mayv have
have been
been carried away in his desire to help the city
council convince the board of education,
parents and local teachers that a J68U,WKI
cutback in board funds was as he said
necessary" to allow Hoboken to
stabilize its tax rate and keep its restless
industries.
Or he may, as he says, have sincerely
believed that if Levolor invests heavily in
an expanded plant somewhere else, they
will eventually follow their investment
"lock, stock and barrel" out of town.
Whatever the reason for the discrepancy, Levolor, according to Schellor,
is not yet ready to turn its back on
Hoboken, although Schellor admits
"anything is possible We don't plan to
move as of the moment, but it's hard to
foresee the future."
Schellor said if Hoboken's tax picture
worsens, if the current $108.69 per $1,000
of assessed evaluation goes higher, if
other costa mount, the industry may have
to leave.
But for now the company recognizes
that it's physical plant represents a "major investment in Hoboken " that its work
force, some 410 people, are "trained and
available" and that problems of delivering to and servicing customers are
handled adequately from Hoboken.
"If it was just a matter of picking up a
plant and dropping it in a community
with low taxes," Schellor said, "the
situation would be simpler, but there is
an investment here."
Schellor also said the firm's chief executives all own homes in New Jersey
and it would be hard for them to pull up
stakes.
"Of course," he said, "if West Virginia
offers us more land for $1 an acre, it may
be too tempting to resist."
Levolor is taking 14 acres of land to
build a plant to employ 200 people. The
company tried first to find room to expand in Hoboken, but the city couldn't
provide the needed minimum of 10 acres
and the state Economic Development
Agency failed to find comparable land
elsewhere in New Jersey.
Cappiello called Levolor, the city's
third largest industry, in company with
Maxwell House and Bethlehem Steel,
paying 35 per cent of all Hoboken's
ratables.
Levolor s property on Monroe, Harrison and Jackson sts. is assessed at approximately $193,000. Last year the company paid Hoboken approximately $98,134
in taxes.
'•

Bank may buy a*
Stevens Academy
to build branch

A former private school in Hoboken may
be destined to become a branch office for a
Bergen County bank and office building, it
was learned today.
The Garden State National Bank has
asked the Hoboken Board of Adjustment for
— Aigreed also to call in Schaefer at its a variance for the Stevens Academy site at
next meeting to "hear arguments for and the northeast corner of Fifth Street and
against rent increases" affecting two tenants
Willow Avenue, and will make a presentation
at S3 Third St. where the tenants have been
to the board at its April 6 meeting, a board
putting their rente into escrow accounts in
spokesman said today.
protest of higher rents.
According to the spokesman, the
— Directed that a letter be written to
variance request was made by the real
Frank Bartletta, head of the city's Revenue
estate agency that is handling the sale of the
and Finance Department, asking why the old school, not the bank.
city, according to Hottendorf, has apparently
He explained that the area in which the
reneged on a "verbal promise" to keep school is located is zoned for residential
apartments vacant at 239 Madison St. after purposes so a variance is required if the
tenants have moved out because living school or property is to be used for
conditions there are "deplorable," in anything but a residential or school building.
Hottendorf's words. The city is collecting
The spokesman added that he did not
month per unit for eight
$90 a a illiuum
about
ICMUt VAX
,,„.
know if the bank planned to rehabilitate and
ipartments. Since June, said Hottendorf, five renovate the old school building converting,
•1
lew tenants
new
tenaiiuj have
•»».». moved in,. despite the city's
it to a bank and offices, or tear it down and
apparent pledge to condemn the property.
build a completely new structure.
— Agreed to send letters to two tenants
The meeting will be held in the city
at 50-56 11th who last complained' of council chambers and is open to the public.
violations in their apartments in December,
acting them if the same conditions
prevailed, and, «f they did, to appear
before the board at its next meeting. The
board could then reopen its file on the
property and consider reducing rentals
there. Nearly 50 tenants live there.

Two Hobokens
J/3</7G

may exchange
college visits
Officials of Hotooken, Belgium; are
expressing renewed interest in a student
exchange program with Hudson County's
Hoboken but tm a higher level than high
school students, John Vervoordt, • Hoboken
resident who has been corresponding with
Belgian officials about the program, «ald
today.
A group of six officials end professional
people from Hoboken, Belgium, plan to visit
Hoboken on April 7 or April 14 and 15, said
Vervoordt.
"I was notified by the senator from
Hoboken, Belgium, that the group was
interested in visiting Stevens Institute of
Technology and the Bethlehem Shipyards,"
he continued. "They have a very similar
arrangement there — an engineering school
and a large shipyard.
Varvoordt said that some interest was
expressed in the possibility of a student
exchange program Involving the college in
Belgium and Stevens.
The high school student exchange
program was the subject of a great d«al Of
discussion locally but never did materialize.
Vervoordt said he never did learn why. But
he suspected that it had something to do with
the difference between the way the high
schools were operated, and the lfcftguftg*
barrier. Most instruction at the high school
level is given in Flemish, a difficult Gtrman
dialect.
Vervoordt added that there Was also a
possibility that Arrangements may be made
for some local businessmen to visit Hoboken,
Belgium.

Hoboken gets more time
on £ PA progress report

decision at last ?. ?,
After unwarranted delays, HoboJcSh's city officials have finally made i
decision on how to carry out a program
to stop the loss of $400,000 a year m
wasted water.
.
The decision to reject the engineer*
ink proposal by Stevens Institute to do
the job for $790,000 and instead to have
ihed?y do the job itself may result in
a lower cost - but only if the city

^

SUGft*tag- has probably

already been eaten up by the long delay,
because the water waste has continued
at the rate of $400,000 a year during all
the time the city has known about it.
" Srjeed in getting the preliminaries out,
of the way will not make up for lost
time but it would save further losses.

The U . S . Environmental out to disregard the warning
Protection Agency (EPA) — has notice."
Vitale said that the material
again warned Hoboken that It
the EPA wants is an interim
hat failed to tile some ot its status report on the abatement
report! on time. But Public study and deals with efforts to
Works Director Raphael P. upgrade the city's sewerage
Vitale says he isn't particularly treatment plant.
The report was due Feb. 15.
worried about the threats of fine*
But the city has been granted
from the EPA.
some additional time to complete
"It's become something of a
it and get it in. Vitale said that
routine," he Mid, "even (or the
tht EPA gave Hoboken 15 days
EPA. There must be so many
from the day ot the notice —
municipalities and agtnciet
Marth 25 — to get the report"
around the country who fail to
completed and filed.
get their reports in on time that
the EPA lends out form letters
when they're late.
"On the bottom of the one wt
recently received there's a small
perforated strip that says if the
report hai already been nailed

Full employment plank
being 'pushed by Fusilli

oken to try own water recovery^ n- fioboken Library buys
which will list all of the educational
requirements and job e x p e r i e n c e
qualifications, according to Mayor Steve
Cappiello.

•V PETER HAUAM

position comes from somewhere other than

_

"This project is important and can save
the city a great deal of money if it is done
properly. That means getting the best person
The mayor said that once the job we can findi—no matter where he or she is
description is finished, the city will advertise from."
Cappiello said that the engineer will have
for applications for the job, adding thai for full authority to do whatever has to be done
once, residency would not be stressed.
to get the job done the right way the first
"If we can find someone from Hoboken time.
"1 made this clear from the beginning,"
and he or she is best qualified for the job,
that person is going to get it," said the he said. "I want this handled in a
mayor. "But if the best candidate for the professional way. That means getting a good

Hoboken officials have decided against
contracting with the Davidson Laboratory at
Stevens Institute.of Technology for a threeyear $790,000 water recovery project and will
have the city do the jab itself, city officials
said today.
T(ie city will hire its own engineer, one
well qualified in water and sewer work, to
oversee the job. The Hoboken Community
Development Agency (CDA) is now
preparing a job description for the position

day's work from the men and
arui the authority
- - ' t»

The mayor said the hiring of a city
engineer would be the prelude to the creation
of a formal engineering department.
"The proposal from
Davidson
Laboratory was generally thought to be too
expensive," Cappiello continued, "I think the
city can do the job for considerably less."
The mayor said that the city's plan is to
hire approximately six more workersforthe
public works water repair crews, enough to

'
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Hot lunch run?
• • **/y^

• • •

School board may lease city bus

re/ects Singleton s'
resignation oHer
Donald Singleton, a member of the
Hoboken Board of Education, has again
offered his resignation from the board, and
has again been turned down by his fellow
board members, it was learned today from a
board member.
^Singleton, it is reported, offered to resign
if the board would allow him to pick -his
successor. According to the board member,
he had recommended a woman who has a
child in the citj 's schools.
"The board decided ihat it wanted to
retain the right to pick a successor for Mr.
Singleton, and that ended the conversation,"
he said.
Singleton is in the last year of a threeyear elected term, which expires next
March. He has indicated that he will not seek
re-election. He was not available for
comment on his resignation offer.
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J ^ A total of 422 new library books were James Hamilton.
"Astride The Two Cultures: Arthur
osfered by the Hoboken Public Library last
Koestler
At 70," edited by Harold Harris;
nafwfli, Lucille Cunningham; director, said
"Selected Stories," by Nadine Gordimer;
tgdjfp. Many of the voliunns have been "The Peacock S ring," by Rumer Godden;
delivered and are nowavailable to the "The Lynmara Legacy," by Catherine
Gaskin; "Letter To My Mother," by George
' • ^ T h e Birth of the United States," by Jim Simenon; "The Pocket Encyclopedia of
BMMp; "World of Our Fathers," by Irving Dogs," by Ivan Swedrun; "Small World,
Howe; "Simple Justice," by Richard Kluger; Long Gone: A Family Record Of An Era,"
'Spandau: The Secret Diaries," Albert by Avis Carlson; "Generations: A Memoir,"
Speer; "A Man Called Intrepid: The Secret by Lucille Clifton; "The New American
$ ? ' by William Stevenwon; "Growing Ideology," by George C. L o d g e ;
p) At 37," by Jerry Rubin; "Nancy "Foresights: Self-Evolution and Survival,"
A Memoir," by Harold Acton; by Gerald Sykes; "Particulars Of My Life:
tiity: A Novel of Ireland," Leon Uris; An Autobiography," by B. F. Skinner;
by Gore Vidal; "The Hisotory of "Unequal Justice: Lawyers and Social
y ^
by Malcolm Bradbury; "Family Change in Modem America," by Jerold S.
Fading," by Helen Yglesias; "Nightmare: Auerbach; "No Thank You, Mr. President: A
ThCpndtrside of the Nixon Years," by J. New York Times White House Correspondent
Atnhony Lukas; "The Peter Plan: A During The Most Dramatic Changeover," by
Proposal for Survival," by Dr. Laurence J. John Herbers; "Aspects of Eve: iPoems," by
Peter; "The Dying of the Light: A Searching Linda Pastan; "The Exploding Cities," by
Look at America Today," by Arnold A. Peter Wilsher and iRosema^ Righter; "A
Rogow; "Surgeon at Work," by Clarence J. Woman Called Moses: A Novel Based on The
Schein, MX..; "Mao Tse-tung.: The Man In Life Of Harriet Tubman," by Marcy Heidish;
The Leader," by Lucian W. Pye; "The"The Temple," by Jerome Weidman, and
Democrats: The Years After FDR," by "Helping Ourselves: Families and the
Herbert S. Parmet; "The Power To Probe: Human Network," by Mary C. owell.
A Study Of Congressional Investigations," by

Inertiia iy/

School board again A
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form a second crew. The men waftid be
trained in repair work by James Murnane,
the Water repair foreman.
One crew would be assigned to handle all
emergency work and the other would work at
the systematic repair of all known leaks
which have not yet reacted emergency
status.
Public Works Director Raphael P. Vitale
said that he also plans to beef up the meter
repair and reading portions sf ,'fje
department. Grater pressure woul&s %e
applied to those water customers who don*t
pay their bills on
fime.
' r '<
Two Hoboken councilman have agreed to
Vitale said he would like to hav* ttjn
The Hoboken Board of Education is
"With the bus we could easily get the sponsor an amendment to the city's rent
meter readers, one man to repair t i e
having second thoughts about refusing to lunches to the children in that time period,"
leveling ordinance which would drdp the 8
equipment andi another to handle removitfe
accept the city's old crosstown bus for $1 a he continued. "In fact, we might even be
per cent a year increase landlords are now
and installations.
year.
able to include some of the parochial schools
authorized to impose on their tenants in
Cappiello had no exact fipures on now
Otto Hottendorf. a board member, said in the programs."
favor of increases determined by the
much
the city could save by doing the job
today that he will recommend to the rest of
national Consumer Price Index (CPI).
The city's old crosstown bus has been out
itself. But he estimated that it could be
the board that it accept the bus at that price
Joseph
Hottendorf,
chairman
of
the
city's
of service since last year when the city
somewhere around 3100,000 a year over the
and use it in the board's proposed hot lunch
Rent Leveling and Stabilization Board, said
purchased a new and smaller vehicle. It
Davidson Laboratory proposition.
program next yeartoday
that
Councilmen
Robert
A.
Ranieri
and
carried a total of 20 passengers as compared
' 'Due to the layout of two of our schools, to 10 for the new one.
Salvatore Cemelli will sponsor the
it appears that the board is going to have
amendment and that several other
The board had turned down the city's
need for a vehicle with which to transport
councilmen have already indicated they will
the hot lunches to the students," he said. offer to lease it once before, claiming that it
vote for it.
"The bus would be ideal — after some would cost too much to put in into proper
The CPI was the original barometer for
condition where it would be safe for students
alterations."
rent increases. However, it was dropped toy
Hottendorf explained that all of the city's to ride in. The board was considering using it
another ordinance amendment in favor of a
schools except the Brandt School and to transport special education children and
set 8 per cent because of the economy.
Hoboken has just announced it is
Demarest Junior High have cafeteria or that would have required additional
"With inflation the way it was the CPI
alterations
to
the
vehicle.
contemplating having a "survey" made
lunchroom space where hot lunches can be
was not a reliable method of figuring the
Special ramps would have had to be increases," he said. "In some instances it
prepared and students can eat them. In the
to see if the city government can cut its
case of these two schools, lunches will constructed for children in wheelchairs and
provided for increases that were excessive
telephone
bills, and a separate "study"
have to be heated in microwave ovens up at the aisles inside the vehicle made wider to
and in others it was: inadequate. A flat 8 per
to
see
if
its
electric bills can be primmed.
one of the other schools and transported to accommodate the wheel chairs.
cent was deemed a more reasonable figure
There
are
also studies under way to
the students, who will eat in their
because it took in all operating costs.
Hottendorf said that turning the bus into
classrooms.
see about restoring the aging City Hall,
a vehicle for transporting lunches would be
"But inflation has slowed down and we
He said that the lunches are packed in relatively simple. After the bus is put back
see some stability again. So the CPI is again
modernizing the purchasing system,
insulated containers and can stay hot for as into good mechanical condition the seats
becomiiv the more appropriate means of
consolidating the city's garages, and
long as a hour after they are heated.
figiuvig .dlowable rent increases."
could be removed and a level floor installed.

Hoboken may tie
rent increases to
consumer index

#

suing other towns to break a disastrous
sewage treatment contract — and other
assorted studies and surveys.
But one of the councilmen comments
that while Hoboken has no shortage of
studies and plans, it has little "action or
movement" and that "nothing gets done
until we are in a crisis with no alternative but to act, right or wrong."
To overcome this inertia, he wants
frequent meetings between the council
and all city officials.
Can he be right in thinking that more
frequent meetings will result in making
decisions more promptly and inplementing them? Studies and survey are necessary before efficient decisions can be
made. But perhaps more frequent meetings may avoid delayed studies and
surveys. Why not try it and see?

''Support the concept that all adult Americans able,
willing and seeking work should be given opportunities tor
uselul paid employment at fair wages," Hudson Freeholder
Vincent J. Fusilli is urging the Democratic National
Platform Committee.
Fusilli, speaking on behalf of the National Association of
County Officials, also plans to ask the committee, meeting
Saturday in Newport, R.I., to put three other planks in its
piatform.
The freeholder, who is also vice president of the State
Association of Chosen Freeholders, in discussing "Full
Employment and Balanced Growth in the Urban Counties,"
advocates:
—Reenactment of the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA).
—Increased funding for job training services under Title
I of CETA.
—Continuation of a large public service employment
program as high unemployment persists.
Pointing to the need for increased funding of
employment and training programs, Fusilli will tell the
committee that 41 per cent of the prime sponsors under
UE'IA were single counties while only 14 per cent were single
cities and 32 per cent were consortia, almost all of which
, include counties.
"Thus," Fusilli will point out "over 70 per cent of the
CETA prime sponsors were counties."

Hoboken school board appegl^cuts
to resolve the
The Hoboken Board of .Education is state commissioner
appealing budget cuts of $680,000 ordered by uncertainty about Hoboken's request for full
the City Council to the State Education funding and the question about including
Commissioner in hopes of averting the $269,000 as the local district's 25 per cent
possibility of having to lay off as many as 50 contribution to teachers' pensions.
Also, continued Taylor, the board would
teachtrs.
Meanwhile, Mary Stack Gaspar, board do well to remind the state about its plans to
president, says the board will be looking to expand its bi-lingual education program by
economizing early on this year by sending no spending $100,000 to provide stipends and
trustees to the annual school boards two-year tuition payments to $5 high school
juniors and seniors who would tutor gradeconvention this spring in San Francisco.
During the public caucus before last schoolers in English. It is hoped that Trenton
night's budget discussion session, Robert would compensate the board for part of the
Taylor, board counsel, urged the trustees to cost.
If the board fails to receive some $2
include in their appeal petition specific
mention of three items of concern related to million in projected full funding by Trenton,
said Taylor, "we'll need a life-raft. That's
the budget.
Taylor said the board should ask the like going three months -wittout salaries."

First families start moving
into converted factory site
Although work on the conversion of the and Jefferson streets, on Third Street.
"This is the first factory building in the-Kueffel and Esser factory in Hoboken into a
country to be converted into moderate
173-unit apartment house is not expected to income family housing an-d it looks like it is
be finished for several more months, the first going to be a successful venture," the mayor
families have started moving into one section continued. "There w a good demand for the
of the project, Mayor Steve Cappiello said apartments and I don't think it is going to
be too long before they are all rented."
today.
The mayor said that the project, which
The mayor said that three families are
now movimg into the section of the old cost more than $4 million, is expected to be
factory on Jefferson Street and seven more ready for full occupancy by the beginning of
next month. Landscaping will then be done
are expected over the next few days.
Cappiello explained that most of the and the apartments formally dedicated
work in that section has been finished. Most somtime in June.
Volt Infonmation Sciences is the sponsor
of the renovations now being made are on
the section of the building between Adams of the project.

Calls waterfront 'dying frontier'

SPRUCING UP — John Comas, landscaper for Maxwell House Coffee in Hoboken, plants
•ante small evergreens in Elysian Park, 11th and Hudson streets, at the company'! ex. Comass wflT
wltt continue
Continu tocare for the shrubs once they're growing as part of a cony«» •!«•
g p.*L»ffic.ti», pn**t awed by

Singleton raps no show
school board workers
Hoboken school trustee Donald
Singleton last night spoke out against "no
show" board of education employes,
later calling on the public to "look at
who's on the payroll in key positions." He
named Assemblyman Thomas Gallo,
board secretary, Councilman Anthony
Romano, board business manager, and
former Mayor Louis DePascale, board
labor negotiator.
Singleton's initial comments came as
he explained his abstention from the
board's 5-0 vote to appeal $680,000 in
budget cutbacks decreed by the city council. He said the budget "deserves to be
cut," particularly in the area O'I vtoraVhe
called "no show" jobs.
Under challenge during the meeting,
Singleton backed away from his general
comments, but he later elaborated and
named the three officials as meriting
reexaminatinn
Singleton also said the board's $13 mil-

lion budget is developed "purely from a
political standpoint, not an economic or
rational" one.
"I know of a case in which we employ
four clerks because not one can do the job
of one person," he said.
Singleton said political favoritism,
"was ruining the school system by inflating the payroll to cover for incompetence."
He said he hasn't raised the issue
before because as "one man, I haven't
the power to change anything, and what I
say creates bad feelings."
The board has faced similar criticism
in the past and has shrugged off the accusations. ,
Last night board president Mrs. Mary
Stack Gaspar accused Singleton of
"baying at the moon" and making "unfounded accusations."
She said she can always find Gallo at
his desk any day he is not in Trenton, that
Romano may be "frequently out of the
building, but his job seems to get done,"
ajidjbat she personally knows of no example of political abuse among the
ejerks.
She said if Singleton had proof, he
should bring it before the board and
"we'll act."

Hoboken Mayor Steve Cappiello has
revised the route of the city's crosstown
bus so senior citizens in the uptown Fox
Hill Housing complex at 13th st. and Willow av. will have transportation on
weekends.
Cappiello said the crosstown bus will
service the Fox Hill complex on Saturdays and Sundays when the city's senior
citizen jitney is not running.
On weekdays, the crosstown bus will
only go as far north as Seventh st. Uptown seniors, who need to go crosstown
then will have to wait for the senior

S e n bus. ¥/r/lC
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nifif>pnt vista of
tion and simply themoO
magnificent
The days when Hoboken dockworkers specific reasons for Hoboken's decline: the New York horizon."
jammed the waterfront making decent Poor accessibility and total lack of
livings for their families and contributing storage space.
to the growth of the city's tax ratables
"Access to the city is very bad," she
are gone and if the city today is to make told the gathering of approximately 20
i".
productive use of its 327 acres of prime Kiwanis members, "We need a straight
waterfront property, it must look to new road without a lot of turns that doesn't
developers.
threaten to become congested when
In a speech before the Hoboken trucks begin delivering to and from the
Kiwahis yesterday afternoon, Helen piers."
Manogue, chairman of Hoboken's En"We also need adequate upland to store
vironmental Committee and Director of
and
manipulate the cargo that's unthe Stevens Tech Waterfront DevelopCouncilman Robert Ranieri predicted want to discuss figures in the new proposals
loaded."
until he meets with other city officilas.
ment Project, outlined the past glories of
today that Hoboken and the Patrolmen's
Mrs, Manogue conceded that Mayor
The original proposal was a $200 cash
the Hoboken waterfront and projected a
Benevolent Association could
r e a c h payment this year in lieu of four paid
Steve Cappiello and Port Authority of
grim picture of its economic potential.
agreement on a long range l«!bor contract holidays the men already have; a three per
Mrs. Manogue d e s c r ib e d t h e New York-New Jersey are both working
cent pay increase the second year on &
"very
hard"
to
revitalize
the
city's
shipwithin
30 days.
waterfront as "Hoboken's dying fron"We're hawing a very
friendly paroknan's base salary of $1,1,950; a four
tier " and said it has been the victim of an ping industry, but she called their task an
relationship and we're making igood per cent increase in the third year, also
ecological decline brought on by factors "uphill fight" whose potential for victory
grows
weaker
as
the
years
go
by.
progress,"
said Ranieri, who met earlier this based on $11,950 and a $100 increase in thfe*
beyond the city's control.
week with Ernest Brisette, iPBA president, clothing allowance, bringing k to $309 a year;*
However, the city also retained the ligJitS
She said the city, with only 41 per cent
"Today,"'she said, "We need a new
and other representatives.
to void the contract, even if the polic*?
of its riverfront area committed to in- plan for the waterfront. It's land in tranThe councilman said both sides have
accepted its terms, and resume new;
dustrial use, and 37 per cent vacant, is sition and it's future may not be with intentative proposals and he wants to report
negotiations' should any of the 10 top
part of a riverfront decline that is typical dustry or shipping, but with people who
back "to see if the city can absorb it
taxpayers move out during the three-year
of the New York -New Jersey area.
can be brought to the river's edge to enfinancially." Brisette also wants to report to
period of the agreement, \i revenue sharing
But she explained that there are two joy parks, museums, waterfront recreahis membership and Ranieri said he hopes to
is cut or if the state income tax did not

Ranieri predicts accord
on cops pay in month

The board attorney, agreeing with several
trustees, discounted the likelihood of the City
Council "borrowing the money for us."
Voicing concern during the caucus about
the funding situation, Trustee Donald
Singleton said: "It's like driving 60 miles-anhour wiith a blindfold on and then suddenly
taking your hands off the wheel. We don't
know what the state will do."
Later, Singleton joined Trustee Aurelio
Lugo in abstaining on the proposed board
resolution to appeal the budget cuts. Neither
offered an explanation. Five trustees voted
in favor and two others — Otto Hottendorf
and Michael (Spike) Costello — didn't
attend.
Singleton provoked the wrath of nevny
elected Trustee Leo Mclaughlin when he
said that conceivably there could be "25
deadheads" on the board payroll whose jobs
weren't'jeopardized by the looming cuts.
Singleton said he voted against the budget
proposal but didn't get any help. Snapped
MoLaughlin: "If you know there's 25
'deadheads' (under) the board, maybe you'd
get another vote. I don't like these
innuendos. Iff you know who they are, name
them!"
This eotchflng«, in bun, (wonapwd Mary
Tecktonius, head of the Hoboken Teacher*
Association (HTA), to complain: "Get off
this 'people aren't doing the job' routine. I
have yet to see anyone make an attempt to
investigate who works here or what services
are
provided.
If you're
genuinely
interested in changing things as you say you
are," she continued, "the appropriate time to
do that is during the school year."
Hoboken teachers, who stand to lose
$550,000 from instructional salaries as a
result of the council's cuts, "take the brunt
of the toad public relations on the budget,"
she said. "But Trenton isn't in the business
of balancing Hoboken's books."
Councilman Robert Ranieri, who is very
much concerned about balancing the city's
books, was in the audience last night but
refrained from commenting publicly on the
board's action.
Reached at home, •Ranierlhad this to say
about what the governing body will do about
the board's appeal; "The mayor and council
will follow this through to the ultimate
conclusion. The cuts were done on a
businesslike and efficiency basis and they'll
stand.
"The board, on a scant majority of one
(five in favor), voted to appeal tht cuts. We
shall wait and see what the state
commissioner of education says. Last year>
our cuts were ordered restored-, probably
largely because of the strike, but conditions
are different this year.
"There's no question about what we'll do
if the cuts are restored; We'll be going right
through to the U.S., Supreme Court, if
necessary," be said.

arrange another negotiating session for next become law. The vote against thoaa
week.
proposals was "nearly u n a n i m o u s , ' * The city's original proposal was rejected according to a PBA spokesman.. <.
•; ;
by the police and Ranieri said he did not

Code Bureau may gojnto firehouse
Hoboken's Code Enforcement
Bureau mayAe moving into the
old Grand Street firehouse
sometime in the future, but
Mayor Steve Cappiello says it is
only one of several possibilities
being considered and no decision
has been made on any of them.
The mayor said he is
considering moving the Code
Enforcement Bureau out of City
Hall and closer to t h e
mainstream of regular fire
fighting duties. The bureau is
made up of two fire captains and
three firemen who perform
inspections and fire prevention
duties.
"I'm under a lot of pressure to

Wi
Vincent Wassman, chairman, has announced a meeting of the Hoboken
Biecntennial Committee at 8 o'clock
tonight at the Public Library, 5th st. and
Park av. An executive session will
precede the meeting at 7:30 o'clock.
Parade chairman Matthew Grirnley will
meet with his committee at 7:30 o'clock,
tonight also at the library.
GIFT -

Vincent Fusilli of Hoboken, left, presents gift ofrt :

and the Rev. Sylvester Abramow,«, the pastor.

try to use these men for regular the Kre Officers Association —
fire fighting operations in have had several discussions
addition to their inspection with the mayor on department
duties," said the major. "By manpower.
The meetings were private.
moving the bureau out of city
hall I hope to place it closer to However, it was learned that the
fire fighting situations where the mayor was asked on several
men, if not out on something occasions to commit the city to
hiring at least 14 replacement
else, can respond to fires.
this year. No
Meanwhile, it was learned that f i r e m e n
top officials of the fire commitment was given, it is
department and the presidents of reported, but the mayor did
the two fire fighting unions — the agree to consider the requests.
Capt. William Bergin, head of
Fire Fighters Association and

the fire Officers Association, and
Fireman Michael Bavaro, leader
of the Fire Fighters, have been
asking the city to increase the
department's strength since last
year. However, the recent
meetings marked the first time
that top department officials,
noramlly
considered
management and followers of the
administration's policies, have
sided with the labor unions to
increase the number of men
available for fire fighting duties.

Francone 'man of year'
Hoboken Fourth Ward Councilman Louis Francone will
be honored by the Santa Fefcronia Society as its "Man of the
Year" at the society's annual dinner-dance Saturday at 7:30
p.m. in the Union Club, it was announced today by Anthony
Scardion, president. Teddy Abramo is general chairman.
Among the honored guests will be state Sens. William V.
Musto of Union City and Anthony Scardion of Lyndhurst, the
son of the club president and Mayor Steve Cappiello and
Assemblyman Thomas A. Gdlo.

Hoboken to back residencylaw
Hoboken's elected officials will be adding
their endorsements to a piece of stUe
legislation which would give municipalities
the right to impose residency requirements
for police and firemen.
A resolution expressing the support of
the council and Mayor Steve Cappiello for
Senate Bill No. 1 is on the agenda for
Wednesday's morning council meeting and is
expected to get unanimous approval.
Cappiello has been a strong proponent of
a residency law for bluecoats since taking
office in 1973 and has continuously pushed for
state legislation on the matter.

However, some veteran police and
firemen say that reinstating the residency
law might create as many problems as it
solves. The majority of the men do live in the
city, however.
"A residency requirermnt will definitely
cut down on the number of men who are
willing to accept appointment in Hoboken,"
said one firefighter. "If we had a low tax
rate, good schools and a low crime rate we
could compete with other municipalities. But
we don't have any of the three.
"Candidates for policemen and firemen,
at least the good stable ones who will make

Eye old school site
as Hoboken center
It m i almost like living In building with a defunct boiler
somebody's dream to walk into at 117 Jefferson St., with 85
the quiet, dim, chilly class children and 40 more expected
rooms of Hoboken's historic by July, Miss Berry was obStevens Academy and see bare viously taken with the poswalls where children once hung sibilities the Academy holds
plants and posters and pictures for a day care center.
of golden maned lions A state representative from
alongside "A-plus" math and the Bureau of Day Care Services assured the mayor that if
English papers
But nothing purely physical Hoboken commits itself to the
accounted for the overwhelm- Academy and to a renovation
ing sense of waste and program by June 1, "adedesolation, of something oddly quate" state funds would be
unique and beautiful, like a available.
Dickens heroine, by-passed by Community Development
Director Fred Bado said he
time
Those who had arranged the was "almost 100 percent certour. Mayor Steve Cappiello tain" that the federal Housing
and Community Development and Urban Development
Social Program Director Peter Department (HUD) funds
Beronlo, moved pensively would be available to buy the
through the intimate class- building, priced at ¥90,000.
rooms, the deserted gym, the
mirrored auditorium, the now
silent shop to access the
building's potential for
rehabilitation for use as a community and social center
Dana Berry, Director of
Hoboken's Day Care 100
program, fanticized sand boxes
filled with small children playing in the enclosed court yard.
Now lodged in a deteriorated

Bus breakdowns
make Leahy seek
city jurisdiction
Councilman Francis X. Leahy is moving
to have Hoboken obtain jurisdiction over its
Washington Street bus line, following a
breakdown in service Sunday.
(Leahy is arranging a -meeting with the
other city couneilmen and Mayor Steve
Cappiello to seek legislation to strip the state
Public Utilities Commission of power to
regulate bus lines operating entirely within a
municipality.
Leahy said no buses were running on
See Editorial:
HELP HOBOKEN
On Page 16.
Washington Street on Sunday until 10:45 a.m.
although the scheduled starting time is 7. He
said many church-goers and others were
inconvenienced.
Police Sgt. Gabriel Ferraiuolo, the city's
transportation supervisor, said Leahy,
contacted him at 9:30 Sunday morning to
apprise him of the situation. Ferraiuolo said
he reached Joseph Sacco, president of the
Maria Transportation Co., largest of the
three companies that share the operation of
the Washington Street Line.
Sacco told him there must have been
"some mix-up" in the scheduling, and Sacco
then got two buses on the road at 10:45.
The supervisor said the schedule on file
with the city and,the PUC calls for two buses
to operate from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Sunday
and one bus from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.
He said that alter getting Sacco to send
out buses, he talked to the A g r e s t a
Transportation Co., one of the firms that
shares the operation with Maria, and was
told that the schedule definitely showed that
Maria was to provide the service that
Sunday.
The supervisor said Maria similarly
failed to put buses on the road until 3 p.m.
on Labor Day of 1974.
On that occasion, he recalled, the city
applied to the PUC to revoke one of Maria's
nine franchises (each bus is franohised
separately) as punishment, but after
considering the matter for four months the
PUC finally denied the city's request.
Ferraiuolo said he fully agreed with
Leahy's move because he claimed the PUC
has a record of always siding with the bus
operators in any complaint brought by the
city.
If the city had jurisdiction, he added, it
could line or otherwise penalize an erring
operator for a first offense, and could then
revoke the franchises of a repeat offender,
whereas the -PUC can only revoke franchises
or let the offender off scot free.
Ferraiuolo added that at M:30 a.m.
Sunday he did issue a summons to one of
•he bus d r i v e r s operating a Maria
Transportation bus for failing to have
registration in his possession.

New sweepers start
#s/U

good citizens as well as $ood public safety
officers, consider thing* like that when
they're thinking about jobs. They want a
good community where they can afford to
buy a home and raise their children."
A retired policeman pointed out that the
city probably couldn't count on getting the
replacement men it will need in future years
from persons who are already residents.
"It used to be that way," he explained.
"You had to be a resident before you could
even take the Civil Service examination.
Then Civil Service opened the test to all state
residents. But in the years just before that
happened, we seldom got enough local men
to fill the vacancies.
"That's one of the reasons the city was
always hiring temporaries for police work.
There weren't enough men available who
had taken and passed the Civil Service
examination."
The council is also expected to accept
bids on the continuation of its water line
replacement program for the southern
section of the city. Hoboken has almost
$900,000 in additional federal money for the
second phase of the project.
Leaves of absence for six-month periods
are expected to be approved for Martin
Corrado, a housing inspector, and Patrolman
Michael Burke.

M I

to Hoboken game
Bowie Kuhn, commissioner of baseball,
has tentatively accepted Hoboken's invitation
to attend the June 19 re-enactment of the
first baseball game, Edwin Duroy, chairman
for the event, said today.
The game, part of H o b o k e n ' s
bicentennial observance, will be played at
the Stevens baseball field at 5th and Hudson
Streets. The first professional baseball game
was played in Hoboken at Elysian Fields, at
what is now 11th and Hudson Streets, on June
19, 1846. '
Duroy said Mrs. Roberto Clemente, the
widow of the Pittsburgh Pirates star who
was killed in a plane crash while on a mercy
mission to aid Nicaraguan earthquake
victims, has also accepted an invitation to
participate in the event.
He added that the game will be
dedicated to all of Hoboken's past major
league ballplayers.

Hoboken budget
up $22,000 foi
clinics, lawyer
Hcbcken's forthcoming city budget is
being increased by $22,000 to restore some
health clinics on a limited basis and to hire
a lawyer for the city council to fight the
city's board cf education.
Two amendments to the proposed ,
•budget, providing respectively $12,000 and
$10,000 for those purposes, were passed, by
the council yesterday at a special meeting.
The budget as thus amended will now come
up for a final vote at 10 a.m. tomorrow.
Four clinics which were shut down Jan. 1
when the state ceased funding them will be
partly restored by using the $12,000 for six
months. They are the dentall, venereal
disease, cancer detection and tuberculosis
detection clinics.
Three ethers, the diabetes detection and

Hoboken's municipal crosstown bus is reverting to the
longer route which took it to the Fox Hill Gardens senior
citizen'housing project — but only on Saturdays and Sundays,
Mayor Cappiello announced today.
To serve the 200-apartment project, the bus makes a
detour from its regular loop. This detour was discontinued a
few weeks ago because the senior citizens have their own bus
and it was reasoned that they did not need the municipal

The Hoboken Retail Bureau will be setting up a reward
fund to assist the city's recently formed Crime Prevention
Bureau (CPB), a Retail Bureau spokesman said today.
William -jtoth, a member of the executive board, said the
fund will allow the CPB to offer rewards for information
leadine to the arrest and conviction of persons involved in
burglaries of shops and businesses operated by Retail
Bureau members.
Roth added that the Retail Bureau will be working with
the police department's CPB to help improve security for its
members. The CPB is headed by Sgt. Frank Turso. Its job is
to advise and assist local residents and businessmen make
their homes and shops more secure.
.-,

with drive-in bank rapped
After hearing dozens of
speakers for and against the
application, the Hoboken Board
of Adjustment may decide April
29 whether to recommend that a
drive-in bank be built on the site
of the 116-year-old Stevens
Academy, Fifth Street and
Willow Avenue.
The council chamber at City

Hall was filled to capacity last
night as the adjustment board
began its hearing on an
application by the Garden State
National Bank. Bank
representatives displayed
a
sketch showing a modern drivein branch f a c i l i t y
and
maintained that it would an
improvement to the area and

l-f-

would afford residents needed
banking s e r v i c e s in the
neighborhood.
Other speakers pointed out
that the old building is in fairly
good condition and would serve
as a excellent city day care
center and recreation site. The
building already has been
inspected, they said, and federal
funds under the Community
Development Agency might be
used to convert it to day care
US9.
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to expose schoo
'waste, no-shows'
Hoboken School Trustee D o n a l d
Singleton said today he will call a press
conference this week to publicly expose the
"waste, inefficiency, incompetence and noshows" within the Hoboken school system.
"For more than two years I have worked
within the existing system to effect change
that would make for a general better
educational atmosphere for the children of
Hoboken and got absolutely nowhere," said
Singleton. "There is no other way to
eliminate the waste, i n c o m p e t e n c y ,
inefficiency and people not doing their jobs,
or in jobs not needed in the first place, than
to make it public"
"I will invite Leo McLaughlin' (a fellow
trustee), School Board President Mrs. Mary
Gaspar and Hoboken Teachers Association
President Mary Tecktonius, to attend, as
well as anyone else. I advise them to brjng
their lawyers because they may need them.
They may want to sue me."
Singleton said he was choosing this
course of action as a result of last week's
board meeting where he was challenged by
McLaughlin to "name names."
"I intend to do just that — name
names," said the board trustee. "I intend to
expose everything I have learned in my two
years on the school board."
Singleton added that he was attempting
to set up the conference at the board's
conference room in the Wallace School,
eye screening services and audiometer
i testing, are not being restored and will not be
unless imoney is obtained from the city's
federally-funded Community Development
Agency or the state restores the aid it
cancelled, according to Paricia Mitten,
Hoboken health officer.
Miss Mitten said it could not b*
ascertained immediately how soon the four
services would be reopened.
The largest chunk of the $12,000 will go
for the services of a full-time dental assistant
to assist the two dentists who share the work
of the dental clinic, she said.
The amendments, introduced
by
Councilman Francis X. Leahy, were carried
unanimously.
The $10,000 was not specifically
earmarked for a lawyer to fight the board. It
was listed as an appropriation under
"Operations — MayoT and City Council —
Other Expenses — Professional Services."
Mayor Steve Cappiello explained that the
$10,000 will be available if needed to engage
an attorney to defend the council against the
$680,000 reduction in the board of education
budget which the board is appealing to the
state.
The additional $22,000 increases the
amount to be raised by taxes in 1876 from
$10,261,580,60 to $10,256,580.50.

crosstown bus which takes ten or more minutes to make tht
extra run.
However, Councilman Francis X. Leahy noted that the
senior citizen bus operates only from Monday t h r o u g h
Friday, leaving the senior citizens with no nearby bus
service over weekends, and he asked to have the crosstown
bus resume making the run to Fox Hill Gardens on
Saturdays and Sundays.
Cappiello said the service would be provided throughout
the operating hours of the bus on those days, adding: "We
are committed to doing everything possible to be of help to
our senior citizens."

Hqbojcen tgjjQst businessmen

Repladn^Stevens^cademy

school repair aid bid

Kuhn accepts bid Q-C.

SUJtPRISE! — Vincent J. Barbo, right, director-coordinator of Hoboken Senior Citizen
Activities, is presented with a plaque by Frank Sagendorf, left, and Bridget Romano,
se$>nd from left, for his assistance in helping produce the recent senior citizen variety .
* show at the city's Multi-Service Center. Mrs. Barbo smiles her approval.

Bus route to belonger weekends 11'
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Rewards to be offered

U.S. rejects Hoboken

She said that the state Department of
Education has begun a routine evaluation of
the city's schools, starting with an inspection
of one school last week, and that this might
help Hoboken's case.

oef oroce period

Fighting crime

Hobolcen's move to wrest from the
State Public Utilities Commission (PUC)
the power to regulate bus lines operating entirely within a municipality
will probably be opposed by the PUC
which, like any other bureacracy, is
loath to yield authority.
If so, it could fairly be compared to
Aesop's dog in the manger, which
would not eat the straw himself, but
refused to let the ox have it.
The PUC has been incredibly inadequate in overseeing Hoboken's Washington Street Bus Line over the years
and right up to the present day.
Hoboken wants the legislature to
give the municipalities jurisdiction over
intra-city buses, so Hoboken will be
able to do something for those who ride
them.
One of the legislators is a Hoboken
Irian, Assemblyman Gallo. Give him the
ball and let him carry it.

Mrs. Gaspar said she has no hope of
getting anywhere near the $4 million
estimated to be required to put the school
houses in shape, and that if th^e CDA does not
help, the board "will have to live with the
situation," finding enough money somehow
to correct the worst conditions.

-»>
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"This will also serve as a shake-down
The alternate sid*> of the street sweeping
program in Hoboken has been resumed with period for the new equipment. If there are
two new sweeper trucks recently delivered to any bugs in them they should materialize
th« city. But motorists are being given two during the two-week period."
more weeks before the city will start giving
The new vehicles aren't true sweeper
them summonses again for blocking the trucks. They use a combination of side
sweepers' path.
brooms and vacuum power to clean the
Public Works Director Raphael P. Vitale streets. The brooms sweep the trash and
said the new trucks made their "debut" litter at curbside several inches into the
Friday morning and performed well.
street and into the'path of the vacuum duct.
"We could start issuing tickets As this is being done, several hoses wet down
immediately but the program has been so the dirt so it won't blow away. The
sporadic during the last few months because dampened mass is then sucked up by the
the old sweepers were always breaking down vacuum and deposited inside the truck body
that it wouldn't really be fair to the which looks like a large garbage can with
motorists," the director said. "So we're wheels.
giving them a warning period,
Each truck cost approximately $40,000.
"However, beginning April 19 we will
start giving them summonses for interfering The city paid half of the $80,000 total. The
with the sweeper operation if they don't other half was paid by the Safe and Clean
Streets Program.
move their cars.

Help Hoboken

The question of whether the federal
government might grant Hoboken money to
rehabilitate the city's crumbling school
buildings has been answered with a flat
"no."
But Mrs. Mary Stack Gaspar, president
of the Hoboken Board of Education, who
disclosed the negative findings, said she will
press the same question with Fred Badd,
director of Hoboken's C o m m u n i t y
Development Agency, which spends federal
money on various municipal projects.
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Another group said it regarded
the old academy building, built
before the Civil War, as an
historic landmark in the city and
would not want to see it torn
down.

Back residency
law over objection
Over the objections of Hoboken Policemen's Benevolent
Association (PBA) President Ernest 0. Brissette, the city
council has endorsed passage of state Senate Bill No. 1 which
would give municipalities the right to impose residency
requirements on its police and firemen.
Brissette warned the council that by imposing a
residency requirement on future police and fire department
candidates the city could be limiting itself to selecting men
"from the bottom of the barrel.
"The city wants the best possible candidates for the jobs,
but what is it going to give these men in return?" he asked.
"The city doesn't offer the best pay and then requires them
to live here and observe other restrictions like short
haircuts.
"The men who come out on the top of the Civil Service
test are going to be looking for jobs in the cities that pay the
most, Their next consideration is going to be the restrictions
placed on them by their prospective employer."
Brissette said he lived in Hoboken and wished all
members of the police and fire departments also resided in
the city. However, he believed that many of the non-resident
uniformd employes moved out because they couldn't afford
to live in Hoboken on what the city paid them.
In spite of Brissette's objections, the council approved
the resolution supporting the bill unanimously.
Brissette also argued against giving police and firemen
more than one leave of absence and appeared to have
convinced the council to vote against a resolution granting a
second six-month leave to Patrolman Michael Burke. The
patrolman has taken a job with the Linden Police
Department and completed his first six-month leave from
the Hoboken Department on March 17.
"It shouldn't take a man six months to make up his mind
as to whether he wants to be a Hoboken cop or a Linden
cop," he said. "Hoboken paid to train this man. That
training enabled him to take the test for Linden and pass it
with a reasonably high mark and he has taken the job. But
his old position won't be filled in the Hoboken Department
until he has made up his mind.
"That means we are short another man and others have
to absorb his duties."
Brissette said that he would favor having all potentiaf
police and fire employes sign contracts with the city
guaranteeing that they would work a set number of years.,
Couneilmen Walter S. Cramer, Nunzio Malfetti and
Francis X. Leahy openly agreed with Brissette and most of
the other couneilmen also appeared to support his thinking. *.
However, Councilman Anthony H. Romano pointed outthat the city in the past has granted second and third six-'
month leaves to others and it should not change that policy'
without some warning.
"In the future I think the city should limit the leaves to
one if the employe is trying out a job elsewhere," Romano
said. "Six months is enough time. But this man asked for a
leave based on the past policy and should be entitled to what
others have received."
The council approved the leave by a Vote of 5-to-3 with
Malfetti, Cramer and Leahy voting against it.
In other business, the council approved the
recommendation of the city's board of adjustment and
granted a variance to the owner of the lots at 735-737 Park
Ave. to build a commercial parking lot. Leahy and Malfetti
voted against the variance because they said the lot would be
located close to two city schools.
The city's 1976 municipal operating budget of $6,009,027
was unanimously approved by the council.
Thomas Vezzetti, a local hotel owner, and Charles
DeFazio Jr., a former city magistrate, addressed the council
on several matters.

You're a businessman in
New York and you're tired of
the taxes. You'd like to open an
office or a factory in Hoboken,
but when you call City Hall to
find out what buildings and
land are available, no one can
say for sure.
Do you move to Hoboken or
do you go to Jersey City where
they can give you immediate
assistance?
"You go", says Hoboken
Mayor Steve Cappiello, "to
Jersey City or someplace else.
And that's something we intend
to change."
With the help of the state
Economic Development
Authority, and Community
Development economic consultant Michael Coleman, Cappiello intends to set up a computerized catalogue of every
inch of available land, office
space or factory and industrial
space in the city.
Cappiello thinks the program
can be set up in a few months
and he wants the area's
business, real estate and
government representatives to
know about it.
So on Thursday at noon In

Cornices Al
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in Hoboken
could kill
By ELIZABETH PARKS
Hoboken school children and residents
in the vicinity of Demarest Junior High
are in danger of being struck by heavy cement cornices that have begun snapping
loose from the upper level ledges they
decorate.
The cornice-Uke blocks that Business
Manager Anthony Romano says "could
kill someone" began showing signs of giving way about a month ago.
One of the more than 100 heavy cement
objects that circle the whole school snapped from its foundations:and fell into a
small stretch of land; between the
building and the school railing.
Romano immediately sent a crew of
firemen up to check the other blocks to
see if their condition was also precarious.
Both the firemen and an engineer found
the iron bars that held the cornices to the
side of the building were "corroded with
age" and in danger of cracking.
Although the condition is dangerous,
Romano said there is no way to "fully"
protect either passers-by or the children
who attend the school, except by closing
the school and barricading the whole
street.
"How do you barricade a whole
school?"
For the time being, he has asked for estimates on removing the structures
which will be submitted to the board of
education Tuesday, and he has asked the
fire department to knock down "those
cornices directly over the entrances."
Since the repairs are an emergency,
Romano said, the work will not havetogo
out for bid. The board can select a contractor and begin Immediately.
According to Romano, estimates so far
range in the vicinity of $50,000. The expense doesn't lie primarily in removing
the cornices which he says are about two
inches thick, two feet high and eight inches wide, but in erecting scaffolding
that has to be constantly shifted along the
length of the building.
Romano said that right now it doesn't
seem possible to lower the scaffolding
from the roof because of a ledge that juts
tout.

the Union Club, the mayor is
hosting a business luncheon for
business leaders and the assistant Director of Industrial
Development for New Jersey,
John Barr.
Barr. the mayor said, will
outline "specific industrial
development projects being instituted by the state", including Incentive programs
and how they can be used to
revitalize inner cities.
"We'll be exploring viable

means to revive Hoboken's
economic base," Cappiello said
yesterday. "We intend to work
closely with the state to
develop long-range, in-depth
programs to expand our
economic base and extend our
range of tax ratables,"
"We want programs that will
help local businessmen and
that will encourage new
businesses and new industries
to come to Hoboken," he said.

Hoboken s new
sweepers arent
working miracles
Two new $40,000 street sweeping machines are now in
use in Hoboken but aren't producing any dramatic results,
according to Public Works Director Raphael P. Vitale.
"The city isn't getting cooperation from the motorists,"
said the director. "If they don't move their cars we can't
sweep and so far people haven't been moving since the new
sweepers went on the job last week.
"Part of the problem could be that we won't be issuing
tickets until April 19, so that motorists can get accustomed to
the fact that we again have two sweepers in regular
operation. In the meantime, we had hoped that most
motorists would cooperate voluntarily. Instead, it appears
that most aren't going to move until the tickets start going
out.
Vitale said that sections of several streets aren't being
swept because the sweepers cannot complete their routes
because of the cars blocking the way.
"The driver usually stops and blows his horn a couple of
times in the hope that the person whose car is blocking the
way will hear him and come out to move the car," he
continued. "Do that four or five times on each rout* and
before you know it the hour allotted for sweeping has passed
and half the route remains to be swept."
Vitale said he would not change the day for the start of
the tickets since it might confuse the matter. However, he Is
thinking about having warning notices placed on can,
explaining that, even though the tickets aren't being issued,
motorists should move their cars anyway. He added that he
didn't think most would heed the warnings.
"I think we should resume the towing program," he said.
"It was the only way that we were able to do a reasonably
good job cleaning the streets. The motorists may not like it,
but from the viewpoint of cleaner streets it is still the best
way of doing it.
"The newer cars with transmission locks make towing
more difficult bSTt not impossible. Between the $10 fine «nd
the towing I believe more motorists will voluntarily move
their vehicles and we'll have a cleaner Hoboken for it."
Mayor Steve Cappiello recently stated that city officials
were again considering the towing program because too
many derelict cars are being dumped on the city's streets.
When the towing program was operating most abandoned
cars were picked up and towed away within seven days.
Without it, more than a month often passes before the cars
are noticed and taken away.

Decide!
Hoboken has just bought two new
street sweeping trucks for $41,000 each,
but the public works director says the,
streets can not be made clean unless the
city restores the practice of towing
away autos parked in the path of the
sweeper.
The city's governing officials, who
abolished the towing and replaced it
with a stiffer fine—which turned out to
be no deterrent—are unwilling to bring
back the towing because it is "hard on
the public."
Does this not seem to be a weaselly
way of governing? Is it not a clear case
of politics versus clean streets? Why did
the city blow the $82,000 for street
sweepers which could have been used
for something else?
The officials should decide: Do we
Want the streets cleaned or not?

Kenilworth j i r m bids low on water line
The Newark firm tW< handled Hoboken's

Demarestschool cornice

'"The specifications tor the job were
r/t/Z*
,. . , *£ * I
fairly complex, so th* bids will hav* to be
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to Mayo, Lynch and Associates for review to
determine
if elJand
of the
rirv's lor
soeciJicalions
The Newark firm that handled Hoboken's '
"The specifications tor the job were to Mayo, Lynch
Associates
review to company that worked on the city's water
last summer may not gettodo the second reviewed before a decision can be made," he have been met. The engineering firm will
<niWm (int.. i ; » mitrMMn* nrnpnin ftHrfv complex, so tht bids will hav* to be determine if all of the rirv's socciJications lines last summer, for $412,473; and
said. "But on the surface the Ameron then recommend what company should get
phase of the program.
summer may not gettodo the second reviewed before a decision can be made," he have been met. The engineering firm will Raymond International, Inc., of Oddbnd,
Pipe Line Division's proposal
Public
Director Raphael P. Vitale Corporation's
seof
theWorks
nroeram.
said. "But on the surface the Amerori the
thenjob.
recomm*nH WIM» mmmnv ek™iM <«.» t i t cHoboken
e*^
•
has approximately $890,000
to
said today that the job may have to go to a of $738,319 appears to be best.
Three bid? were submitted to the council spend on the second phase of die project,
Kenilworth company because it has "It's within our budget limitations for at yesterday's meeting. Besides the low which was a subsequent grant from the
submitted a bid that is substantially lower the Phase Two part of the project."
bidder, proposals were submitted by the federal government. The grant was awarded
' Vitale said that the bids were being sent Spiniello Construction Co. of Newark, the to help the city overcame curteiLmmt of
than that of the company from Newark.
some sections of the project which wera
forced by inflation.
\
Originally, the city had planned toreplace or repair the water lines from Sixth
Street south.
The city received approximately what it
asked for from the federal government.
However, between the time it submitted its
application and was actually granted the
is
an
abundance
of
one-family
homes,
the
the
mayor.
"One
aid
that
helps
firemen
The chances of a Hoboken child escaping
money the cost cf the project had increased
• fire without serious injury today got a locate apartments or homes in which there stickers are placed on the window of the
so much that it was forced to reduce the
child's
room.
Since
most
of
our
residences
are young children and evacuate them is the
boost with the announcement by Mayor Steve
original scope.
are multi-family dwellings, placing the
tot-finder program."
The supplemental grant from the U.S.
Cappiello that the city is participating in the
The mayor explane*} that the program sticker on a window facing the street would
Department of Housing and Urban
national "Tot-Fii*der Program."
be
sufficient.
If
the
apartment
has
windows
incorporates a large, oval irrtdescent sticker
Development is intended to help the city
One third of the nation's fire casualties donated by the Stack and Stack Insurance which face only the rear of the building, that
reinstate some of the program that it had cut,
would
suffice."
are children who tend to panic and bide in Agency.
out.
closets or under beds in fire situations," said
The mayor said that the stickers are
"The sticker is placed on the front
Vitale said that he has asked Mayo,
window of the apartment in which a child is available from Fireman James Monaco,
Lynch to review the bids as quickly as
hea'd
of
the
Fire
Department's
Comsnurutyin residence," he continued, "Should there be
possible so that a contractor can be selected
a fire in the building .the sticker immediately Relations Bureau, at the Muki-Service
and rjhe job started.
alerts firemen to the fact that Bhere is a child Center, Second and Grand Streets, between 9
living in that apartment and to start their a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
search for residents here.
Additional information on the program can
"In surburban communities where there be obtained by calling Monaco at 663-4998.
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come up from its previous offers and "in fact
withdrew a previous proposition."
"We will .be taking the matter to the
Public Employment Relations Commission
(PERC) for arbitration," said Rinaldi.
Capt. Anthony Rinaldi, spokesman for
"This appears to be the only means left
tht superiors, saftl they found the city's offer
to
us,
even though any decision readied by
"totally unacceptable."
PERC is not binding on the city or on the
According to Rinaldi, the city would not
superiors."
Also taking part in the negotiating
session were Lt. Patrick T o t a r o ,
representing the lieutenants, and Sgt Frank
Turso, representing the police sergeants. The
superiors' association represents approximately 35 Hoboken police officers and is in
its first series of negotiations ever with the
city.

percentage increase over and above what the
patrolmen were granted by the city.
The impasse represented the first blpck
to date for Councilman Ranieri in his
negotiating efforts with the city's uniformed
employes. Talks with the PBA are still
underway and reported to be progressing.
However, discussions with firefighters and
fire officers are being stalled by die city
until it has some idea of whether it can reach
an agreement with the policemen.
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Councilman Robert Ranieri said today appeal to PERC and the spokesman is a part said the city has made a new proposal which
Hoboken appears to be close to an agreement of mangement.
the men are studying. Hoboken is seeking a
on a new contract with rank and file
In negotiations with the PBA Ranieri three-year contract.
members of the police department. But he
questions how police superiors could declare
negotiations at an impasse when they have
no bargaining agent.
I
"I know that the Hoboken Policemen's;
Benevolent Association isn't bargaining for;
*he superiors," said Ranieri, who has been'
representing the city in the talks.
Ranieri reacted to an announcement
Wednesday night by Police Capt. Anthony
Rinaldi that a city offer was "unacceptable"
and the superiors were appealing to the
Public Employment Relations Commission1
(PERC)..
j
"As far as I know, there is no superiors''
association, and there is no bargaining
Business leaders will attend a meeting to
agent for them," said the councilman.
Hobokef councilman at large Francis
promote Hoboken's economic development
He added that even if there was an
Leahy yesterday said the city needs the
Thursday in the Union Club.
association, captains could not be part of it.
authority to supervise the Washington st.
John Barr, the state's assistant director
"Captains are a part of management, the
independents because the state Public
of industrial development, will discuss
same as a chief," he said. He pointed out
Utilities Commission, which now has
"viable means to revive Hoboken's economic
that there are occasions when captains are
base," it was announced by Mayor Steve
jurisdiction, takes too long to act.
called on to become the acting chief of the
Cappiello.
department.
Leahy has been dissatisfied with serBarr will outline "specific industrial
"How can a captain receiving $23,000 a
vice on the Washington st. lines for
development projects" being instituted by
year come to the bargaining table with an
several years.
the state, including incentive programs,
officer grossing $13,000 and say he wants a 25
Two years ago, along with other city oftelling how they relate to "inner cities," the
per cent pay increase in pay?" Ranieri
ficials, he petitioned the PUC to revoke
•mayor said.
asked.
one of the several franchises owned by
"We intend to work closely with the statt
He pointed out that fhe situation in the
the three independent companies, Maria
in developing long range, in-depth programs
fire department is different. There the Fire
Transportation owned by Joseph Sacco;
to rebuild our economic base," Cappiello
Officers' Association is recognized by the
Hoboken Transportation owned by Paul
said.
city and negotiates a separate contract.
Enrico; and Agresta Transportation
' 'Our goal is to develop vehicles to help
What is unique in Capt. Rinaldi's
owned
by Joseph Agresta. PUC denied
local businessmen, and encourage industry
announcement, said Ranieri, is a nonthe request.
to locate in (Hoboken.
recognized group of superiors wants to
Recently Leahy said passengers on the
"For Hoboken to make an economic
recovery, we must develop a working
buses have complained to him of
partnership with the state and private
"abusive and insulting service".
sector."
On Sunday, riders were left without
The mayor said about 25 representatives
service for three hours in the morning
of the area's business, real estate and
and Leahy said that on other occasions,
government sectors are expected to attend.
the drivers have skipped runs or driven
Also attending will be Fred M. Bado,
only half their route before "pulling off to
director of the Community Development
the side to relax."
Agency, and (Michael Coleman, the city's
economic development consultant.

Businessmen
to hear plans for
revitalization

Hoboken Council
to ask why trash
plan isn't working

"
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The Hoboken City Council yesterday interest" and said that if a municipality
approved its 1976 municipal budget really wanted to retain "good men," they
should be offered attractive working contotaling $14,962,153.
ditions and decent salaries.
For the third consecutive year, the
Over the objections of Brissette, Councity's tax rate will remain stable at
cilmen Francis Leahy and Nunzio Malfet$108.69 per $1,000 of assessed valuation. ti, the council also approved a resolution
The amount to be raised by municipal granting a variance for an eight-space
taxes totals, $6,009,327, down $850,000 parking lot at 735-737 Park av.
from last year.
The variance had already been apIn other business, the council received proved by the board of adjustment but
bids to continue renovating the city's Brissette said the lot would make the
downtown water system from Fourth to block "unsafe for neighborhood children"
Sixth st. between the east and west boun- and asked the council to make a minidaries.
park there instead.
The present contractor, Spiniello Inc.
of Newark submitted the second lowest
of three bids, $912,379. Low bidder was
the Ameron Co, of California with a division in Kenilworth. Ameron bid $738,319.
Raymond Inc. bid $1,368,464.
The council tabled the bids for study by
Public Works Director Raphael Vitale
and consulting engineers, Mayo, Lynch
and Associates.
Councilman-at-large Robert Ranieri
said he felt there would be no in"High-level c h a n g e s ' '
in the
convenience or loss of efficiency
administration of Hoboken's schools will be
resulting from awarding the contract for
recommended by Donald Singleton, dissident
the second half of the water line renovamember of the city's board of education,
tions to a new company.
where he exposes "what really goes on" in
Endorse Bill
the school system Tuesday night.
After listening to opposing remarks
"But I do not expect that the other ei.ght
from PBA President Ernest Brissette,
members of the board will implement my
the council also approved a resolution enrecommendations," Singleton said today.
dorsing a Senate bill imposing residency
"They have shown me by their actions
requirements for police and firemen inthat they are not interest in improving the
troduced by Jersey City state Sen. Joseph
school system but are interested only in
Tumulty.
improving their own political power bases
Brissette called the bill a "conflict of
and taking care of each other's friends and

Singleton to urge
high-level changes
alter board meets

Are wafer gates
wider fhat asphalt,
Hobokenwonders
84 youngsters to get
Hoboken's water gates on Park Avenue,
between 14th and 16th streets, which were
formerly used to turn on and off the water in
that area, are still there. They're just
covered with several inches of asphalt, says
Public Works Director Raphale P. Vitale.
"It seems a couple of them got covered
w,ih asphalt a few years ago when the
county had Park Avenue paved from Mth
Street to the bridge into Weehawken," he
explained. .
"No one noticed it until one of the
property owners in the area decided to
install a new water service line and his
plumber was unable to shut down the flow
from the main."
Vitale said not all the gates were cove-red
— which further lulled the city into 'believing
that they were all accounted for.
"Our men tried to shut the water off, too,
but couldn't" he continued. "They then went
to the charts and found that a couple of gates
were missing. Where they were supposed to
be was nothing —.just asphalt.
"Now we have to go back to the charts
and take down the measurements. Then iwe
will go back to the street, measure it off and
break the asphalt. Hopefully there will be
gates underneath."

jEarlyy Learning
A $169,000 Early Learning Program will start in Hoboken
in July providing 84 youngsters with cultural enrichment, it
was announced today by Fred M. Bado, director of the city's
Community Development Agency (CDA).
The program, which will run for a full year, is being
funded by the state Division of Day Care Services — $140,000
— and the CDA, which is adding $22,242 to the package.
George Maier, grants manager for the Hoboken School
Board, said the program is for youngsters in the 8 to 11 age
groups and will be split into two sections. One will have 60
children and the other will deal with 24 handicapped
youngsters.
He said that during the summer months the children will
spend eight hours a day in program activities at school sites
in the city. When school resumes in the fall the program will
be curtailed to three hours a day, after normal school hours.
Maier added that besides arts and crafts and other
activities, the program also will feature a tutorial section to
help the children with specific learning problems.
The staff for the program is now being hired and will
begin a training program of their own in June in preparation
for the start of the project in July.

Hoboken garbage

Hoboken
tax
rate
to
drop
$176
per
$/,
V/f/u
9-9r

BY PETER HALLAM
^ '
Depending on the county
BVPF.TF.RHALI.AM
' tax
' figures for
1976, Hoboken property owners can expect a
slight reduction in their tax rate for the
year of approximately $1.76 per $1,000 of
assessed valuation, Mayor Steve Cappiello
said today.
"This is the approximate reduction
based on last year's county tax figure and
Hoboken's 1976 municipal operating budget
of $6,009,027 which is down roughtly $180,000
from last year," the mayor continued.

r

"The board has a n t i c i p a t e d
"This would give us a tax rate of $106.77
or in
thatwould
area,eive
foruslast
figure
of approximately
$2 million
more
"This
a taxyear's
rate of
$106.77
"The board
has
a n tthan
i c i the
o a tstate
ed
$108.53."
said it was going to give, even though the
The mayor said that he is still greatly amount anticipated is in accordance with the
concerned with what will happen to the
Thorough and Efficient Education Act. What
school board budget for 1976-77 when it is
worries me is what is going to happen if we
appealed to the state.
don't
get the state aid we anticipated. Will
"Besides the approximately $650,000 the
city council cut from the board's operating the city have to make it up?
"I'm not too concerned whether we have
expenses for the '76-"77 school year there is
the matter of how much state aid we are to make it up this year or next—either way it
really going to get," he said.
will be disastrous for the city."

Originally, the city's 1976 operating
budget
reflectedthea city
reduction of almost
Originally,
$200,000 from last year. But the budget was
amended to reflect an additional $22,000
which will be spent on outside legal services
and the temporary restoration of a clinic at
the city's health center.
In 1973, when the mayor took office, tht
city's tax rate was $102.86. Cappiello's first
municipal budget raised the rate to $108.69 in
1974 .and lowered it to $108.53 last year.

An alternate buyer for academy site2^
Should the deal between Stevens
Academy and the Garden State National
Bankforthe purchase of the old academy
building at Fifth Streetand Willow Avenue
ifall through, the Hobken Community
Development Agency (CDA) would be willing
to buy it at the same reported price of
$90,000, Fred M. Bado, CDA director, said
today.
"We will submit an offer for that arrount
immediately upon learning that the
variances requested from the Hoboken Board
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Hoboken is considering renting
spaces
in the
the city
city Parking
Parking Authority's
spaces in
Authontj
parking
garages
to
park
the cars
of city
n a r k i n p raraees t o Dark t h e Cars of d
employes
and
to
set
aside
the
rent
t
t ^ l «•« PV* flcM» t-ViA t w i t to
bond
payehelp
m p t O meet
y £ S a jthe
£ b 0Authority's
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ments.
The argument is that the city already
hands over more than $300,000 a year
to help meet the bond payments and the
city should get something for its money.
It is also said the city employes would
get their cars off the street, freeing
curbside spaces for transients, which is
what the meters are there for.
What it boils down to is that the city
funds would be used to provide free
parking for the city employes. That is
an interesting fringe benefit, but is it
fair to taxpayers? If the city wants to
spend its money in this manner, why
not rent a specified number of parking
spaces in the garages and make them
available—free—-on a first-come, firstserved basis?
If that seems ridiculous, perhaps it
is a measure of the value of the whole
idea of free parking for anyone at city
expense.

Hoboken tax rates stable
for third year in row

cover it with top soil and painting all the
benches a bicentennial red, white and
blue.
He said he hoped to have the job completed by April 25, the start of the season.
Board of Education member James
Farina, who heads the recreation committee, praised Vitale for finally fixing
'
Two years ago, it looked like the city's up the two fields but he wondered why the
16th st. practice field was going to wind job couldn't have been done two years
up as a lot for a sewerage station, but ago when the city had appropriated
yesterday Public Works Director $70,000 just ti fix up the 16th st. lot.
Along with Eric Lawton, a member of
Raphael Vitale said he thinks the city can
fix the field up again for the kids and if, in the Little League Managers and Coaches
the future, it has to revert to the Assn., Farina complained about the
sewerage authority "then we'll cope with limited facilities "we have in Hoboken
for outdoor sports."
that then."
Both men said the high school field and
Vitale, with the help of a $10,000 Safe
4th
st. field are "gravely overused" and
and Clean Streets grant, intends to put a
fence around the field to keep out night said the city owes it to their young "to
trespassers who use it for a dumping make every provision possible for outground, and grade the field, level it and door recreational activities."
Just a few weeks ago, Farina said, a
maybe cover it with clay,
He may also put in a few benches so young girl was struck with a baseball as
kids who practice on the field will have she was running along the track that adsome place to collapse when exhaustion joins the high school ballfield.
"Our playing fields are just tod
strikes. They'll be no bleachers,
crowded,"
Farina said, "and anything
however.
that
we
can
do to alleviate the pressure is
Pullano said work crews are grading
important."
the Little League field now, preparing to

Ranieri challenges police superiors

BY PETER HALLAM
The Hoboken City Council isn't pleased
with the results of the city's new alternate
day garbage collections and will be calling
in the contractor, the city's sanitation
inspectors, and public works director to find
out why the new system isn't working as well
as expected.
^ At the request of Second Ward
Councilman Walter S. Cramer, letters are
feeing sent to the LaFera Contracting Co. of
Newark, the inspectors and Director
Raphael P. Vitale asking then to appear
before the council at its April IS caucus and
explain why there have been so many
complaints a.bout the garbage collection
during the last three or four weeks,
especially along Washington Street.
Cramer told the council at yesterday's
meeting that he has received: numerous
complaints from residents of his ward. He
added that he had personally checked
V^Trinfton Street on several occasions and
found it "disgraceful."
,.5'The area between Eighth and Fourth
streets was particularly trad," he asserted.
Councilman-at-large Francis X. Leahy
•greed with Cramer and said he felt the city
.inspectors weren't issuing
enough
summonses for the violations.
"Where there are violations, tickets
should be issued," said Leahy. "To date
there haven't been too many tickets given
out that I know of."
The new collection system started on
Feb. 2, dividing the city into two sections,
with pickups starting early in the morning
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Additionally, there is a morning cardboard
pickup for merchants Monday through
Saturday.

•

By ELIZABETH PARKS
The bird is on the wing; the blossom is
on the tree; and the bat is on the ball.
It's the baseball season time of year
again and Hoboken is doing its best to
keep up and find the space for their kids
to run bases.

In previous years the superiors were
represented by the Policemen's Benevolent
Association. Tht superiors usually received a

Bus control
again asked
in Hoboken

9>£' .
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Hoboken strives to meet
kids' urge to >lay ball'

ce sup$.iors balk at offer

Hoboken's police superiors
today
declared an impasse in their contract
negotiations with the city following an
abortive contract session last night with
Councilman Robert A. Rajiieri.
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' A portion of the dangerous cornice work councilman, said' that• the job of removing
imind the top of the A.J. Demarest Junior the blocks from the three sides of the
ftigh School in Hoboken has been removed building would be "expensive." The back or
by the city's fire department and an area north side of the building has no decorative
five feet from the building around three sides work.
will be roped off today.
The blocks are hooked to steel pipes
*
Anthony . Romano, businss manager imbedded into the building. Over the years,
f&r the school system, laid that the the pipes and hooks have rusted away.
Bangerous decorative work over the However, according to Romano, some are
'Fourth Street entrance to the school was still in fairly good condition.
taken down yesterday by firemen using one
Romano produced two of the pipes the
of the city's hook and ladder trucks.
firemen removed yesterday. One was
"I will ask the mayor today to have the' substantially rusted and tissue-paper thin.
%re department also take the stone work off But the other was sound although it did show
over the entrance on Bloomfield Street," he signs of rusting.
said. "Hie Garden Street entrance appears
"Our main problem is that we can't
to be safe.
determine which ones are good and which
"An area a minimum of five feet from are about to give way without taking them
the base of the building will be roped off to all down," he said.
prevent anyone from getting too close and
The problem was discovered in January
Into the rone where the blocks might fall."
when one of the blocks on the Fourth Street
*" Romano said that he has obtained side of the school fell. Gty Building
Additional estimates on the cost of removing Inspector James Caulfield inspected the
111 of the stone blocks and will present them
decorative work and recommended that it all
to the school board at Tuesday night's
be
taken down.
meeting. Romano, who is also First Ward

'Tot-Finder Program a help in fires*?'?

Hoboken

"

r a n

of Adjustment'ty the bank have not been planning to rehabilitate the Jefferson Street
granted," he said. "If they are granted, the Recreation Center, 117 Jefferson St., for the
bank will have a binding contract with the Day Care 100 program and recreation
school trustees and can go ahead with its purposes.
But once we got into it we found that we,
plans."
The plan is to demolish the 115-year-old were goingtohavetoput a lot of money into
academy and build on the lOO^by-100 foot lot the ouiding to get it back in usable
a drive-in banking facility and office space condition," he said. "On the other hand, the
school is in reasonably good condition and
valued at approximately $250,000.
The facility would produce approximate- needs few repairs. And because it was
ly $3,000 a year in taxes for the city. designed as a school it lends itself to use as a
According to Bado, the CDA was not day care and recreation facility with little
originally interested in the academy and was changes needed and with space left over."
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relatives."
Singleton said he has decided to deliver
his expose publicly after the close of the
regular board meeting which starts at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in the board's offices, lil,17 Willow
Ave. He asked that all interested persons at
the meeting remain in the room to hear what
he has to say.
He saickhe will answer all questions from
the public as well as from any school
officials or employes.
In telling what's wrong with the school
system, Singleton said, "I will be very
specific in naming names."
"I will give specific cases with the
names, dates and the salaries involved —
and salary raises," he continued. ^I won't
hold anything back.
"I wiU tell what the school system
suffers from, as I see it, and how it can be
solved.
"I will tell how the system works and
why it tweaks down."
Singleton said he will have "facts and
figures" on cases of "friends and relatives"
of board members who were "taken care
of."
He said that if anyone has information to
give him before Tuesday's session, he can be
telephoned anonymously at 6S3-41S1.
Singleton originally planned to make his
expose at a press conference sometime this
week in the Wallace School, inviting the
presidents of the board and of the city
teachers' association to attend, as well as
new board member Leo McLaughlin, who
had previously rebuked .him for criticizing
while failing to "name names."
He said he decided that by doing it
immediately after the board meeting he
would be giving more people an opportunity
to be present.
__
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every-other-day
garbage collech daily collections
b
tion which replaced
in
Hoboken two months ago has not worked out well on the main street, Washington Street, which is even more littered than it was before.
***••'Our national pastime will focus on
Pickups start early in the morning
Hotioken
on June 19 of this bicentennial
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
ea/-with a reenactment of the first
Merchants and other commercial estabg&e*of
professional baseball, played
lishments must put their rubbish—inthere
on
that
date 130 years ago.
cluding restaurant slop stored as long as
The
site
of
the first game — the
three days — on the sidewalk at the
Elysian
Fields
—
is now occupied by a
close of business the day before pickup.
sewstge
pumping
station and a coffee
Before the trucks get around to it, the
factory,
so
the
game
will have to take
stuff is strewn all over the street.
pl^ce
six
blocks
away
on the ballfield at
The Washington Street merchants
SteVens
Park
on
5th
Street.
formerly put their refuse out at 9 a.m.
This is the ballground where the ofand the contractor made a special trip
ficial
in charge of such matters has dedown the street an hour later every
caded
against planting grass or installing
business day.
$m
in
the infield this season because the
Under the new contract, the contrac5
ijurf
does
not stand up, due to constant
tor has limited the 10 a.m. run to a
iisfe In recreation starved Hoboken.
"cardboard" pickup. And the city has
'" He is right, of course, but let us not
been following the contractor's truck
allow
the field to be a dustbowl or a sea
with a city truck to clean up the mess
pf
mud
when June 19 rolls around.
he lepves.
It
may
be an exaggeration to say the
This multiplicity of pickups seems
eyes
of
the
nation will be watching, but
wasteful and inefficient. Would it not
there
sure
will
be a lot of attention on
m&kefmore sense to exclude Washington
this
festive
occasion
and it would be a
Street from the early hours pickup and
Shame
for
Hoboken
to
look bad.
siimjriy have the contractor make one run
'
*
How
about
bringing
in some artificial
down the street at 10 a.m. every busibifd?"
ness Qfty and pick up everything?

flay ball!

LONG MAY IT WAVE - These girls from Hoboken's Kealey
School, supervised by Louise Callahan, center, made a Betsy
Ross flag quilt for a bicentennial program. From left, they

are Inez Torres, Dianne Dyer, Jeanette Crandell, Magaly
Figueroa, Ms. Callahan, Evelyn Roman, Eneida Coma,
Carmen Arroyo and Carmen Santiago.

Bartletta denies *+

State airs ideas
for revitalization
Tor
reynaiiiaTion

<///*/7t

pledge on house

of Hoboken **&

I
^S
Frank J . Bartletta, Hoboken Revenue director. But the city has been collecting
and Finance director, today denied that he or rents and managing the building under a tax
anyone In his department had promised the lien for more than a year.
The director and the rent leveling board
city's rent leveling board that they would
first
keep vacant a tenement house at 229 clashed over the building last year when
tenants complained of s u b - s t a n d a r d
Madison St. and have it demolished.
conditions. The board ordered rent
The Rent Leveling and Stabilization reductions because of the inferior conditions
Board wrote to Bartletta last week asking and some refunds were made by Bartletta to
him why the building was again fully those tenants who were paying their rents.
occupied when the board was under the Several tenants hadn't paid any rents.
impression that Bartletta had agreed to keep
"Since that time the city has spent more
the building vacant because of sub-standard
than $3,000 on repairs and renovations," said
conditions.
"I made no such pledge or promise, Bartletta.
Bartletta said that the city is collecting
verbal or written, and I don't know of anyone
in my department who did," said Bartletta. $630 a month in rents from the seven families
"And if anyone did, they didn't have the living there.
authority to do so."
"We have a good superintendent who
According to Bartletta, the building is takes good care of the building and keeps
owned by Jerry Forman, the city's welfare after the tenants to keep their apartments
clean and in good repair," he continued.
"The city is collecting $90 a month rent from
each of the seven families and that money is
being used to gradually pay off the back
taxes and take care of any other repairs that
come up in the meantime.
Bartletta said that had he gone along
with the Rent Leveling Board's idea the city
would not only be out the taxes it was owed
but the cost of demolishing the five-story
brick tenement house.

Hoboken realtors and businessmen now
realtors
haveHoboken
some idea
howand
thebusinessmen
state can no\
help
revitalize the city's sagging economy, after
meeting with John C. Barr, assistant chief of
the Office of Industrial Development.
However, many questions w e n t
unanswered because they hinge on a
completely revised tax package which state
Labor and Industry Commissioner Joseph A.
Hoffman is now working on.
Barr, the main speaker at a luncheon
yesterday in the Union Club hosted by Mayor Steve Cappiello and Michael Coleman,
head of the city's Economic Development
Agency (EDA), explained the state's efforts
in trying to attract new indusry and businesses to New Jersey.
The heart of the effort is a computerized
site and building referral program in which
real estate brokers list with the state all of
the industrial and business properties they
currently have available. The information
also includes all of the data on the property.
Armed with this information, the state is
to answer out-of-state requests for New
Jersey locations and put prospective New
Jersey firms in contact with brokers who
might have something that would interest
them, said Barr.
Samuel Caspert, the owner of a number
of business and industrial properties, asked
Barr how the program could be beneficial to
Hoboken when its high tax rate tends to
scare potential developlers ami industry
away.
Caspert said the tax exemptions or
abatements would be needed, but Hoboken
already hadjoo many and the state might
have to help pick up part of the cost.
"We are working on that," said Barr.
"At the moment I can't explain what is
being done.
"However, Commissioner Hoffman is
working on a completely revised tax package
that should answer many of these
questions."
Cappiello said that he was familiar with
some of the proposed ideas and found that
they would be beneficial not only as an aid in
attracting new industry but in helping
existing industry stay in the city.
What the proposals are will have to come
f r o m Hoffman, B a r r added.
Bernard Kenny, developer of the moteloffice building that is to be built in the John
J. Grogan Marine View Plaza, told the
realtors and businessmen that they should be
prepared to take advantage of the exodus
from Wall Street of New York security firms.
He estimated that within the next three
or four years there will be a demand for
more than one million feet of office space
outside of. New York City by the security
firms. He said that if his building was
available now he could rent ell of the
existing floor space.

Cappiello praises Israel
for ITS spirit and drive

Mrs. Mary Stack Gaspar, president of the Hoboken Board of Education, and Joseph
Buda, principal of the David E. Rue School, walk down the marble staircase at the
school. It is one of the features that makes Mrs. Gasper believe the school should be the
first to get much-needed repairs.
J , J"t

"The people of Israel are to be commended," said iMayor Steve Cappiello of
Hoboken. "They took one of the most
desolate areas in the world and in the short
span of less than three decades turned it into
a nation.
"They are a classic example of a
pioneering spirit shared by a dedicated people with a common goal. 1 can think of no
better compliment than to hope that we here
in Hoboken can emulate that spirit and
drive."

Hoboken balks^gt wafer bill
Bv ELIZABETH PARKS f/^V^'Vie
have no intention of paying that
By
Jnrsey City yesterday sent Hoboken a bill", Mayor Steve Cappiello said yester$2.1 million bill for a retroactive payment day, "until we have exhausted every
of a water rate increase, that an appeals avenue of appeal."
The bill is for the five-month period
court ruled was Improperly stayed by the
from
April through August of 1975.
state Public Utilities Commission.
In
April,
the PUC ruled that it had
However, Hoboken officials say they
intend to take the bill, addressed to the jurisdiction over rate Increases proposed
Hoboken Water Dept., stamp it by Jersey City for out-of-city customers,
"deceased" and mall it back to Jersey like Hoboken, buying their water from
Jersey City.
City.
The PUC ruled that the 212 per cent increase Jersey City was seeking then was
"exorbitant" and ordered the request
"stayed".
Jersey City appealed the decision to the
King-Queen Pageant
state appellate court, arguing that the
PUC had overextended its jurisdiction.

y//

iBarry Gestelu, 5, and Edna
Marilyn Cook, 3, have won the
second annual Hoboken King and
Queen Pageant, sponsoredtoythe
city's Multi-Service C e n t e r .
There were 39 local youngsters
in the contest, according to
Maurice Fitzgibbons, the coordinator.
. „.

Last week the appellate court ruled
that the PUC lacked jurisdiction in April
when it "stayed" the increase but acquired jurisdiction In August when the
PUC amended its statutes. The appellate

•n» Dispatch Photo

NO BIKE PATH YET—Youngster looks over work being done
on River rd., Hoboken, Saturday, where, when the roadway is
completed, one side will have a special bicycle path. In
foreground are the tracks of Hoboken Shore Railroad that
served the piers, now being removed. 1[//Jy?6
H3>

Litter inspectors getting^,
tougher bn Washington St.
Hoboken's sanitation inspectors cartons or garbage on the
are getting a little tougher with sidewalk in the first place. And
Washington Street property in cases where the inspectors did
owners and the way they handle get convictions the fines were
small.
their litter and garbage on
"I want the council to be fully
weekends, Public Works Director
aware of all aspects of the proRaphael P. Vitale said today.
•n, not just the fact that
Street gets dirty on
According to the director, six Washington
j
summonses were issued last \ ' kends and something should
Saturday and Sunday by the be done about it," he continued.
Vitale and some cf his
sanitation inspector working
weekends to property owners inspectors are to appear before
between Fourth and Sixth the council at Monday night's
caucus, along with representastreets.
tives of LaFera Contracting Co.,
"The summonses were issued
the city's garbage collector, to
by Inspector Francis Wallingtbn
discuss the problems the city is
for having cartons and garbage
having withth the new three-dayin paper bags at curbside for
a-week collections.
collection — but the collection
wasn't scheduled until Monday
morning,", he continued. "I am
personally going to follow this
situation through until they all
have been resolved.
"And all of the details from
start to finish will be presented
to the city council which has expresssed displeasure with the
garbage p r o b l e m s along
Washington Street b e t w e e n
Fourth and Eighth streets."
The summonses were issued to
the owners of 410, 412, 506, 512,
516 and 518 Washington St. and
are answerable in municipal
court on April 27.
Vitale said he had no id?a hew
the cases would be decided but in
the past the court has often
dismissed such s u m m o n s e s
because the inspector could not
prove who actually deposited the

Sagner to get Hoboken bus gripe
nv
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The problems Hoboken has been
The meeting is being arranged by the the bus companies that poor service is going
to result in quick and firm action—possibly a
experiencing with its i n d e p e n d e n t freeholder.
Washington Street bus companies will be
"I have no faith in the PUC," said suspension of their franchises.
"However, when the city has tried to
brought to the direct attention of state Leahy. "The problems we hVve now with the
Transportation Commissioner Alan Sagner Washington Street bus companies are the move in this direction it got no help from
by Councilmen-at-large Francis X. Leahy game ones we've had for the last 10 years the PUC."
Fusilli said he was in favor of giving
and Hudson County Freeholder Vincent J. and the PUC hasn't been able to do anything
municipalities more authority in dealing with
Fusilli.
about them.
"In rny opinion the PUC has been bus companies, especially when .tha
Fusilli and Leahy said they will go to
extremely
lax with the Washington Street companies operated entirely within the
Trenton this week to see what Sagner and
the state can do to give the city more control bus companies. Violation after violation has community. However, he felt the PUC should
over the Washington Street operation and resulted in little more than a smack on the continue to have a say in some matters
dealing with local service.
"Fare increases and inspections should
be a PUC matter," he said. "It has the
expertise and people to do this work where
the municipality might not. <But regarding
service, who should know better when the
citizens of a community are getting proper
service or poor service than the community
itself?
The freeholder said most PUC decisions
on service-connected complaints seemed to
favor the bus companies rather than the
public.
"The bus companies aren't always
wrong and poor service isn't always
deliberate," he continued. "They have their
breakdowns and problems like any other
business. But it never ceases to amaze fli*
Stow in instances where a bus company r w fc
record of repeated offenses the ;^Pt5C will
hand out a light fine or some ofifer minor
punishment."
Hoboken's latest problem with the bus
service occurred last Sunday morning when
the company that was supposed to have two
buses operating on the route failed to get Miy
CHEW FOR CHARITY - Michael Curcio, past grand knight of the Hoboken Knighta
vehicles on the road. A schedule mixup ma
of Columbus council, left, and Joseph Iervolino, part grand knight and ehairman of
blamed.
this year's candy sale campaign with proceed! to retarded children, kick off the drive
today by offering candy b a n to Mayor Steve Cappiello. Current grand knight John J.
> / C a h e t t a h r i p t w r t .
J

Hoboken to continue fight
y>
against water rate rise*
Although Hoboken's water bill from
Jersey City for this month is expected to be
much higher than usual because of Friday's
Appellate Court decision, allowing a 212 per
cent rate increase, Mayor Steve Cappiello
said today that his administration is "not
going to panic."
"We are prepared to go as far as we
have to in order to find justice and fairness
in this matter," said the mayor. "Hoboken's
law department has done a good job to date
and I expect it will continue to do so in this
quest for what is right.
"And there is only one right answer to
this matter, a fair and just water rate for
Hoboken and Jersey City's other municipal
users. There can be only one fair rate and
that is one that is equal to what Jersey City
charges its own commercial users.
"Anything more than t h a t is
discrimination against the municipal users
who are willing to pay their fair share, but
no more than that."

Fresh ipring water pours into the basement of the Rue School, Hoboken, u condition
that has existed for many, many years. A sump pump at left pumps the water out
when it reaches a certain level. Examining the condition are Mrs. Mary Stack Gaspar,
president of board of education, front, James Farina, center, and Joseph Buda.

Cappiello said that Jersey City is
imposing "excessively high" rates on its
municipal userstohelp finance its new water
treatment facility at the Boorvton Reservoir
while its own resident customers were given
relatively small rate inoreses in comparison.
Jersey City officials say they are wi'ling
to work out a compromise with Hoboken and
the other municipal users — Lyndhurst,
Montviile, North Arlington and West
Caldwell. Cappiello said, however, that he
hasn't heard anything from those four
communities since Friday's court decision.
The court reversed last year's
restraining order from the state Public
Utilities Commission which prevented Jersey
City from imposing its new rates. The court
said the PUC did not have jurisdiction at that
time. However, the PUC's regulations have
been changed and it now does have
jurisdiction which is why the court is allowing an April 30 PUC hearing on the increases
to proceed.

Two schools need repairs
now, board chief says ? ?.
Mrs. Mary Stack Gaspar, president of
the Hoboken Board of Education, will submit
her report tonight to the other board
members on the general condition of the
city's schools showing that most need some
repairs, but two—the Connors and Rue
Schools—are the most run-down and could
use immediate repairs and renovations.

House tour slated May 2
¥/ty/H
The
Th Hoboken
H b k Environment
E i t Committee's
C i t t ' ffirst annual
Hoboken House Tour will be held May 2 from 1 to 5 p.m. and
will feature tours of six Hoboken homes and two public
buildings between Castle Point Terrace and Garden Street, it
was announced today. Admission is $$ a person and will also
feature refreshments and a sale of books and boutique items.
A visual presentation on the renaissance of Hoboken will
give house tourers an overall picture of what has been done
to revitalize the city. Details on the tour and exact locations
Will be announced shortly. Additional information may be
obtained by caHing 656-1488 or 795-3089.

Now what?f

court ordered the stay "dissolved".
However Hoboken contends that the appellate court's ruling is not explicitly
retroactive and, therefore, Jersey City
has no legal right to put in for the 12 million increase.
Carl Schaefer, a member of the
Hoboken Law Department, is meeting
Wednesday with lawyers from the other
four communities affected by the increase to decide on a further course of
legal action.
Schaefer said negotiations with other
water companies are now under way.
If Jersey City succeeds in pushing
through its rate increase, it would, according to Cappiello, mean the end of major Industry for Hoboken.
Maxwell House, for instance,
Hoboken's largest taxpayer, would have
its 1900,000 a year water bill tripled.
There have been indications the industry would leave town rather than suffer a million dollar loss.
THEY'RE HIS PALS - Jose Manny Reyes (second left) models one of the Police
Athletic League shirts that will be worn by boxers during the May 12 amateur boxing
show, sponsored by the Hoboken PAL in memory of the late Marty Sinatra. Looking on
from left are Hoboken PAL director Joseph Reinhard, Hudson County AAIJ commissioner
/
Al Bundles and Hoboken mayor Stephen Cappiello. j ; ^ ,

A Hoboken city councilman has
been balked in his efforts to shut down
a commercial parking lot in a residential zone . . . because the city's zoning
ordinance is unclear. The county prosecutor who looked into it told him the
ordinance is weakly worded and a lawsuit would probably be thrown out of
court.
In this particular instance, the parking lot may or may not be a good thing.
Of more importance to the city is the
discovery that it has a zoning ordinance
which is a puzzle.
Perhaps it was not a new discovery.
When St. Mary Hospital made plans for
an addition a year ago, the zoning code
appeared to forbid hospital buildings
more than 25 feet high, so the hospital
went through the troublesome procedure of getting a variance to build
higher.
If the zoning code is so defective,
why doesn't someone in the city government do something to correct it?

"At Rue we found that the roof leaks,
water is seeping through the walls when it
rains undermining the integrity of the
brickwork, the windows and sills are rotting
away, the window frames are separating
from the sills, and in the basement v/e have
a spring that has been running for years,"
she said.
Rue School, located at Third and Garden
streets, was built in 1913 and is used by
approximately 970 pupils in kindergarten
through the sixth grade.
"The Connors School reflected the same
kind of problems," continued Mrs. Gaspar.
"Water is seeping through the walls when it
rains, all of the windows are rotting and
should be replaced, the bathrooms need
extensive work, the floor should be replaced,
the heating system is inadequate because it
is a coal system but cheaper to operate than
the other schools, even with two men on the
payroll to shovel it into the furnace."
The Connors School was built in 1906.
Located at Second and Madison streets, it is
used by some 655 pupils.
Mrs. Gaspar said window replacement
was needed in the Kealey School, Fifth and
Adam streets; the Leinkauf School, Seventh
and Adams streets, and at the Brandt School,
Ninth and Garden streets.
"The high school and the new Wallace
school are in generally good condition," she
continued. ' ' R o u t i n e repairs and
maintenance will take care of any problems
in them.
"In Brandt we also have need of repairs
or replacement of the slate steps, banisters
and modernization and expansion of the
physical education facilities," she said. "The
^chool is used by more than 1,100 pupils with
limited gym space for all those children?5 "
Mrs. Gaspar said she would recommend
that the board center any repair work at the
Rue School over Connors.
"It is a good building that couldn't be.
reproduced today," she continued. "It has
character and beauty that should be saved if
at all possible. The Connors School has
digressed further and may not be worth
saving—such an effort may not be
economically feasible."
'•'
Mrs. Gaspar said the board still does not
know where it will get the money from &
make the repairs.
"We are looking into every possibility for
outside funding," she asserted. "The > only
other alternative is to pay for it ourselves,and that would involve millions."

Singleton urges McFeely guster

Hoboken sets talks &

Area

on firemen s contract

back bank s plan
at academy site

Hoboken will begin 1976 contract negotiations with its
firemen and lire
officers
Tuesday night following a threat
from the unions of a possible
unfair labor practice charge
because the city has been avoiding talks with the fire fighters.
Councilrnan-at-large Robert A.
Ranieri said today he has agreed
to begin talks with the firemen
and officers so that internal
pressure on the union officials
from their rank and file membership can be relieved.
"I was advised by Capt.
(William) Bergen that the fire officers had mandated him to
begin an unfair fetor practice
charge against the city if no date
for the start of negotiations had
been set by tomorrow night," the
city councilman said.
"I also spoke with Firemen
(Michael) Bavaro who said he
expected the same kind of
pressure from his men when
they meet tonight. I understand
their position and the feelings of
their memberships, but the city
isn't deliberately stalling them
off.
"For all intents and purposes, the city has only onenegotiator, myself. Our labor
attorney and adviser, Frank
Hayes, has been ill and
unavailable to participate in the
talks. So that leaves only me. I
•have no objections to negotiating
with all five unions at one time,
but I would much rather do it
one at a time for the sake of
clarity and concentration."
Ranieri has been negotiat-

ing with the H o b o k e n
Policemen's
Benevolent
Association since last month and
has had one session with the
police superior
officers.
However, no talks nave been
conducted to date with the Fire
Fighters Association, the Fire
Officers Association or the
Municipal Employes Association
which represents all nonuniformed city employes.
The councilman said the PBA

AM.'

and the city are making progress
and he expected an agreement
would be reached within a very
short time. PBA officials agree
that they are making progress
but hedge on whether a final
agreement is in sight.
According to Ranieri, he has
agreed to meet jointly with
Bavaro and Bergin Tuesday
night but all subsequent meetings will be with only one of the
unions at a time.

A petition campaign supporting the sale
of the old Stevens Academy .building at Fifth
Street and Willow Avenue in Hoboken to a
Bergen County bank for a new drive-in
facility is being undertaken by residents and
property owners in the area, it was learned
today from Third Ward Councilman
Salvatore Cemelli.
"I was approached over the weekend by
some residents of the area and advised that
they have something like 400 names on a
petition against the use of the school for a
day care center and supporting the sale to
the bank," said the Councilman.
Cemelli said that he was asked for his
support of the drive and he has given it
conditionally.
"If they have the petition with that many
valid names on it, I will represent their
opinion before the city council and the board
of adjustment," he asserted.
The board of adjustment has been asked

A l l

Action, at last
: Hoboken's decision to proceed at
once with a program of detecting and
correcting waste in its water distribution system should pay dividends quickly if the city pursues it in the way Mayor
Cappiello says it will.
It is gratifying to see the city adopt
our suggestion that the program be
started at once, putting an end to the
i n a c t i o n occasioned by uncertainty
over whether to go it alone or seek engineering consultants to contract with.
If the city will really hire only capable and willing workmen, not political
supporters, there is no reason why the
Water Department's competent supervisors cannot get the job done as well
as outsiders would.
And the mayor need not apologize
for thawing the city's job freeze to hire
them, in the light of the anticipated saving to the taxpayers of more than" $1,000
a day.

Standard

for a variance by the Garden State Natio.njj
Bank to build the bank in a residential arfa*
It has a conditional agreement with the*
trustees of the school which hinges upon the
variance. If it is granted, the contract,
will be consummated.^ If not, the bank'nas*
the right to pull out of the agreement. Tne*~
board is to make its decision later this
r
month.
•
-^i
Cemelli said that he believes that fflOJt
property owners ix the area feel that the
bank would increase the value of tftrfr"
properties and are supporting the plan itvfi
that reason.
> *
He added that residents of the area are
concerned with the proposal to use thtn
building as a day care center, primarily with,
the outside supervision of the children. •..»'.
"Right or wrong, they see the conditionof the day care center at 117 Jefferson-.St.
and the neighborhood and they worry about,
the deterioration «f their neighborhood," k»
said.
.
- *£«v<

IT'S HIS YEAR — Hoboken Fourth Ward Councilman Louis Francone Is presented
with a plaque naming him "Man of the Year" by the Santa Febronia Society of Hoboken. From left are Tinno Abramo, dinner chairman; Anthony Scardino, president;
Mrs. Francone, and the councilman. Th« award was made at the society's annual
y
dinner-dance held over the weekend.
yt
J",

Brands **

Complaining about "total breakdown of
Focusing primarily on the board's adadministration'* in a school system "laced ministative staff, Singleton said the best
with politics, Hoboken school board trustee solution to the problems he sees in the sysDonald Singleton called on his colleagues to tem would be for the board to "Convince Mr.
oust Thomas McFeely, superintendent of McFeely to retire at full pay and then go
schools, and 'make a real honest search for outside the system and get a tough ada tough administrator."
mistrator — someone who's not afraid to fire
Singleton, a minority board member, people."
made those remarks last night at a press
The candidate, added Singleton, has "got
conference held in the board meeting room, to be somebody who doesn't have an uncle or
the basement of the Wallace School, where a an aunt (or in McFeely's case, a wife) on the
standing-room-only crowd turned out to hear board payroll or who doesn't make conthe trustee "name names" of board tributions to a board member's campaign"
employes he considers "dead-heads."
and the board, he said, must "pay him a
good salary."
Singleton asserted that the employes
aren't "no shows" but rather "no works,"
Tempering his criticism of the superinmeaning that they showed up for work but tendent, Singleton urged that McFeely and
weren't working properly.
Thomas Gay nor, his aide and another man

Hoboken seeks'agreeable'
4MM

M4P.

Jersey City water rates

ruled that the state Public Utilities ComBy ELIZABETH PARKS
Hoboken and Jersey City are trying to mission (PUC) did not have jurisdiction
negotiate an "agreeable" increase in the over Jersey City last April when the PUC
rate Jersey City charges Hoboken for "stayed" the proposed increase.
The court, therefore, ordered the stay
water.
dissolved. Jersey City has submitted a
However, a Hoboken source said that
the compromise fipre submitted by $21 million bill for retroactive payment
Jersey City attorneys to Hoboken at- of the increases.
Hoboken has about a week to decide if
torneys Tuesday night was still "too
high" for Hoboken, one of five it will appeal the decision to the state
municipalities purchasing water from supreme court, or if it will forget the appeal if Jersey City makes a reasonable
Jersey City, to accept.
,
Jersey City had proposed increasing offer.
Hoboken's rates by 212 per cent. That
would bring the $240 which the city now
pays for each million gallons up to about
$750.
Mayor Steve Cappiello yesterday confirmed that Jersey City had offered to
lower the proposed increases from $750 to
$508 per million gallons. That would
represent 125 per cent increase,
"But that's still out of our range," Cappiello said.
Cappiello said Hoboken Law Director
Lawrence Florio and Asst. Attorney Carl
Schaeffer will meet with Jersey City
lawyers "one more time" early next
week to try to strike a compromise.
Last week, the state appellate court

Fusilli readies
bilfio strip PUC
of local bus role

shuts plant
By ELIZABETH PARKS
!
One of Hoboken's biggest taxpayers,
Standard Brands Inc., generating$250,000
a year in ratables, is shutting down its
plant today after 50 years of operation.
The company once employed approximately 1,200 people in coffee, tea and
dessert production.
In announcing the shutdown last month,
the company said it would be letting go
approximately 200 employes engaged in
the production of its Royal Line of desserts.
Last June, the company phased out its
Tender Leaf Tea operation, laying off 100
employes. Last October, it abandoned the
coffee operation, laying off another 85
workers.
Yesterday, plant manager Robert McSparln refused comment on a report that
the company was negotiating to sell its
15th st. and riverfront plant.
However, Mayor Steve Cappiello said
he fears it will be difficult to find a new
tenant and taxpayer as productive as
Standard Brands.
McSparin also refused to comment on
the reasons for the company's move, but
the official explanation that acting director of Industrial relations Terrance
Burke gave was that the company was
"overproducing" and that the dessert
business "has not been good lately."
Burke said that the Hoboken production
"will be absorbed at other Standard
Brand facilities."
Company officials refused to say
whether Hoboken's high tax rate, $108.69
per $1,000 of assessed valuation, contributed to the move.
Earlier this week, Alco Gravure,
another major ratable, announced that it
was closing its plant, firing 240 workers
and moving elsewhere.
Cappiello called both losses
"devastating" to Hoboken's economy.
Alco Gravure pays approximately
$146,000 a year in taxes.

Cappiello clears way ^
for replacing water lines
Mayor Steve Cappiello has cleared the
way for Hoboken's Fuiblic Works and Water
departments to immediately start a
systematic water line Tepair program which
could reduce the city's annual water costs by
3»-to-40 per cent.

Hoboken's old
bus may again be put to useful service. The
city will auction the vehicle off to the highest
bidder on May 5 at 2 p.m. in the city council
chambers.
The bus has been out of service since last
year when the city received its new 10passenger bus and put it into service on the
crosstown line. The old bus has been kept at
the city's Willow Avenue garage since then.
According to Councilman-at-large Robert
A. Ranieri, the city had been waiting to hear
something official from the Hoboken Board
of Education before attempting to sell the
bus. The city had offered to lease the vehicle
to the school board for $1 a year.
i
The school board first declined to lease

"11 we can hire the hali-dozen or so men
we will need through one of the federal job
programs, fine," he asserted, "but if not, the
The mayor met yesterday afternoon with, city wdU have to hire them. However, we wiU
Public Worto Director Raphael P. Vitale and not just be taJoing anyone. We'll be needing
Business Administrator Herman Bier on the men capable of putting in a Juard day of
program. He instructed Vitale to start form- physical work and who can learn the repair
ing a second water line repair crew and told procedures.
Bier to start getting prices on the equipment
"Ones the men are broken in, the city
the city will need to do the work,
is going to exjpect production and results. M
"Tihere isn't much point in waiting any any of the men on the crew can't live up to
longer," said the mayor. "We're losing those expectations they won't last long."
something like $1,409 a day ithrough minor
The mayor said he was wiling to waive
leaks around the city. The longer we wait to the job freeze tfor 'this project because it
take action the more money is wasted."
would save the city more than $300,000 a
Last year, Hoboken was unable to ac- year under Jersey City's old water rate and
count for approximately half of the water it as much as twice that lamount if the propospurchased from Jersey City. A water line ed increase goes through.
replacement program in the southern third
"We will be spending money to save
of the city, financed by the federal govern- money," he continued. "And of everything
ment, last summer helped cut die loss be- goes wedl the savings could be reflected in
tween 39 and 40 per cent in that section. The •the first year."
remaining two-thirds of the city, however,
Once formed, the new repair crew will
needs aLmost as much work and repair.
be trained for several weeks by James Mur"M added incentive to get started ought nane, the water department's repair
away is the fact that me are certain to have foreman, giving the department two full
to pay Jersey City more for the water," said repair crews. One will work only on the
the mayor. "We may not have to pay the systematic repair of known water leaks
$750 per million gallons that it is now asking while the other will divide its time between
but it certainly isn't going to stay at <the $240 handling all emergencies and the repair
per million we are now paying."
program.

A perfect fit
Hoboken crossing guard Mrs. Lena Costa tries out one of the new hats and badges distributed to the city's school guard complement. Adjusting the cap are Mayor Steve Cappiello, right, and William Van Wie, confidential aide to the mayor.

Hoboken to sell crosstown carrier
Y//1/Ucrosstown
16-f>assenger

In order to get the program started, the
mayor .may have to temporarily loft the job
freeze he imposed last year.

X that
X because of its age and
the bus, stating
modifications needed to make it acceptable
for transporting students, the board would be
better off buying a new bus if it needed one.
However, several weeks ago the board
changed its thinking after deciding to enter a
hot lunch program in the fall for its students.
The bus, with only minor modification, could
be used to transport the lunches for the
schools where they were prepared to schools
which won't have the facilities to heat them
up.
But the councilman said that the city still
hasn't heard anything official from the
school board about taking the bus and if it
waits too much longer, the city won't be able
to sell it.
"The lot the city stores the bus in is an
open one and easily accessible to vandals,"
he said. "They've already caused some
damage kit it won't be too long before they
totally destroy it."
Besides the bus, the city will also auction
off 27 abandoned cars and three police cars.
One police car 'is a 1972 Ford and the other
two are 1970 Fords. They and the bus may
be inspected at the city garage. The abandoned cars can be inspected at Hoboken
Auto Body, Sixth and Jackson streets.
Trie councilman said he believed the bus
would be sold, even if the school board
wasn't interested in it. He said that several
churches have expressed interest in the
vehicle and plan to bid on it.

Hoboken cop candidates^'
may have long waif ahead
Even if the May 1 Civil Service
examination for H o b o k e n
Patrolman produces a lengthy
list of candidates eligible for appointment, it could be a long
time before anyone on it actually
gett a job, Mayor Steve Cappiello said today.
"If we end up with a list that is
top heavy with non-residents
there won't be any appointments •
for some time," said the mayor.
"I want to appoint Hoboken
people, not someone from out of
town who is going to take his
salary and spend it somewhere
else.
"And the only way to get
Hoboken people is for the city
and those who live here and
would prefer to work here to
wait awhile."
The mayor explained that if
the city and residents eligible for
appointment waited
several
months, non-resident eligibles
ahead of them on the list may
take appointment in some other
municipality.
"There's something jike 50 or
80 municipalities participating in
the upcoming written examination," he c o n t i n u e d .
"Everyone who takes it is required to specify in which
municipalities they are seeking

appointment. When a city gets a moving the Hoboken residents
list of eligibles the list includes closer to the top of the list and
only those who have specified appointment in Hoboken."
that city as one of their preThe mayor said that he was
ferences.
aware of the fact that Hoboken
"My hope is that if Hoboken residents making the list would
and its residents who made the probably be eligible for appointlist wait awhile before making or ment to patrolman positions in
accepting appointments, those other municipalities and might
non-residents ahead of them on accept appointment b e f o r e
the list wil! take jobs elsewhere, Hoboken was ready to move.

Hudson County Freeholder Vincent J.
Fu'iilli said today he is having special
legislation prepared which would strip the
state Public Utilities Commission (PUC) of
some of its power to regulate bus operations
cor fined solely to the boundaries of one
municipality.
According to Fusilli, the legislation is
being formulated especially to help Hoboken
solve some of the problems it has been having with its Washington Street bus companies
bat it would also apply to any other
municipality in the state with privatelyowned bus companies operated strictly
within the contines of the community.
"It could take a few months because of
the research involved," the freeholder continued, "but the legislation will be introduced. The objective is to give the municipality
some of the power the PUC now has to
regulate the bus operations"However, I don't believe the PUC
should be eliminated from-the picture en-,
tirely. It is much better equipped to handle
applications for fare increases and bus
inspections than most municipalities.
"My concern is with the operation of the
local companies and whether or not they are
providing the service they should be giving
the public. If they are not operating properly
nor providing the service they should, the
local governing body should have the right to
take action without bowing to the PUC."
According to the freeholder, Hoboken has
been having troubles with" its Washington
Street bus companies lor close to 10 years
bat has yet been able to get the PUC to take
any strong action against them.
„; "By action, I don't mean fines or taking
thfcm off their routes for a few hours while
solely repairs are made," he continued.
"That's nothing more than a slap on the
wrist but is the most the PUC has done in the
way of punishment for poor service or
violations.
•<- "Since we are still plagued with the
same problems it is obvious that the POC's
actions don't deter the bus companies."
i Fusilli said he and Councilman-at-large
Francis X. Leahy feel that if the city had the
rigKt to revoke or suspend a company's right
tq.operate lor failing to provide proper and
adequate service, the companies would try
harder to give that service.
^ An appointment has been kpde for
Fmilli and Leahy to meet this week with
Sfate Department of Transportation (DOT)
ComtiHssioner Alan Sagiier to discuss the
Washington Street bus operations and what
help, if any, the city can get from DOT to
force the companies to provide good service.
Fusilli said the Washington Street
operators get some DOT subsidy money for
transporting senior citizens at reduced fares.
This, he said, gave the department some say
concerning the operations but the freeholder
did not know just how much.

Hoboken OKs water hike
Hoboken and Jersey City have settled their differences over a proposed water rate
increase that once threatened to top 200 per cent.
Hoboken officials yesterday said they will accept a negotiated 75 per cent rate Increase that will raise the $240 rate per million gallons of water they now pay Jersey
City to $420 per per million gallons.
Councilman Robert Ranieri, chairman of the council's subcommittee on the water
rate negotiations, declined to give specifics
of the settlement until he
p
e hhas time "to
f i l i i th
h city
it councilil with
i the details." £^£ f//6
/
/
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the restt off the

Hoboken plants its 'liberty tree1 on Saturday
Hoboken will plant its "liberty
tree" at ceremonies Saturday
morning at 11 in Stevens Park,
Fourth and Hudson streets, it
was announced today by Vincent
J. Wassmann, chairman of the
city's Bicentennial Committee.
The oak tree, the state's official tree, will be presented by
Freeholder Vincent J. Fusilli on
behalf of the county and will be
accepted for the city by Mayor
Steve Cappiello.
The tree will be planted in
commemoration of another oak
tree that was planted in the

Massachusetts Bay Colony in
1646 and which became a symbol
of freedom in the colonies during
the Revolutionary War. The tree
was named the "Freedom Tree"
by General M a r q u i s de
Lafayette, according to Mrs.

Helen Manogue and Mrs. Beth
Kilmer, co-chairmen for the
event.
Once planted, a committee of
Hoboken school children will
care for the tree. The children
are Mary Alar and Donna Nobile

from SS. Peter and Paul's
School, Maria Sipulveda, Nancy
Quinones and Howard Wheeler
from A.J. Demarest Junior High
School; and Robert Parry, Martin Picinic, Steven Scortino, and
Ernest Quintero from Joseph F.
Brandt Junior High School. All
schools in Hoboken are being
asked to participate in caring for
the tree.
The planting ceremony is open
to the public, said Wassmann.

on the trustee's list, be retained in other
capacities i>y the board. "Mr. McFeely JS
very capaMe dealing witii the state ana
federal bureaucracy and we should keep him
and Mr. Gaynor in sight," he said.
Summarizing, however, Singleton conceded that implementing his recommendations was another problenj because of
his minority status on the board. James
Farina, board vice president, said later that
Singleton has brought various allegations to
the board's attention but in all cases, he added, we've come up blank."
"If he has proof about anything he mentioned tonight, he should go to the (county)
prosecutor, but I can't go on hearsay," said
Farina.
The names listed by Singleton, besides
McFeely and Gaynor, were: former Mayor
Louis DePascale, board negotiator; Thomas
Gallo, board secretary; Robert Taylor, board
counsel; Louis Francone, maintenance
supervisor; Anthony Romano, b o a r d
business administrator; John Paknieri, food
program coordinator; Frank Spano, Brandt
School principal; Edwin Stickel, Demarest
Schood principal; Ignatius Farinola, evening
school director; George Maier, grants coordinator; Mrs. Thomas McFeely, visiting
teacher; Anthony Costello, music director
Anthony Andreano, substitute teacher; and
Joseph Colanari, career development director. Singleton also listed Mary Tecktonius,
head of the Hoboken Teachers Association
(HTA).
Working from a memo-book filled with
hand-written notes, Singleton outlined his
complaints which, in large part, he said,,
were based on "impressions" and reports
from the community.
Regarding MoFeely, Singleton said he
was "appointed by his uncle, the mayor
(Brenard McFeely). That's a basic bad
starting point."
Singleton complained that McFeely
recommended the hiring of Mrs. Michael
(Spike) Costello, wife of the board member,
as a "classroom aide" for "humanitarian"
reasons rather than re-hire displaced Title I
employes claiming priority on hiring.
On Gaynor, the system's only assistant
school^ superintendent, Singleton said he's
"been in the system so long that his
perspective had changed."
Over Spano's protests, Singleton said
he's been told that the Brandt School official
spends more afternoons umpiring high school
games than overseeing the grammar school.
Noting that Spano is Gallo's son-in-law,
Singleton suggested it might be difficult for
the board secretary to provide adequate
supervisioTi of the principal.
On"DaPascale, Singleton said he sees "no
need for a 12-month negotiator who does
part-tiine auditing as well."
Taylor, said Singleton, "works very hard
— but not always in the right direction."
Gallo, said Singleton, "has been like a father
to me but I don't know if it's a good idea to
have an assembhiman on the board."
Also earning accolades from Singleton
were Francone and Romano, who double as
city couivoilmen. Francone is "very hard
working," saii Singleton, "but is he subject
to the same kind of instructions (as others)
in his position as councilman?" While Romano »s a "great guy," Singleton said: "I
suspect that his secretaries do most of the
(business administator's) work."
Andreano, was singled out by Singleton
as possibly "the only sub who reports not on
a per-diem basis but on a full salary."
Farinola, said Singleton, "apparently
mounted a campaign by lobbying, board
members to get himself apppodnted director
of the evening school."
Music director Costello, described by
Singleton as "my music teacher and I love
hkn fery much," was named to that post
some iinontns after contributing to the campaign of Otto Hottendrof, later elected board
president.
Singleton questioned the need of
Palmieri filling a full-time role as food program chief in a program that he called
"essentially self-running."
Stickel, the Demarest School principal is
known as a "friend of MoFeely," said
Singleton. Mater was labeled "selfmotivated" against whose work he had "no
complaints."
HTA president, Mrs. Tecktonius, earned
Singleton's wrath for continuing to appeal for
teachers' raises and higher increments
which, said Singleton, only means higher
, taxes.

Job title
snafu may
¥
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As many as 28 Hoboken
employes may find that their
jobs are not as secure as they
think because the city has them
classified for positions that differ from those Civil Service has
them listed under, it was learned
today.
City and Civil Service officials
met yesterday to discuss the
problem and what course should
be taken to straighten it out.
According to Business Administrator Herman Bier, the
situation developed over the
years. The city placed persons in
various jobs and changed job titles, but without doing it by ordinance and notifying Civil Service. .
"As a result, Civil Service has
the employes classified as one
thing and the city has them
classified as something else," he
said, "The obvious solution is to
change by ordinance the titles so
that they conform with the titles
Civil Service has."
Bier said if the city doesn't
do this Civil Service has two options.
"It could call examinations for
the jobs," he continued. "That
would mean that the employes
would have to take competitive
tests and could possibly lose
their positions if someone placed
higher on the examination then
they did.
"The other alternative is to
hold up the city payroll by
refusing to approve it. I believe
that this would apply only to the
employes who aren't classified
properly."

They'll really have a ball
at Hoboken bkent feie

proceeds going to the Children's Summer
By AUDREY HAINFELD
Camp Fund.
Hoboken's Bicentennial Ball, to be held
Historian John J. Heaney is readying
at Stevens Center on May 22, is a sellout,
his
history of the city, to be entitled "The
according to ticket chairman Mrs.
Bicentennial
Comes to Hoboken." The
Frances Cirielli A descendant of George
book
will
be
in the form of a souvenir
Washington will be a guest.
journal. Deadline for advertisements in
Mrs. James V. Tully of Montclair, the the journal has been extended to Apr. 30.
former Emily Custis Lewis Stevens, can due to the Easter holiday.
trace her ancestry back to Colonial times
High school art students, under directo the Washington family. She's also
tion
of Ignatius Spinella, have several
related to the Lees of Virginia, suh. Mrs.
projects
underway, including a painting
Tully is a great-granddaughter of Edwin
Augustus Stevens, founder of Stevens based on a multi-profile of the American
Revolutionary War. This will be sent to
Tech.
Trenton for entry in the New Jersey
Some 500 persons will attend the gala, Contest of High School Bicentennial Art
which is a "Colonial Costume Ball," Projects.
although dress is optional. Theme of the
ball will be a "Salute to the 50 States"
with each table carrying the flag of the
state it represents. Gov. Brendan T.
Byrne and other notables have been invited to attend by Mayor Steve Cappiello.
Hoboken has proclaimed the week of
May 16 as Bicentennial Week. Festivities
will begin at noon May 16 with a big
parade and muster at noon. Matthew
Grimley, parade chairman, assisted by
Norma Hoefle, indicated that the parade
route will include many historical sites.
The Hoboken Board of Education is exRepresentative delegations from civic,
pected to decide a week from today if it
fraternal and veterans groups of the comcan award "as an emergency expenmunity, along with school children, will
diture" a contract to remove cornices
be among the marchers. Following the
that are threatening to fall from the upparade, there will be a circus, with
per ledge of Demarest Junior High.
Business Administrator Anthony
Romano said over the weekend that the
board has received several "estimates or
quotes" on what it will cost to take the
cornices down before they collapse on the
heads of school children or passersby.
The estimates range from below
$25,000 to more than $60,000.
The cornices on the third and highest
level of Demarest began falling from the
building last month. Romano said the
iron rods that hold the cement cornices to
the
ledge have become corroded over the
The chairman of the Hoboken Rent
years
and are "liable to snap" at any
Control Board is again asking the city
time.
council to amend the rent leveling orRomano has erected wooden barriers
dinance to keep rent increases "in line
around
the entire block long school to
with the rest of the economy."
keep pedestrians out of the path of any
City Councilmen Robert Ranieri and
falling cornices, and he has had the Fire
Sal Cemelli have agreed to sponsor the
Department take down all cornices above
amendment sought since December by
the main entrance to Demarest, but he
the Board chairman, Joseph Hottendorf.
cannot authorize the full removal of the
, The amendment will be on Wednesmore than 100 cornices that dot the top
day's council agenda, according to
level of the building until the board a?-,
Ranieri.
proves the action.
The ordinance currently permits a
The board, meanwhile, is waiting for
landlord to increase rents by eight per
Board Attorney Robert Taylor to find out
cent of the base rent if the apartment has
from the state if it is legal to award a
heat, hot water and utilities; seven per
demolition contract without going out for
cent if the landlord supplies only heat,
bids.
and five per cent for a cold water flat.
-Hottendorf wants to permit rent inThe board contends that the work concreases more in line with the federal Constitutes an "emergency" that has to be
sumer Price Index. He recommends that
taken care of immediately. Bidding
the board be given the authority to perwould prolong the process and delay acmit increases corresponding to the Contion for one or two months.
sumer Price Index at the time, or seven
The board has scheduled an adjourned
per cent, whichever is lower. He called
session for the night of April 26 when
the arrangement/'fairer" to both tenants
Romano hopes they will be able to accept
and landlords.
the lowest estimate, award a contract
The CPI is currently about 6.1 per cent.
and begin immediately to bring the cornices down and replace them with stucco.

Demaresty/
repair work
decision due

Hottendorf
amendment
advances

Ranij&ri again j ,
urges demolition
of old housing
As much as one-thind of next year's
budget for the H o b o k e n Community
Development Agency (CDA) may be used to
demolish slum tenements if Councilman-atlarge Robert A. Ranieri has his way.
"For the last two years I have been
recommending to the CDA that it temper the
city's rehabilitation and redevelopment advancements by eliminating an equal number of slum buildings with limited success,"
the councilman said.
"Rehabilitation and redevelopment is
fine but it is only half of the answer to
Hoboken's housing problems. The other half
is the elimination of buildings that are too far
gone to be considered for rehabilitation but
are still an eyesore for the community.
Boarding up these buildings, if they aren't
Still occupied, isn't enough."
Ranieri said that he will be pushing for
the commitment of at least one-third of the
CDA's budget for 1977—as much as $1
million—to the demolition program.
"Those buildings must come down if
Hoboken's progress in the field of
rehabilitation housing is to continue and new
housing is to be encouraged," he asserted.
"The city, through the CDA, is the only one
which can do it. In most cases the owntrs
can't or won't invest the money and probably
aren't even paying taxes on it any more. If
they are, the services the city provides normally exceeds the taxes paid.
"Our own figures show that slum tenement houses which were paying approximately $3,000 a year to the city in taxes
were eating up to five times that amount in
city services to the tenants such as police
and fire protection, garbage collections,
schools and welfare."
Ranieri said that if the demolition is
handled properly the city could amass parcels of property suitable for the construction
of garden apartments or one-and-two-family
homes.
The councilman said that the demolition
of eight-and-10 family tenement houses could
cost as much as $70,000 per job, including
relocation fees for tenants. However, in the
long run it would be worth it, he said.
"We must prevent the city's inner core
from turning into a slum, a process that has
already started," he asserted. "Demolition is
the most practical and available way of
doing it."

. lave an+i-dgrm>Hfion petition
The Hoboken Environment Committee will present
petitions containing 1,475 signatures of persons opposing the
demolition of Stevens Academy to the city's Board of Adjustment tonight at 7 at City Hall.
Claire Walter, a committee member, said the petitioners
are againit tearing down the "historic building" and will
urge that any new tenants of the building, which is up for
sale, "redesign it so that much of the original structure can
be preserved."
The Garden State National Bank has applied to the city
zoning board for a variance to occupy the school. The board
may rule on that apph'cation tonight.

Hoboken trustees ask state Hoboken plans to fix own
+o resforeWs in budget ' $.5 million water
The Hoboken Board of Education has
appealed to the state commissioner of
education for the reinstatement of the
$650,000 cut from its 1976-77 budget by the
Hoboken City Council a few weeks ago, it
was learned today from Mrs. Mary Stack
Gaspar, board president.
A formal petition of appeal was served
on the city by Robert W. Taylor, the board's
attorney, on Good Friday. The petition was
presented to City Clerk Anthony J. Amoruso
at his home, since Friday was a holiday and
City Hall offices were closed.
Mrs. Gaspar said that the board is asking the state to schedule a hearing no later
than May 10 so that the entire matter can be
decided as quickly as possible.
The school board had presented a $4,025
million current expenses budget to the city's
voters in March. It was knocked down and
was referred to the city council for consideration. The council cut $530,000, with

$615,000 of it coming from the board's
instructional account, used to pay teacher
salaries.
Although no official action has been announced, it is reported that the board may
have to lay off as many as 56 teachers
because of the reductions made by the city
council.
While the board has asked the state
commissioner for quick action, the matter
could take a long time before it is finally
decided.
City officials say that they will appeal
any decision by the state that reinstates all
or a major part of the cuts made by the
council.
Councilman-at-large Robert A. Ranieri,
v,ho has served as the city's spokesman on
the school budget issue, says the council will
take the issue to the U.S. Supreme Court if
needed.

Planners to heed 'Sunshine Law1
Another Hoboken governmental agency isn't living up to
the requirements of the state's new "Sunshine Law."
Notification of the Hoboken Planning Board's 4 p.m.
Wednesday meeting in Mayor Steve Cappiello's office fails to
contain any mention of the business to be covered, the purpose of the meeting or a copy of the board's agenda.
Ben R. Goodman, board chairman, said that it was "an
oversight" and would be corrected.
Hoboken's board of education also had been forgetting to
mention what business was to be covered at its meetings
when the law was first implemented. However, it was
brought to the attention of Thomas A. Gallo, board
secretary, and since then every notification has included all
the required information. 1f/Jlt/76
J * ^f*

Hoboken has decided that it is going to
act for itself in repairing water leaks that
are costing the city half a million dollars
a year.
Mayor Steve Cappiello, the city council
and Public Works Director Raphael
Vitale have decided to reject a $790,000
proposal from the Stevens Tech's
Davidson Laboratory to repair the city's
water system over the next three years
and to entrust the job to Vitale "s public
works department.
Vitale and Councilman Francis Leahy
said the decision saves Hoboken
"hundreds of thousands of dollars."
Vitale said his department can do exactly what Davidson proposed "for a
fraction of the cost."
He estimated that Hoboken will have to
spend approximately $100,000 to buy
trucks, a compressor, high pressure
pumps, a generator a backhoe, pipe cutters and leak detecting machines and
maybe between $50,000 and $75,000 to hire
specialized labor.
The equipment, Vitale said, could be
bid for, purchased and received within
the next four months and the men hired
and trained within a similiar period.
Public Works would then undertake a
comprehensive renovation of the city's
water lines, similar to the renovations
proposed by Davidson.

on in Hoboken

at impasse in contract talks
source said. "So that's why PERC is being notified now."
He added that the PBA is also going to demand that the
city "beef up" its negotiating team so that it includes all
persons in authority who can determine on the spot what it
can and cannot do. Since the talks started last month, Councilman-at-large Robert A. Ranieri has been the city's sole
negotiator.
The source said that although no meeting with Ranieri
has been scheduled for the presentation of the PBA's counter
proposal, when it did come about it was expected to be "a,
hot one."
"For the last four years the PBA has been going
backwards in the area of pay," he continued. "Not once
during this period have we matched the cost of living figures
with corresponding percentage pay increases. So our standard of living has gone down. Our buying power has gone
down and many of us are working at or looking for second
jobs just to make ends meet.
"The figures show that even the average garbage man
makes a better living than the average Hoboken {patrolman.
We just can't go backwards any more."

Melting pot bubbles benevolently in Hoboken
By ELIZABETH PARKS
Like a fine Sangria rich with a medley of luscious fruit or
an Italian smorgasbord bursting with pasta and tender
meats, Hoboken, that tiny, feisty North Hudson city known
best for spawning Frank Sinatra, delights; intoxicates and
overwhelms the senses with its streaming diversity.
Its streets range from the Old World charm of brownstones lacing the uptown quarter of Bloomf ield and Garden
sts. to the stigma of grime and clutter along Jefferson and
Jackson, First and Second streets, and in isolated pockets
scattered throughout the First, and Fourth Wards, where
poverty is blatantly visible.

Charlene has a boyfriend, Steve Jarac. He's Yugoslavian.
Steve's father came to Hoboken back in the 1900's when he
was about IS. According to Steve, many Yugoslavians initially chose to settle in Hoboken because it was a port city like
the island of San Sego where he says many of Hoboken's
Yugoslavian families originated.
Steve boasts he can curse in five languages and learned to
be tough when he grew up as the only Slav in an Irish
neighborhood. Settling back in his chair next to Charlene and
an Irish friend, Mickey Enright, Steve remembered bow he
spent his boyhood "getting holes in my head" from his Irish
mates.
Cindy Breault, a barmaid, familiar with all types in
Hoboken, says "everyone blends in".
However, there are some blends that go together a little
easier than others.

Thii is one In a continuing writs of articles •xamlning
people's attitudes towards their changing
neighborhoods.
Visitors, new to the city, murmer apprehensively and occasionally glance nervously over their shoulders as they
walk at night through the poorer, gaudier sections of the city
that are badly lighted.
But even in the worst sections such as downtown, where
bars are located on every corner and men stand around
with their hands jammed into their pockets, staring into
emptiness, there is still a sense of comparative safety, of
control, a feeling that an assault won't be precipitated
without provocation.
On other blocks, in day light, veiled Indian ladies wrapped in sari's with large brown-eyed children trailing beside
them, enjoy pensive walks escorted by slim hipped, exquisitely mannered Indian men.
The Grandmas Cook Pasta
Two blocks to the east of the Indian quarter centered
around Park ajL.aMfith.ftt, vMfaAwMs&teMrtl), Italian
grandmothers, many dressed in heavy black dresses, sweep
stoops and boil steaming bowls of pasta for their dark-haired
street urchins, who after school, bring home friends who
may be Irish, Vietnamese, Yugoslavian, Puerto Rican,
Cuban or even Albanian.
The oldtime Italians and Irish who have lived in the city
all their lives, having arrived, in many cases, as small
children accompanying their immigrant parents searching
for a better life in the new world, in some ways resent the influx of newcomers whom they blame for "ruining" the city.
They point to tenements in the Fourth Ward that are now
practically slums and they blame the Hispanics and the
blacks, who are now the poorest members of the community,
for "living on welfare and not taking care of anything."
The blade and Spanish-speaking, in turn, accuse the
whites of discrimination and prejudice.
But then the Italians, the Irish and the Germans, newly
sensitized to the charms of ethnic diversity by stories praising the city published in the press and broadcast on television, begin talking about the city's ethnic shopping markets,
fine Italian restaurants and great blend of peoples and a
curious pride in their own heterogenity asserts itself.
On Third and Adams st., the first factory building in
America to be converted into an apartment building, the old
K and E factory, is beginning to fill up with the first of its expected 173 middle-income families.

Chargt Rtslst
The only part of the city that seems to resist change is
the Stevens Tech quarter stretched out along Hudson st. and
the Stevens Dortion of the waterfront.
There, academicias still seem to create their own tight
Iterate world that apparently defies penetration. This seems
to alienate it from the rest of the Hoboken community who
speak disparingly of "intellectuals living in an ivory tower."

Malor Chans*, Going On
In some sections of the city, physical alterations are laying the groundwork for major changes in life style that make
it both easier and harder for the oldtime Hoboken families to
think well of themselves and their city.
The highrise apartments of Grogan Marine View Plaza
are attracting many New Yorkers and Bergen County defectors who give Hoboken "a certain prestige" but who also
arouse the distrust and fear of oldtimers who worry that the
new-comers "may be taking over."
But before the highrises, which also harbor a small
colony of Vietnamese refugees, were built, Hudson st. was
mostly small homes and what is described as "wall-to-wall
bars."
The Keuffel and Esser section of the city was bleak, dying and virtually abandoned five years ago. Then former
mayor Louis DePascale and Steve Cappiello, the present
mayor, began using Model City block grants to build a community center, help finance the K and E conversion and
created the atmosohere that made the Mt. Camel Guild of
Newark decided to build its own senior citizen complex now
under construction.
At the same time, Applied Housing Associates, a private
firm, has remodeled scores of deteriorating tenements along
Washington, Bloomf ield, Hudson and Clinton sts. and Willow
av., turning rundown slums into gracious apartment complexes sheltering an ethinic mix of families so diverse life
there resembles and ethnic tree in full bloom.
That mixture is seen at its most charming in the city's
schools. At Rue School along 3rd and Garden sts., prekindergarten teacher Suzie Rocco teaches SO four-year-olds
how to sing, count, spell their nameas and have a good time
in school.
Languages Diversified
She doesn't seem at all phased by the fact that 26 of them
were born outside of America had came into school speaking
everything from Spanish and Italian to Vietnamese and Portugese.

A few weeks ago, Rue Principal Frank Bate helped coordinate an international p a w * night for the FTA. In deicrtbing the evening, Bada «eed worts like "teatfiftd and
heartwarming" to relate how It feeta to am Yugoslavian,
Greek, Jewish, German, Italian, Irish, Cuban, Puerto Rican,
Vietnamese, Indian and Armenian children link arms and
stand to sing popular songs from their native lands.
Jude Fitzgibbons, half Italian-half Irish, born and raised in
Hoboken and determined "to live the rest of my life here,"
calls the city "the true melting pot of the world".
Niranjan Pandya, of 6610th st., an Indian native who, with
his wife, Bhadra, and two small sons, has lived in Hoboken
for five years now, sums up Hoboken as a "virtual United
Nations," attractive because of "the friendliness of its people, its proximity to Stevens and its convenient access to
New York." Niranjan and Bhadra admit, however, that
they don't always take full advantage of Hoboken's
cosmopolitan promise. They live close to what they call the
"Indian quarter" and their off-the-job friends and acquaintances are mostly Indian.
The Pandyas explain that "language" is a problem, that
even though they speak English fluently and understand it
perfectly, their pronunciation differs from the pronunciation
of other Hoboken cultures just enough to make communication awkward and slightly uncomfortable.
But their Intelligence, their charm, their generosity,
quickly communicated, qualifies them fully for inclusion in
what Hobokenites persistently refer to as "their roots, their
family spirit, their community."
Charlene Kinc. 717 Willow av., who rejected "the
boredom, the monotony" of the Bergen County homes of her
young friends for "the excitement and the clamour" of city
life, specifically in Hoboken, says she's noticed that ethnic
groups in Hoboken "tend to clique."
But Charlene who grew up in the only Irish household in an
all-Italian neighborhood, says that "everyone's been accepted here for years and years.

'Save Stevens
Academy' drive

Hoboken PBA and city are
The Hoboken Policemen's Benevolent Association (PBA)
and the department's superior officers have jointly notified
the state Public Employment Relations Commission (PERC)
that they will probably need mediation in anticipation of the
collapse of their 1976 contract talks with the city, it was
learned today.
According to a source close to the negotiations between
the policemen and the city, the action is being taken so that
PERC can act immediately upon the city's rejection of the
PBA's counter proposal.
The PBA has already rejected the city's contract offer
and is now preparing a counter offer—one that it doesn't expect the city to accept. The city claims that its offer is the
best it can do at this time and the PBA's counter proposal is
expected to call for a minimum pay increase of nine per cent
this year.
"We don't want any long lapses between the breakdown
of talks and the start of mediation or fact finding," the

According to Vitale, Davidson "stole"
most of the ideas featured in their
proposal from his department anyway.
'He said engineers from the college
"picked his brain" at recent conferences.
Vitale also pointed out that public
works has already repaired most of the
"major" leaks cited in the Davidson
proposal.
The city has repaired the serious leak
at the base of Elysian park, the leak on
the premises of Maxwell House and
several "large" leaks at various spots
scattered throughout the city.
"Most of the leaks Davidson talked
about have been known to the city for
many years," Vitale said ycEtrrts".
"In fact, we showed our records to
Davidson as a courtesy and they used
them as the basis for most of their
report," he said.
Vitale said he was hopeful that
Hoboken can begin "tieing of abandoned
service lines," discovering and repairing
leaks and shutting down malfunctioning
water gates "before September."

Census Gives Breakdown
According to the 1970 census, Hoboken's population of
45,390 is approximately 54 per cent white, 41 per cent
Hispanic, three per cent black and one per cent Indian;
The majority of white families and most of the Indian
families are considered relatively well off financially, but
even though few people in Hoboken are really economically
secure and well-to-do, the blacks and Spanish-speaking are
obviously prospering less than their white companions.
There are a lot of Spanish stores uptown along Washington
st. and downtown in the First and Fourth Wards, but they're
mostly bars or groceries or cut rate clothing stores.
There are Spanish and Black social clubs; a well-organtaed
black church, Mt. Olive Baptist, and the Spanish church, the
First Spanish Baptist Church.
But there is no really potent political or mercantiW Meek
or Spanish force and the only black official of any
significance, Clayton Anderson, was recently defeated h hie
bid to be reelected to the board of education. Only
board member Leo Lugo stands out as significant representative of the Spanish community.
Blessings "Mixed"
For a young ambitious member of the Spanish community
like Jaime Figueroa, 528 Bloomfield st., born and raised in
Hoboken and subject frequently to the backlash of ethnic
diversity and discrimination, the blessings of being a
Hoboken man are "mixed".
"I see beauty in it," Jaime says, "It's great toeichenfe
thoughts and ideas with other groups, but right now the
Spanish are undergoing what other groups have endavei
before—battling for acceptance.

"As a Puerto Rican, I see our straggle at being a bog a t ,
but I also see a sense of accomplishment, of movjag ap,
slowly.
There are blacks who share Jaime's sentiments bat tf>
year-old James Clifford, of 320 Marshall dr., disagrees.
"It wasn't hard growing up here," he said. "Most of the
people I grew up with were Spanish and Italian and we had •
lot of good times. I never really experienced any discrimination.
James, who goes to Hoboken High and works part time at
the community center to help save money for college, says
he finds he doesn't always notice whether people are Italian
or Irish or German or whatever.
"They just seem to me to be people, there to have a good
time with. And Hoboken is really a nice town. It's not a rough
place as some people think, but real easygoing. It's pleasant
and it's fun."

A counter-petition campaign, will be
launched today by the Hobeken Environment
Committee and the city's Bicentennial
historic sites subcommittee to save the 115year-old Stevens Academy from demolition.
Mrs. Helen Manogue, chairman of the
Environment Committee and a member of
the Bicentennial Committee, said the petition
drive is being undertaken to offset a petition
campaign in favor of the demolition of the
school and the eventual construction of a
driv.«-in banking facility.
"We do not want the building torn down
or the issuance of any variances that would
allow this to happen," she said. "The building has historical value for Hoboken and
should be saved."
The Garden State National Bank has
•tentatively purchased the building from the
school trustees. However, the sale is conditional upon the granting of variances by
the Hoboken Board of Adjustment which
j would permit the commercial drive-in banking facility to be built in an area zoned for'
residential use. The board has already held
its public hearing on the bank's variance
applications and is expected to announce its
decision on April 29.
Should the board decide against the bank
the sale of the property will be voided.
However, the Hoboken Community Development Agency (CDA) plans to make the
school trustees the same offer for the property that the bank did — a reported $90,000
bid. If the offer is accepted, the CDA would
rent out space in the building to other agencies, such as the Day Care 100 Program and
recreation activities.
Last week it was learned from Councilman Salvatore Cemelli that residents of the
area have started a petition campaign in
support of the sale to the bank with more
than 400 signatures already on it.
Since the board of adjustment has
already held its public hearing, it is doubtful
that the board will accept or consider either
peition drive. However, Mrs. Manogue said
that should the board' honor the petitions for
the bank it would also have to honor the
petitions against it.

Council balk
f9

.

on community
center study

The Hoboken city council isn't
putting up any money to determine the cost of renovating the
Stevens Academy building until
it knows whether the community
development agency can buy the
structure.
At last night's council caucus
in preparation for tomorrow's
meeting, the governing body
decided to table a resolution that
would have earmarked $1,5(10 for
Mayo, Lynch and Associates to
study the cost of converting the
building to a community center.
The measure was dropped
from the agenda after council
members protested that they
didn't want to spend money on
the project before they even
knew if the CDA would be given
the opportunity to buy the buildingThe board of adjustment is
currently reserving decision on
a bank's application to tear down
place it with a drive-in bank. The
the 116-year-old building and reCDA has offered the same
amount tyr the building.
Fred Bado, CDA director, was
rebuffed in his argument that the
agency had to know the cost of
the conversion before it went
through with the deal.
This proposal and several
others on the agenda awarding
contracts to Mayo, Lynch
aroused the ire of Councilman
Francis Leahj. He complained
that the firm was the only one
getting engineering contracts:
Other council members said

they knew of no other Hoboken
engineering firms except the one
operated by the family of building inspector James Caulfield
but that they felt it would .be a
conflict of interest to give that
company local b u s i n e s s .
However City
Attorney
Lawrence Florio was asked to
check the matter and he said he
would have an opinion by
tomorrow
In other matters, the council
received a letter from the Police
Benevolent Association demanding to know who had authority
to negotiate for the city in current contract talks and complaininig about delays and shifting of
responsibility on the city's part.
However Councilman Robert
Ranieri, who said he has the
authority along with special attorney Francis X. Hayes, said
there was no impasse and that
the talks were friendly and
"steady progress" was being
made.
The council subcommittee on
public works agreed to meet with
garbage i n s p e c t o r s and
Judge Rudolph Naddeo to discuss ways of improving sloppy
garbage disposal and collection
practices.

N

Fire officers' impasse
is puzzling to Ranieri
The Hoboken Fire Officers
Association today d e c l a r e d
negotiations for a 1976 contract
at an impasse but Councilman
Robert Ranieri, the city's
negotiator, questioned how that
•decision was reached since he
made a proposalonly to firemen.
The officers and men called
the proposal a "non offer" but
Ranieri said it would raise the
pay of a fireman to more than
$15,000 including longevity by
Jan. 1, 1977. as part of a threeyear contract.
Ranieri called it "a milestone
for labor in Hoboken." "It's the
first time labor has been offered
such liberal financial benefits,
especially from a city so hardpressed as Hoboken," he said.

Tke aoath tide of nth Street, between Hudson and Washing streets, Hobofcen, is
noticabljp sagging and tke city is ttmsidering setting up barricades until it can be

Cave-in threat may shut
Hoboken street again
A section of 11th Street, between Washington and Hudson
streets, in Hoboken may have to
be closed again to all traffic
because of another possible cavein, Public Works Director
Raphael P. Vitale said today.
"I have asked the city's building inspector, James Caulfield,
to make a thorough inspection of

the area today," said Vitale. "If
he says it should be closed to
traffic it will lie closed."
The director said that the proWern is on the south side of the
street and may be the result of
the explosion last September that
demolished the city's pumping
station a few feet from the potential cave-in site.

"Usually these cave-ins are
caused by water breaks which
wash out the ground under the
street," he said. "This may be
the case here too, but we dont
know yet."
Hoboken .police Teopened Uth
Street to traffic several weeks
ago. It had been closed to vehicle
use since the explosion.

Hoboken skating rink
step nearer to reality^
By ELIZABETH PARKS
It's been about two years now since it
was promised but there is still hope that
Hoboken will get an ice skating rink.
Three city councilmen announced that
the city would be building the million dollar rink about this time two years ago,
just prior to ward council elections.
There has been a lot of talk about the
project since then, but according to officials in the Hoboken Community
Development Agency "bureaucratic red
tape" and some scruples about the
feasibility of an ice rink have kept the
project from taking permanent stupe.
But the doubts about how profitable the
rink would be, how expensive to operate,
and how useful to the community, have
been basically overcome and the red tape
is beginning to unwind.
According to Fred Bado, director of
CDA, Hoboken will apply for a $500,000
Green Acres grant to finance half the
construction about the beginning of
September.
CDA has already appropriated $500,000

of a $3 million federal block grant as
Hoboken's matching contribution to the
Green Acres grant.
According to regulations, Bado explained, a city can only apply for one
Green Acres grant at a time and work on
one project has to be completed before
Green Acres will consider an application
for another project.
The CDA choose to put in an application for park restoration monies ahead of
the ice skating application. Restoring one
major park and creating two new small
ones was given a higher priority because
the rink needed to be researched.
Last week Green Acres approved the
park grant for $212,500. Work on that project should begin in a month or two and
be finished by September.
Then Bado says the city will go ahead
with the Green Acres application for the
ice rink. Meanwhile, CDA is still
searching for a site and trying to decide if
it wants a permanent all year roung rink
or a portable facility that can be converted to other uses.
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Ranieri said that by requiring
more garbage cans or bags
landlords would no longer be
able to go into court and blame
someone else for putting out
grabage in paper bags.
' 'If a property owner's garbage
cans are overloaded then it is
fairly obvious that he isn't providing adequate numbers of
them for his tenants," the councilman said. "On the other hand,
if there are sufficient cans, some
not filled all the way, it would
indicate that the owner is doing
his share and the problem lies
with his tenants or others in the
neighborhood.
"This isn't a perfect solution.

I'm fairly sure that some
situations will come up which we
hadn't anticipated. But it is a
very big step in the right direction — a cleaner Hoboken."
Leahy said he wanted strict
enforcement of the law —
including summonses for alt
violators, no matter who.
"The sanitation inspectors will
have my full backing," he said.
"If there is a violation there
should be a summons given out
without exception. I don't want
any favors or interference. If
there is any I want them to bring
it to my attention and I'll see to
it that it ends very quickly."
Leahy has been on his own
personal anti-garbage crusade
for the last week. He has been
telling property owners along
Washington Street to take in their
garbage when it has been put out
on days not normally scheduled
for collection.

No Bicentennial
July 4 fireworks
for Hoboken
For the first time in almost 20 years,
Hoboken may not have a fireworks display
on July 4 even though it is the Bicentennial
year, according to Public Works Director
Raphael P. Vitale.
The director said that he and the mayor
decided that since a display has been planned for the July 4 ceremonies along the
Hudson River as part of "Operation Sail,"
the city would not need a display of its own.
"However, I've since learned that the
fireworks will be shot off quite a distance
north of the city and probably won't be visible to our residents," Vitale said. "In the
meantime, I had cancelled the contract the
city was about to sign up with the firm that
wa:; poing to put on the display for us.
"Since then, the company has contracted
to put on a display somewhere else on July 4
and I can tf get any others who are free on
that day."
The director said that it might be possible to get someone to put on a dis.pl ay for
July 3 or 5. July 4 falls on a Sunday and the
next day will probably .be a holiday for most
people.
"1 will as!- the mayor what he wants to
do in the event the other fireworks display
can't be seen from Hoboken," Vitale added.
"Since we are having our bicentennial
parade next month rather than in July,
possibly we might be able to get some company to put a display on for us then."

Tear them down!

gether. The cleared tract could be a site
for garden apartments or one-and-twofamily homes.
Let us start with those that are
vacant. What better way to continue the
momentum toward a brighter Hoboken
image?

the larger buildings experienced the most
problems. The pressure wasn't high enough
to get the water up to them."
Vitale said the water department
foreman, James Murnane, told him the problem was with a flow regulator in Jersey
City which hasn't been working properly for
eight years.
"There isn't too much that anyone can
do about the problem until the regulator is
repaired or replaced," Vitale said. "When it
goes out of whack and the pressure drops it
can be adjusted to bring the pressure back
up. However, if whatever went wrong suddenly corrects itself after the pressure has
been increased again it could blow out sorrie
of our lines."
Vitale said he will formally ask the
Jersey City water department to have th»
regulator replaced or repaired,-

Bado says $11,073 payment
to firm has been approved

*

figure for how many cans will be
needed for each family in any
given building," said Ranieri. "A
minimum supply of grabage will
be enough to cover a two-week
period for all tenants in any
building."

BAVARO SAID Ranieri had
"no compassion or feeling for the
men of the department whose
standard of living has gone down
over the last tour years — not
up.
"I see no reason to continue
COMMENTED t h e countalks unless the city comes up
cilman:
"How can there be an impasse with a substantial offer that will
one half hour after an offer is allow the members to make an

The Hoboken Water Department is being
deluged with complaints from city residents
about no water due to low pressure and is
placing the blame on a faulty regulator in
Jersey City that hasn't been operating properly since 1969. #
Public Works Director Raphael P. Vitale
said the city's water department recorded a
10 to 15-pound per square inch drop in
pressure at the Newark Street connection
with Jersey City.
"Normally, the pressure is between 60
and 65 pounds," he said. "This holds pretty
true throughout the entire system in the city
so that even HI the north end of the city we
have no less than 45 to 50 pounds.
"But with the pressure down to 50
pounds we recorded large drops in pressure
in tiie northern part of the city. In some
places it was down to 25 pounds.
"Residents living in the upper floors of

fo provide garbage containers
The Hoboken City Council is
planning action which will make
propertyowners more
responsible for providing their
tenants with adequate facilities
for the disposal of their garbage
and help eliminate some of the
problems the city has been having since February when it
-began alternate day collections.
Councilmen-at-large Robert A.
Ranieri and Francis X. Leahy
have gotten the approval of
Public Works Director Raphael
P. Vitale to amend the city's
sanitation code so that a landlord
will be required to supply tenants
with a set number of garbage
cans or plastic bags for their
garbage disposal.
Currently, the city's ordinance
requires only "adequate" garbage cans and that has been interpreted as one per dwelling
unit.
"We will discuss and set a

BERGIN SAID the fire officers
are refusing the minimal "non
offer" made by Ranieri on behalf
of the city. The proposal, he said,
consists of no salary increase
this year but a $200 cash payment for four holidays that the
firemen already have, a 4 per
cent increase next year and a 4
per cent increase in the third
year.
Unlike the fire officers, Bavaro
has given the city until tomorrow
to make another, more substantial proposal. He said he doubted
if he would get one.
"There's no point in any
further negotiations," s a i d
Bergen. "The c o u n c i l m a n
doesn't negotiate, he dictates."

Ranieri said the ideal situation would b«
Faulty water meters rather than leaking
water mains may be responsible for 100 per cent accountability but that this
Hoboken's inability to account for almost would be impossible because there always
advance on the increased cost of
half of the water it buys each year from would be small leaks in the overall system
living and allow them to mainthat would not be noticed until they became
Jersey City.
tain the dignity they are entitled
That is now the thinking of Hoboken of- a major problem.
to."
"The only other answer is that the loss is
ficials who will meet Monday afternoon and
review last week's decision to start their own through the meters," he continued. "We
RANIERI SAID that for fire
water line repair program, according to know our water meters are old. In all probofficers to seek the impasse
ability we are getting inaccurate readings
Councilman-at-large Robert A. Ranieri.
route is "totally illogical." "Half
from them, favoring the water customer
"As
we
reviewed
the
city's
reports
on
of their union is cmmposed of
repairs some interesting things emerged," rather than the city."
deputy chiefs, all of whom gross
The councilman said one of the matters
said the councilman. "First, between the
over $23,000 a year and must, by
lines ^placed by the contractor in last that will be discussed Monday is whether the
nature of their responsibilities,
year's replacement and repair program and city whould repair or replace all of its water
be considered a part of managethe work done by the city itself, a substantial meters if it is decided that the meters are
ment. They're on our side of the
number of known leaks and breaks have the main problem.
negotiating table."
Public Works Director Ralphael P.
been repaired.
The councilman said he told
"Many of the leaks and breaks pointed Vitale said he favored replacing the old ones
the captains that negotiating
out in the report compiled by the Center for with new meters, and changing the city ortalks must be held separately
Municipal Services and Studies at Stevens dinances so that it was responsible for inbetween their group a n d
dustrial water meters rather than the comwere'also repaired by the city.
firemen, although observers
"The second interesting fact is that in panies.
have sat in.
"In the long run we'll be better off with
spite of all this work the city is still unable to
account for 30 to 40 per cent of the water it new ones," he said. "What we have is old
and will just get older and require more atbuys each year."
tention,"
The director said he didn't know what it
would cost to replace all of the residential
meters in the city. He said there were a
number of different types and manufacturers, and different prices.
"However, in figuring price you also
have to take into account the additional
revenues the city would be getting through
accurate water readings," he added.
"Hoboken's Councilman Ranieri is
"I also think the city should become
right in seeking to allocate a third of the
responsible for the installation and mainH o b o k e n Community Development
tenance of the meters for the large scale
eistomers. Over the years, through changes
Agency's 1977 budget for demolishing
"in factory" use, some meters have been
slum tenements.
stacked away behind new machinery and the
The city has been successful in the
meter readers can't get to them to make a
last few years in rehabilitating many
reading. They have to estimate instead."
substandard buildings which were worth
Ranieri said the plan to increase the
number of water line repair crews may have
saving, but the number of boarded-up
to be scrapped in favor of beefing up the
condemned buildings has increased.
water meter repair and reading capabilities
And many of the tenement houses
of the city.
still occupied are actually unfit for habScheduled to attend the meeting in the
mayor's office are Mayor Steve Cappiello,
itation. The tax revenue they yield is
Vitale, Ranieri, James Murnane, water
picayune compared to the cost of prodepartment repair supervisor; Plumbing
viding them with municipal services.
Inspector Michael Martinelli, Meter DepartRazing such eyesores will pay off,
ment Supervisor James Burke, and Charles
especially where there are several toFlorio of the Water Department.

Low pressure in Hoboken
laid to Jersey City valve

Plan to require landlords
i/i/fre,

CAPT. WILLIAM BERGIN,
president of the officers' group,
said the organization will seek a
factfinder from the state Public
Employment Relatons Commission.
And firemen are only one day
away from following the same
course, said Michael Bavaro,
president of the Hoboken
Firefighters Association.
Both Bergin and Bavaro called
a meeting with Ranieri last night
"unproductive" and said they
saw little or no hope in future
talks.

made. The logical and responsible thing for union officials to
do—if I might be presumptuous
— is to present the proposal to
the membership for acceptance
or rejection.
"If there should be a refusal,
then the city invites a counter
proposal from the firemen. This
is logical, businesslike and part
of the fair negotiating process."

Payment of an $11,073 bill, over which a
Robbinsville firm is threatening to sue
Hoboken and its Community Development
Agency (CDA), was authorized and approved
more than two weeks ago, CDA Director
Fred M. Bado said today.
"My staff should have contacted the
company then and worked out some written
assurances we wanted before sending the
check along," he said. "I'm sure that had the
company been contacted we wouldn't be
having this problem. I publicly apologize for
the oversight."
The Vernon Fabricating Co., which did
some of the work on the city's new Multi-

Service Center at Second and Grand streets,
notified the city yesterday that it has been
trying to get paid for more than a year with
no success, and intended to sue for the
money.
Bado said he would personally find out
why the company wasn't notified of the
situation and contact the company ,to make
sure it understood that the payment would be
forthcoming.
"All we want from the company is written notification that as one of the prime contractors, none of its sub-contractrs, has filed
claims against it for non-payment, and that
all of its work has been completed," Bado
added. "These are minor matters and should
not delay the payment."

them in our garage," the director continued.
"But the work requires tools and equipment
that we don't have and they had to go back
to the distributor for the repairs."
Vitale said that the two sweepers came
with a one-year warranty so the repairs
won't cost the city anything. However, their
absence has disrupted the sweeping program
again.
"I've put one of our old trucks back in

Water sources considered/?
The Hoboken City Council is consider a study made by the
considering whether to com- engineering firm of Mayo Lynch
promise with Jersey City over in cooperation with Robert Hornew water rates or look around don, of Rutgers University, an
authority on water supply an
for a new supplier.
distribution.
The city, which npw pays
The study suggests several
Jersey City $240 ptr million alternate sources of water,
gallons, has been told that the including the Hackensack Water
rate is going to $750 per million. Co., Passaic Valley or the North
However, the law department Jersey District Water Supply
told members of the council last Commission.
night that a compromise rate of
Another recommendation was
between $400 and $440 probably
the drilling of wells as a supcan be worked out.
plemental supply, perhaps to
Members of the council's help major industries which are
water and sewerage committee, the largest users. The fear is
Councilmen Anthony Romano, that any great increase in water
Robert Ranieri and Francis bills might cause more industries
Leahy, are expected to make a to leave the c o m m u n i t y .
recommendation within the next Hoboken uses about 12 million
several days. Last night's con- gallons of water a day.
ference on water was held after
The city also should give
the public meeting.
thought to turning over its
The council also is expected to citywide water network to Jersey

service again but it doesn't do a very good
job," he added. "Our other old sweeper truck
isn't working. We had one working truck to
back up the two new ones. Who ever thought
that they'd both break down?"
The director said he was disappointed by
the failure of the equipment.
"When you pay $40,000 for a piece of
equipment you have the right to expect it is
going to perform properly for a reasonable

Public safety forces unhappy in Hoboken
V'%3/7£>
By ELIZABETH PARKS
Hoboken is developing an unusual pattern in its police and fire contract
negotiations that could lead to bitter
labor unrest.
While the city council's labor
negotiator, Robert Ranieri, contends that
there is "nothing wrong" with current
negotiations and that meetings with both
police and firemen are "progressing
nicely", the PBA and the Fire Officers
Assn. have declared the negotiations "at
an impasse" and have asked for a Public
Employment Relations Commission
(PERX) mediator to intervene.

Ntwt Analysis
Hoboken firefighters have announced
that they will call an impasse by this
morning unless the city responds to their
counter proposal to an "unacceptable"
city offer made Tuesday night.
The PBA already declared an impasse
when it too "unanimously" rejected the
city's offer Tuesday.
Yet the PBA is still negotiating with
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the city and yesterday presented Ranieri
with a counter proposal.
However, PBA president Ernest Brissette says the answer is simple. "If I buy
a ticket to fly somewhere, then I'm going
to fly and I know my destination. But that
doesn't mean that I'm not going to keep
in touch with the airline to see if conditions change and the flight is unexpectedly cancelled."
Conditions, judging by union comments, have a long way to improve
before the flight to PERC is cancelled.
Michael Bavaro, president of the
Hoboken firefighters association speaks
scornfully of the city's "zero offer" for
1976.
Bavaro said he "resents" the four,
months it took from the time when the
fire contract expired to when Ranieri last
week made his offer to firemen.
"We waited all that time to hear him
tell us we'd get nothing for this year and
a raise that equals $1.50 a week for the
next three years," Bavaro said.
Ranieri calls the city's position "fair"

and necessary if the budget is to be
protected and the tax rate stabilized.
The city offered firemen rero for this
vear. but four paid holidavs totaling 1200:
a 4 per cent base pay increase for 1977
that would give a third-year firemen
$14,522 a year instead of $12,429; and a
four per cent increase for 1978 that would
bring firemen from $12,927 to $15,070 including cash benefits' longevity.
According to Ranieri, firemen want a
two-year contract with 15 per cent for
this year and 10 per cent for next year.
He dismissed that offer "as impossible,"
saying the public safety department

.
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budget now totals $3 million, 25 per cent
of Hoboken's budget.
Brissette would not say what the police
are asking for. But they rejected the offer of a aero increase for 1976; five per
cent for 1977 that would bring three year
policemen up from $11,950 to $12,550 and
a six per cent increase for 1978 that would
give them $13,300 instead of $12,550.
Both police and fire superiors have
filed an unfair labor practice against the
city for allegedly "failing to negotiate".
Ranieri says he wants to conclude talks
with the rank and file before negotiating
with superiors.

crackdown
Hoboken's garbage inspectors are getting ready to crack down on city residents who deliberately dump garbage on
city streets at inappropriate times.
At last night's council caucus, Councilmen Louis Francone, Francis Leahy
and Walter Cramer complained they
were "sick and tired" of seeing the
"flagrant abuse of the city's ordinance
governing garbage disposal."
The three councilmen said that day and
night they have personally seen garbage
loose and scattered in paper bags
throughout all sections of the city.
Leahy said it was a disgrace that residents stuck their own private garbage in
public receptacles, because the garbage
eventually spills over and litters the
city's busiest thoroughfare, Washington
91 •
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Garbage inspector, Edward Mclntyre,
asked the council to clarify its ordinance
on garbage disposal so inspectors would
be in a better position to issue summonses for violations.

Schedule Changed
Since the city several months ago
changed its garbage collection schedule
from six days a week to three, residents
have been violating the ordinance by putting their garbage out on days not
scheduled for pickups.
Garbage inspectors claim it is difficult
to issur a summons because it is hard to
prove who actually left the garbage at
any particular site. The garbage inspectors last night agreed to sit down with the
public works subcommittee of the city
council and with Municipal Judge
Rudolph R. Naddeo to "review the ordinance to determine whether more
severe penalties should be imposed.
The ordinance currently provides for
fines ranging from 000 to $200. The inspectors want the council to establish a
higher minimum penalty.

HobofcenKofC
fo self clubhouse
on Hudson $f.

City or a new supplier, the study
said. This would put the supplier
in charge of maintaining it.
At the meeting last night the
council endorsed an assembly
bill which would apportion loss of
ratables to a city whose sewage
treatment plant also serves other
communities — Hoboken handles
sewage from Union City and
Weehawken.
, .
The council approved the hiring of the Mayo Lynch firm as
consultants to the planning board
at $6,000 a year and approved an
agreement between the firm and
the Community Development
Agency for park restoration
work under the state Green
Acres Program.
Another agreement between
the CDA and the architectural
firm of Bissell and Wells for up
to $7,000 also was approved.

New $40,000 street sweepers kaput
Hoboken's two new $40,000 street sweeping trucks have broken down after less than
a month on the job and it appears they'll be
out of service for at least a week.
Public Works Director Raphael P. Vitale
said today that both trucks appear to have
some kind of mechanical defect in the
sweeping equipment and have been sent
back to the distributor for repairs.
"The company sent a man in to try to fix

Hoboken plant
garbage men

Hoboken's loss of water
may be due to bad meters

period without any major problems," he explained. "A defect is the last thing you'd expect at those prices."
Vitale's problems aren't limited to new
street sweepers. The Public Works Department is also short two brand-new 1976 trucks.
"Something went wrong with the
engines," he said. "They burned out and are
now back at the dealers to have the engines
rebuilt. I didn't expect that either."

A
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Hoboken's board of education has
flskmiasked the
thestate
statefor
fora aquick
auickdecision
decisi on
its appeal of the $680,000 reduction in
its budget made by the city council.
The taxpayers should be anxious for
a quick decision, too. Their taxes will go
up almost $7 per $1,000 of assessed valuation if the state rules in favor of the
appeal and can make its ruling stick.
But that is not all. The budget contains a tremendous "if". It is based on
the hope the state will come across with
$2,000,000 in school aid which is not
promised and which is unlikely to materialize unless the legislature passes an
income tax or some other equivalent
revenue measure.
Without the $2,000,000, Hoboken's
tax rate would go up still another $20—
and it is already the highest in the state.
The fate of the $2,000,000 may not
be known for weeks. To lessen the anxiety, at least the question of the $680,000
should be settled without delay.

After two years of debate, the Hoboken
Knights of Columbus Council members have
voted to sell their four-story brick building
clubhouse at 716 Hudson St., James Gabriele,
president of the Columbian Club, said today.
According to Gabriele, the council
members were notified at last night's meeting that the motion to sell the building was
approved by more than a 2-tol margin in a
mail ballot sent to all active members.
"Although we can now put the building
up for sale we will not do so immediately,"
he continued. "The council and club are
looking into the possibility of opening a statefunded day care center. If this materializes,
the council would have the money needed to
rehabilitate the building and make it suitable
for the center and continued council use."
The cost of operating the building has
continued to increase for the last four qr five
years, according to Gabriele, and is nW\at
the point where the council has to dip into its
surplus funds to keep it going.
Gabriele said the Columbian Club corporation members were to meet with city
officials this week to get some idea of what
has to be done to be sanctioned as a day care
center and the prospects of getting that approval.
"If it doesn't materialize, we will have to
sell the building," he continued. "We would
prefer to sell only the building and property
at 716 Hudson St. The council also owns two
adjoining lots at 712 and 714 and would like to
retain that ownership."
Gabriele said that the income from the
sale would be used to purchase or build a
new headquarters, one that would not be so
expensive to operate. He added the Maurice
DeGennaro has been placed in charge of the
committee handling the matter.

Two projects
fo be expanded
of Sfevens t $
Continuations of a management technique improvement program and a waterfront
development project will be the main thrust
of the second year activities of the Center for
Municipal Studies and Services at Stevens
Institute of Technology, Richard Sojlivito,
director, said today.
The two projects will cost a total of
$143,000. Hoboken, which is a sponsor of the
Center with the college, will contribute
$36,000 and the college will kick in $40,000 in
salaries and services. The remainder will
come from the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD).
Beth cf the projects were started in the
Center's first year and are to be expanded
upon m the second. Initial reports on the
first-year findings and recommendations
have been completed, Sullivan said.
He said the second year's programs will
deal with the implementation of thos«
recommendations.
"The Center has three other proposals
for the second year which, at this time, it is
not committed to continuing but could go into
later in th« year," he continued. "These are
a consolidated purchasing program for
Hoboken and the North Hudson municipalities, a mutual cooperation program for
the public works departments of Hoboken
and the North Hudson municipalities, and a
study of economic trends in Hoboken."
Sullivan said these projects have not
been designated for the second year because
those involved — the municipality and the
North Hudson Council of Mayors — have not
yet indicated they want to proceed with
them.

